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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Designing Multimodal Alternatives for Nonvisual Computer Interaction

By

Mark Steven Baldwin

Doctor of Philosophy in Informatics

University of California, Irvine, 2020

Professor Gillian R. Hayes, Chair

Natural and artificial acoustics of the built world provide spatial awareness, environmental

context, and communicative abilities to people with visual impairments. When the acoustic

soundscape is insufficient, assistive technologies – devices and computational systems de-

signed to augment the visual modality – can be used to translate visual information to other

modalities. In the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), nonvisual assistive tech-

nologies seek to bridge the human to computer relationship through speech and non-speech

sounds, touch, and by facilitating interactions through sighted support structures. Current

research exploring technological approaches to solving nonvisual challenges in a sight-first

world, often emphasize the transfer of visual information to a single modality. In this dis-

sertation, I examine how individual modalities can be unified through novel computational

interactions to alleviate sensory overload, and support a broad set of activities. I ask the

questions: 1) How can tangible and mixed ability computational systems be designed to

reduce audio and interactions for blind and low vision people in everyday activities, and 2)

Do assistive technologies that are less reliant on auditory input improve blind and low vision

user interactions? Through field studies of blind and low vision computers users, I designed

and evaluated a platform for augmenting auditory computer interactions with a tangible

interface. An experimental evaluation of the combined auditory and tangible control found

a thirty-nine percent increase compared to traditional audio-only tools in web navigation

xiv



tasks. Through a multi-year ethnographic study of a blind and low vision outrigger canoeing

community, I examined the intersection of sensory modalities and mixed-ability relationships

during canoeing activities. Applying a public-facing co-design participatory methodology,

I worked alongside blind and sighted outrigger canoe enthusiasts to design, evaluate, and

deploy a shared assistive technology to support blind paddling. Analysis of my work reveals

how physicality in the world influences the auditory and tangible interactions of assistive

technologies. In addition to my empirical findings, through this work I demonstrate how

attending to context and the physicality of sound and touch reveal critical insights to guide

the design of assistive technology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

What is the world of sound? I have been spending some time out of doors

trying to respond to the special nature of the acoustic world. I am impressed by

the many different aspects of reality, the range and depth of the contact points

between myself and something created by sound. ... The intermittent nature of

the acoustic world is one of its most striking features...I have only very limited

power over the acoustic world. ... This is a world which I cannot shut out, which

goes on all around me, and which gets on with its own life. ... Acoustic space is

a world of revelation.

– Touching the Rock, John M. Hull

This quote, adapted from John Hull’s three year account of his mid-life transition to the world

of blindness (Hull, 1992), summarizes his reflection on sound and the acoustic world. In the

absence of sight, Hull finds an unexpected richness in the way sound informs the world around

him. For Hull, sound is an “astonishingly varied and rich panorama of movement, music
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and information...absorbing and fascinating." Yet, the qualities of sound that Hull reveres,

often go unappreciated, misunderstood, and underused by assistive technologies designed to

support blindness. Hull’s account captures the underlying motivation for my research, and

this dissertation: to understand how, in absence of sight, the unique characteristics of the

human sensory system can be better supported by assistive technology.

As the primary sensory modality used by people with visual impairment (Hötting & Röder,

2009), the auditory channel is responsible for interpreting and understanding the visual

world. Speech and non-speech sounds, processed by the auditory channel, provide spatial

awareness, environmental context, and communicative abilities in place of visual informa-

tion. Sounds are rendered, naturally and artificially, through the day to day encounters of

human activity. For the visually impaired community, when naturally occurring sounds are

unable to sufficiently supplant visual information, assistive technologies can be introduced

to augment information through additional modalities. The white cane, for example, trans-

lates the textures and obstacles of the spaces surrounding a person into tangible and audible

information that can be interpreted, processed, and acted upon to safely navigate complex

environments. The strength of the auditory modality, as well as the relative ease through

which audio is produced in technological systems, has led to an abundance of assistive tech-

nologies designed to transfer visual information to the auditory channel.

Although there is some evidence that people with visual impairment have increased auditory

perception when compared to sighted people (Niemeyer & Starlinger, 1981; Lessard, Paré,

Lepore, & Lassonde, 1998; Hugdahl et al., 2004), the auditory channel still requires cogni-

tive effort to process information. Like most human perception channels, over-stimulation

of the auditory channel can lead to cognitive overload (C. L. Baldwin, 2016), a side effect

recognized by some assistive technology scholars (Dakopoulos & Bourbakis, 2009; Rector,

Bennett, & Kientz, 2013). Others have explored ways to make auditory information pro-

cessing more efficient. Rate of speech (Walker, Nance, & Lindsay, 2006), spatial sounds

2



(Savidis, Stephanidis, Korte, Crispien, & Fellbaum, 1996), and concurrency (Guerreiro &

Gonçalves, 2014) have been shown to be effective strategies for increasing the density of

auditory information, potentially decreasing processing time. However, the ephemerality of

sound, sequential structure of auditory information, and concerns over disruption and pri-

vacy (M. S. Baldwin, Hayes, Haimson, Mankoff, & Hudson, 2017), as well as the broader

auditory landscape (LaBelle, 2010) are seldom factored into assistive technology design.

In this dissertation, I explore how augmenting and reducing auditory interaction for assis-

tive technology can expand the types of experiences available to the blind and low-vision

community. I explore the relationship between people with visual impairment and assistive

technology across two domains that each pose different challenges to the use of auditory

based technologies: computer-based knowledge work and water-based leisure activities. The

results of this work indicate that in a work environment, traditional auditory-focused as-

sistive technologies are difficult to learn, inefficient, and disruptive. Similarly, in outdoor

leisure activities, the results of this work indicate that natural environmental auditory cues

are equally, if not more, important than the information that an assistive technology might

provide to the enjoyment and utility of the experience. Taken together, these edge cases

provide a way in which to think about and examine how auditory information might be

reduced and augmented to improve experiences of assistive technologies more broadly.

1.1 Audio and Computer-based Knowledge Work

Desktop and mobile computing systems have traditionally relied on audio output as the pri-

mary interface for blind and low vision users. Using only audio output provides simplicity of

implementation and relative ease in which interactions can be learned. In practice, however,

this model fails to match the quality of sighted user experiences. Where sighted individu-

als benefit from the parallel processing provided by vision, blind and low vision users must
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process the same information sequentially through a single auditory modality. It is through

this translation from visual to auditory that valuable information (e.g., spatial arrangement

and text emphasis) is lost. Additionally, the ephemeral nature of audio prevents information

from persisting beyond the moment it is delivered.

Despite these challenges, blind and low vision users still engage with screen readers to serve

a variety of needs, including basic home and work productivity as well as emergent forms

of technical engagement. Increasingly, just as with sighted users, blind and low vision users

have become dependent on some form of computer interaction for many aspects of everyday

life. These uses can be particularly challenging for nonvisual computer users, because they

often include images and interactive elements that do not translate well to audio output.

Despite legal requirements and general support for accessibility online (Administration, 2020;

Webaim.org, 2020), a variety of challenges still exist for users who must rely solely on audio

output, including system inefficiency, poor user experience, and cognitive overload.

Converting visual information to auditory output through text-to-speech engines has long

been the most common method for nonvisual computer interaction. Affordable computers

with the ability to produce audio output are readily available, standards are in place (W3C,

2020), and there is already significant infrastructure to teach people to use screen readers

through community and school-based programs. On the software side, a developer only

needs to ensure that visual elements are semantically defined to make them accessible to

screen readers. In practice, this is a relatively straightforward task. Thus, it is perhaps

not surprising that advances in the communication of information visually, continue to be

redirected as audio output for blind and low-vision users.

Even if screen readers were optimal translations of the computer experiences at the time

they were developed (a time of command line interaction), the changes we have witnessed

in user experiences over the last few decades have destroyed any possibility of these to be

comparable interfaces today (E. Mynatt, 1997). Those dependent on screen readers are
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simply not benefiting from the massive advances in user experience, particularly the two-

dimensional direct manipulation of the graphical user interface (GUI). Embedded within

the GUI are visual and spatial cues that allow sighted users to perceive multiple actions

simultaneously. These cues enable sighted users to rely on recognition rather than recall

(Nielsen, 1994), providing a significant advantage over those using screen readers.

In chapter 3, I describe the ways in which screen readers are problematic, particularly for

novice users, and probe how we might design improved interfaces for non-visual access.

My approach takes inspiration from the way that early graphical interfaces appropriated

physical metaphors with which users were already familiar, and wondered if these same

metaphors might be usefully re-appropriated into a nonvisual interactive system. To answer

this question, I conducted a field study of screen reader use at a school for people who are

losing or have recently lost their sight. Based on the results of my field work, I developed

a prototype for multimodal nonvisual computing that moves semantic information out of

the audio stream and onto a tangible interface. An experimental study using this tangible

interface revealed ways in which such systems might actually be easier and more efficient than

screen readers, particularly for novice users. It also highlighted the complexity of introducing

non-visual modalities to the interaction space of modern desktop operating systems. To

deepen our scholarly understanding of these complexities, I conducted further analysis on

my field work and experimental study results using an activity theory lens. I observed

how these challenges exist within the fundamental structures of computation, traditionally

hierarchical, and now increasingly oriented towards search and sensor streams. Rather than

accept these technological orientations, a computational system structured around the unit

of human activity (Nardi, 1996a) holds promise as a way to remove many of the obstacles

blind and low vision users face.

The mismatch between activity and computational infrastructures for blind and low vision

computer users can be extreme. While visual computing users take advantage of large
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Figure 1.1: The typical workflow for nonvisual use of computational systems. A blind or
low vision user must recall application, operating system, and assistive software keyboard
commands to control input into an Information and Communications Technology (ICT).
The ICT responds to keyboard input through a serial stream of auditory information that
combines semantic and lexical information.

screens, multiple monitors, and multiple desktops to orient themselves visually to swap

quickly among a variety of contexts and activities, blind and low vision users must rely on

a keyboard for input and specialized software for converting visual and textual information

to speech or a magnified viewport(see Figure 1.1). This approach widens the gap for blind

and low-vision users between the human activity and the technological abstraction, as all

of the services and data typically communicated visually (e.g., progress bars, notifications,

and spatial information), must also be put into the audio channel. With each technological

advancement in visual communication, new efforts are required to translate information into

a nonvisual medium.

Thus, I focused on how the scholarly community might reconsider accessible technologies

for the desktop computing environment from the ground up as an infrastructure centered

around activity. In this way, we can narrow the gaps for blind and low vision users between

the goals they wish to accomplish, the tasks they are attempting to complete, and the

computing infrastructure they must use. I see two distinct advantages to this approach

beyond the obvious improvement of solutions for blind and low vision users. First, by
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simplifying abstractions to make them accessible, we may reduce the kind of overhead that

is limiting adoption of an activity-centered approach in the broader community. Second, by

re-articulating blind and low-vision user needs and preferences through the lens of activity

theory, I contribute a conceptual framework for thinking about accessibility and assistive

technologies.

1.2 Audio and Water-Based Leisure Activity

Disabilities are experienced through interactions with the physical and social world, and

while social interactions and disability experiences can be shared, these interactions are

more often othering and problematic. One might then ask what the role of shared assistive

technology can be in changing this dynamic. I explored this issue by publicly developing a

technology for blind outrigger canoe paddlers. I tested the boundaries of cooperative design

as well as community-based research. By intentionally co-designing a shared, mixed-ability

assistive technology in public settings, I was able to explore the ways in which sighted and

blind technology users working together created an improved experience that neither could

create alone, thus providing a roadmap for potential future cooperative assistive technology

design and development.

Technology can be a powerful enabling force through which blind and visually impaired

individuals experience parts of the sighted world that might otherwise not be available to

them. These assistive technologies help people manage a variety of everyday tasks at home,

at work, and during leisure. Assistive technologies are more often viewed as individual tools

to support an individual experience (Ripat & Woodgate, 2011) than shared tools (Azenkot,

Feng, & Cakmak, 2016; Bigham et al., 2010; Lacey & MacNamara, 2000). However, just

as students in a class who know about a child’s disability are likely to be more welcoming

(Ochs, Kremer-Sadlik, Solomon, & Sirota, 2001) and how people view wearable technology
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more favorably when they know it is assistive (Nguyen et al., 2009; H. Profita, Albaghli,

Findlater, Jaeger, & Kane, 2016), cooperation between people with and without disabilities

can tremendously improve not only technology design but also experiences for both involved

(Shinohara, Bennett, Pratt, & Wobbrock, 2018).

In chapter 4, I describe how I set out to understand the experience of blind and low vision

outrigger canoe paddlers as a powerful example of access to leisure activities regardless of

physical constraints. Working with an organization that takes blind and low vision paddlers

on group outings in a six-person outrigger canoe (OC6) for both recreation and competition,

I learned about the need for solo paddling. Competitions typically involve the use of an

OC6 with a sighted steerperson, allowing up to five visually impaired persons to participate.

To prepare for competitions, however, training in an one-person outrigger canoe (OC1) is

critical to developing strength and technique. As such, we focused our investigation on sup-

porting blind and low vision paddlers using an OC1. For example, visually impaired paddlers

typically either rely on a multi-person canoe or respond to simple audible directives (e.g.,

left, right, watch out) called out from a support boat—neither of which match the train-

ing conditions of sighted paddlers. Furthermore, the invasive stream of commands required

to verbally navigate a blind paddler, are often viewed as an unwelcome disruption to the

natural soundscape of the activity. In addressing these challenges, I adopted an interdepen-

dent approach to assistive technology design (Bennett, Brady, & Branham, 2018), with an

eye towards the ways that working together on both the design and the experience of such

technology could drive additional awareness and engagement across the boundaries of the

sighted and blind paddler communities. Following a multi-month co-design experience with

both sighted and blind paddlers and several rounds of prototype iterations and development,

I conducted a multi-year ethnographic study of multi-modal multi-user system with blind

and sighted paddlers.
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1.3 Thesis Statement

Augmenting audio-only assistive technologies with additional modalities can reduce depen-

dence on audio and improve the experience of activities for blind and low vision users of

assistive technologies.

1.4 Research Questions

RQ 1. How can tangible and mixed ability computational systems be designed to reduce audio

and interactions for blind and low vision people in everyday activities?

RQ 2. Do assistive technologies that are less reliant on auditory input improve blind and low

vision user interactions?

1.5 Contribution of Dissertation

The work presented in this dissertation contributes to the literature on assistive technology

for blind and low vision individuals. Little existing literature has explored how assistive

technologies can reduce auditory information for blind and low vision users. My work draws

attention to tangible and mixed-ability interaction as potential solutions to both the reduc-

tion and augmentation of audio in assistive technology interaction. By broadening the scope

of approaches for specific nonvisual assistive technologies, I provide new ways of thinking

about how assistive technology is situated within the broader context of mainstream technol-

ogy and its dependence on audio. My work also contributes to the literature on technologies

in support of both work and leisure activities for blind and low vision individuals.

Finally, this dissertation explicitly engages Activity Theory and activity-centric computing
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as frameworks for the design of assistive technologies. These approaches, when deployed

in this work, led explicitly to non-audio-based engagements: tangible interfaces in the case

of the workplace and mixed-ability shared control collaborative technologies in the case of

water-based leisure activities. By exposing the activity as the key unit of analysis for this

work, I demonstrate specific ways in which audio is problematic as well as a range of creative

solutions for addressing those challenges.

1.6 Summary of Chapters

In chapter 2, I start with an overview of Activity Theory, the theoretical framing that I have

applied to much of the work I have completed for this dissertation. I then conduct review

of the literature, establishing a foundational background for my work.

The results for the work presented in this dissertation are organized into two chapters: 3

and 4. In chapter 3, I review the details of the field work I conducted at a computer training

school for visually impaired adults. I detail the design, development, and evaluation of the

Tangible Desktop, a desktop computer peripheral that changes how audio is presented to

blind and low vision computer users. I also detail the development and evaluation of KInD,

an activity centered tangible computing peripheral.

In chapter 4, I provide an overview of the multi-year fieldwork I completed with a blind

and low vision outrigger paddling organization. I describe how alongside this organization,

I designed a shared assistive technology to support solo canoe operation for blind paddling.

I then report the results of my findings from observing twenty-four training sessions using

this shared technology.

In chapter 5, I reflect on the results across all of my work. I discuss in detail I view this

work contributing to scholarly work in the assistive technology design space.
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Chapter 2

Background

Assistive tools seek to break down barriers in social, environmental, and technological ac-

tivities that affect how people with visual impairments negotiate the world. Tools like the

white cane, smartphone navigation, and text-to-speech systems, mediate actions to fulfill

goals of the individual that they might not otherwise be able to complete. One perspective

on the significance between tool mediation and human activity emerged from the work of

early twentieth century Russian psychologist L.S. Vygotsky. Vygotsky viewed tool use as a

distinguishing feature of human activity, one that enables humans to “master" and “triumph

over nature" (Vygotsky, 1980). Vygotsky viewed the mediation of human activity through

tool use as a connection to both objects of, and people in, an environment (Leont’ev, 1974).

Due to the importance of tool use by people with visual impairments, Vygotsky’s perspective

provides a valuable lens through which we might identify characteristics and qualities for the

design of assistive technologies.

In a world in which nonvisual access to vital systems and services is often calculated retroac-

tively, Vygotsky’s work brings to the forefront the importance of mediating tools as “con-

ductor of human influence on the object of activity" (Vygotsky, 1980). Not simply for the
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types of individual activities that tools can support, but also for the “social intercourse"

which they engender (Leont’ev, 1974). The types of human activity that emerge from indi-

vidual physchological processes, can only occur through the reciprocal interaction of people

(Vygotsky, 1980; Leont’ev, 1974). The white cane, for example, carries with it a sociohistor-

ical context (derived from this reciprocal interaction) that translates to interphsychological

behavior and expectations for individuals in proximity to its holder. A blind traveler aware

of this behavior, therefore, is free to choose the types of activities for which the white cane

best serves.

It is through the “orienting concepts and perspectives" of Vygotsky’s notion of mediated

action (Nardi, 1996a; Engeström, 2009) and social consciousness, that I situate the broader

scope of my work. Assistive technologies (e.g., mediating tools) can and should be viewed not

just as enabling tools, but also as artifacts that promote social inclusiveness and awareness.

Thus, the core principles of Vygotsky’s work provide a useful language upon which the design

and implementation of assistive tools can be framed.

As I use the language of activity throughout this dissertation, in the next section I offer

an overview of the history and core principles of activity theory, a formal structural repre-

sentation derived from Vygotsky’s work. I then explore literature related to the mediating

role that assistive technology plays in the everyday lives of people with visual impairments.

Finally, I conclude this chapter by reviewing how tool mediation has expanded beyond the

one-to-one relationship between tool and the individual to include multiple individuals, often

of varying abilities, to broaden the types of activities that people with visual impairments

are able to carry out.
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2.1 Overview of Activity Theory

Vygotsky’s work on the relationship between mediating tools and human activity was refined

by his colleague and former student A. N. Leont’ev, who classified the central concepts and

terms that describe the general structure of activity theory (Leont’ev, 1974). Leont’ev sought

to solidify Vygotsky’s concepts, which he argued were far too abstract, into a more concrete,

and therefore meaningful, form. One of Leont’ev’s most significant contributions to the

refinement of how the theoretical analysis of human activity is carried out is the concept

of the object. According to Leont’ev, objects motivate activities, giving them purpose and

direction. It is through the fundamental characteristic of the object that Vygotsky’s early

concepts of tools, goals, and operations organize into the formal structure (which I will

expand upon in the next section) that has taken root in the field of Human-Computer

Interaction as well as my own work on nonvisual computational systems.

Activity theory’s conceptual framework for understanding the goals, motives, and needs of

human consciousness is represented by the relationship between the human subject and an

object, traditionally denoted symbolically as S → O. The needs of the subject motivate

actions towards an object, influenced by the attributes of both (Leont’ev, 1974). An object

represents some thing, material or conceptual, that requires change. The actions that humans

carry out upon the object are predominately driven by mediating artifacts and motivated by

goals (Leont’ev, 1978). The role of the mediating artifact is to support the work of the subject

as it changes the object. The classic paradigm frequently used in activity theory literature

is the carpenter (subject) who uses a hammer (artifact) to hit a nail (object) (Kaptelinin &

Nardi, 2006; Nardi, 1996a). The nail is transformed through the action of being hit which

is carried out in service of some goal or goals required to complete the activity; for example,

to practice hammering or repair a fence.

The relationship between subject, object, and mediating artifact is typically represented by
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Figure 2.1: A diagram depicting the classical representation of the relationship between the
subject, object, and mediating artifact (tool) in activity theory.

the model in figure 2.1.

Activities are naturally hierarchical; the completion of one activity might depend on addi-

tional related activities to be completed first. As an activity is carried out, a coordinated

process of learning and acting moves the activity towards completion. Leont’ev organized

this process into a three level hierarchy of activity, action, and operation (Leont’ev, 1978).

Activities are carried out through actions, determined by the individual goals of the human

subject. Actions are fulfilled through unconscious operations, which reflect the human sub-

ject’s natural attributes. The relationship between actions and operations is described as

fluid, where actions can become unconscious operations through the natural internalization

that occurs through practice, and operations become conscious actions through externalizing

processes, such as breakdowns (Bødker, 1991).

The application of the principles of activity theory to technological systems was a critical step

in the post-cognitivist movement within human computer interaction (HCI) (Kaptelinin &

Nardi, 2006). As technology became part of our everyday lives, so did its role as a mediating

tool. For example, in her seminal work, Bødker established the role of the computer as

mediating artifact: a user (subject) types words into a computer (mediation) to send an

email (object) (Bødker, 1991). The technology as mediator paradigm has formed the basis

for a significant body of literature focused on bridging gaps between human activity and

computation (Clemmensen, Kaptelinin, & Nardi, 2016; Bødker & Andersen, 2005). Of
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particular interest to my work are the efforts focused on re-framing desktop interaction

from an application-centric model to one centered on activity (Bardram, Bunde-Pedersen,

& Soegaard, n.d.; Kaptelinin, 2003; Voida, Mynatt, & MacIntyre, 2007). Despite promising

results, the application-centric model remains largely a siloed experience, where applications

and the computational entities that they generate have little awareness of each other, leaving

the user to develop individual strategies for coordination (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006).

One exception can be found in applications that encapsulate individual tools into a common

environment. Personal information managers (PIM) such as Microsoft Outlook, are one

example of a single application that operates at the level of activity (Kaptelinin & Nardi,

2006). PIMs typically coordinate messaging, scheduling, and social contacts together around

a single goal, a fundamental requirement of activity. Although the PIM presents a compelling

example for the integration of activity principles in computing, there is little evidence of

activity centered systems being taken up in a broad and comprehensive sense. Furthermore,

this is no evidence of the application of activity theory principles to the design of assistive

technologies for the visually impaired community. When considering the challenges faced

by users of assistive technologies (Lazar, Feng, & Allen, 2006; Lazar, Allen, Kleinman, &

Malarkey, 2007; Mankoff, Fait, & Tran, 2005), it is clear more work is needed to improve

their experience.

Activity theory helps us to see the ways in which the human activity and the system ob-

jects are co-constructed, updating and evolving alongside one another. The reliance that

the system has on people being sighted to make these intertwined interactions work rela-

tively seamlessly. As Nardi states, “Activity theory says, in essence, that we are what we

do." Activity-centered computing has been previously proposed as a solution to numerous

mismatches between user activities and system behavior and as a more general approach for

social analysis and design in HCI (Kaptelinin, Nardi, & Macaulay, 1999). This work reveals

how important an activity theoretical approach could be for nonvisual computer users, it
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draws attention to the possible benefits of applying activity theoretical concepts to assistive

technologies beyond the desktop computing paradigm. Through an activity theoretical lens,

we can look beyond the individual application oriented tasks of each computational system

and think about how assistive systems can serve activities more broadly. This paradigm shift

is an opportunity for designers and researchers to re-imagine how computation can support

the activities of blind and low vision users.

2.2 Mediating Action Through Assistive Tools

Mediating tools designed specifically for supporting computational interaction for blind and

low vision people are largely concerned with augmenting the visual channel through alter-

native sensory modalities. Historically, scholarly interest in nonvisual interaction with com-

putational systems has involved novel ways to transfer information from the visual channel

to the auditory channel (E. D. Mynatt & Weber, 1994; Raman, 1996; Plessers et al., 2005;

Donker, Klante, & Gorny, 2002; Saha, Fiannaca, Kneisel, Cutrell, & Morris, 2019). While

the recent emergence of affordable rapid-prototyping techniques have made experimental

work with tangible interfaces more common (e.g., (Bau, Poupyrev, Israr, & Harrison, 2010;

Gupta, Morris, Patel, & Tan, 2013; Jansen, Karrer, & Borchers, 2010; Sodhi, Poupyrev,

Glisson, & Israr, 2013; Weiss, Voelker, Borchers, & Wacharamanotham, 2011; Weiss et al.,

2009)). In this section, I present literature in the areas of auditory and tangible interaction

that has sought to expand the ways people with visual impairements engage with technology.

2.2.1 Application of Auditory Forms of Computer Interaction

The use of the auditory channel for the communication of information to people with visual

impairments is common across assistive technology domains, from desktop computing sys-
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tems to computational orientation and mobility aids (Manduchi & Kurniawan, 2018; Mulloy,

Gevarter, Hopkins, Sutherland, & Ramdoss, 2014). The wide range of advances found in

audio representations can be accounted for in part by the ease of prototyping audio, which

is primarily a software task, despite known drawbacks (Peres et al., 2008). In desktop com-

puting, audio requires users to make a trade-off between metaphors that are fairly closely

tied to the hierarchy of graphical interfaces (e.g., (Edwards, Mynatt, & Stockton, 1994)),

or metaphors that are so different as to require advanced expertise and learning (e.g., audio

icons and contrasting voices (Raman, 1996)). Although it is commonly understood that

visual impairment can lead to more efficient auditory perception (Röder, Rösler, & Neville,

2001), resolving accessibility issues through a single modality can still lead to unbalanced,

complex engagements that are challenging for experts and non-experts.

The large corpus of input commands required to operate audio interfaces, for example,

impose significant hurdles as users first familiarize themselves, only to become a constraint

on efficiency with increasing expertise (Vigo & Harper, 2014).

Early efforts in accessibility research focused on the development of sub-systems that under-

stood how to pair metadata with interface elements (Edwards et al., 1994; E. Mynatt, 1997).

As sub-systems became natural components of user interface toolkits, attention turned to

making sure that the metadata was adequately communicated. The ubiquity of 16bit com-

puter audio, for example, saw significant research efforts in the auditory presentation of data

including audio manipulation techniques like sonification and 3D audio (Gaver, 1989; Blat-

tner, 1989; Crispien, Fellbaum, Savidis, & Stephanidis, 1996; Donker et al., 2002; Walker

et al., 2006). The positive results of many of these research efforts is likely due to the

capabilities of the human auditory system. Blind people are known to have significantly

stronger verbal auditory encoding abilities (Lessard et al., 1998) as well as a stronger ability

to identify individual sounds from concurrent speech (Guerreiro & Gonçalves, 2014) when

compared to sighted individuals. Yet, few of these systems have gained traction in com-
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mercial audio-based interaction tools like screen readers. The serial, ephemeral nature of

audio does not adequately translate the metaphor and expressiveness of visual information,

prompting visually impaired users to search for complimentary support (Bigham et al., 2010;

Lacey & MacNamara, 2000).

Assistive technologies that use auditory speech interfaces rely mainly on text-to-speech pro-

cessors which take text as input and return digitized speech as output. During the conver-

sion process, visual information such as graphical emphasis and spatial arrangement is lost

(Asakawa, Takagi, Ino, & Ifukube, 2002). Work has been done to overcome this by aug-

menting the output with a navigation ontology (Yesilada, Harper, Goble, & Stevens, 2004),

or increasing access to semantic information (Plessers et al., 2005). Additionally, speech

input, non-speech input (Igarashi, Moscovich, & Hughes, 2005) and non-speech output (e.g.,

(E. D. Mynatt & Weber, 1994; Savidis et al., 1996; Donker et al., 2002)) have been shown to

enhance the interactive experience and the range of things that can be displayed. For exam-

ple, sounds can be positioned in space, as with Schmandt’s hallway metaphor, which used

head motion to focus attention on “sound bites" passed to either the subject’s left or right

ear (Schmandt, 1998). Novel computational systems that make use of audio, either through

sonification or speech and non-speech sounds, target the introduction or reproduction of

visual information to the auditory channel. For example, graphical computer interfaces

simplify interaction for sighted users using physical and visual metaphors supporting direct

manipulation (e.g., files and folders), but the digital objects that support these metaphors do

not translate well to nonvisual use, making it dramatically more difficult compared to visual

use (Borodin, Bigham, Dausch, & Ramakrishnan, 2010). Furthermore, graphical interfaces

can support unconscious operation (see Section 2.1) (Leont’ev, 1978) by providing memory

aids through information that can be directly perceived in a consistent and repetitive struc-

ture (Bødker, 1990), an advantage that is largely absent in audio-based interfaces. Vázquez

and Steinfeld observed no preference between speech and non-speech sounds among blind

photographers, suggesting that in a constrained, activity-oriented application, lightweight
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repetition of auditory information is beneficial (Vázquez & Steinfeld, 2012). Yet, exces-

sive audio is known to overwhelm the auditory channel (C. L. Baldwin, 2016), regardless of

ability, suggesting that audio alone might not be sufficient for communicating information

nonvisually.

Avoiding auditory sensory overload is frequently signaled by researchers within the assistive

technology literature as a motivating factor for non-auditory modality research (Guerreiro

et al., 2015; Günther et al., 2018) or as an emergent theme from audio rich interventions

(Ducasse, Macé, Serrano, & Jouffrais, 2016; Wong, Yap, Alexander, & Karnik, 2015). In a

survey of electronic travel aids for the blind, Dakopoulos and Bourbakis urge designers to

avoid interfering with an individual’s ability to listen to environmental sounds, despite the

enhanced hearing capability of people who are blind, e.g., (Hugdahl et al., 2004). Similarly,

Saha et al. remark how participants desired less auditory information to avoid cognitive

overload while walking, stressing the importance of task-based information filtering. Yet

auditory challenges (Peres et al., 2008), which are often mentioned without consideration

for the individual needs of the target audience (e.g., (McDaniel et al., 2014; Günther et al.,

2018; Ducasse et al., 2016)), are rarely explored in depth. To the extent that challenges of

audio overuse in nonvisual tools have been explored, results are narrowly scoped and not

derived from the visually impaired community. For example, McGookin, Robertson, and

Brewster suggest a “division of functionality" in their Tangible Graph Builder that assigns

tangible and auditory interactions according to guidelines for tangible interfaces derived from

a sighted study by Challis and Edwards (McGookin et al., 2010). Although McGookin et

al. note that participants found the use of audio appropriate, the authors do not expand on

this finding enough to be applicable more broadly. In contrast, the only robust evaluations

of audio use identified in my review of the literature, Rector, Milne, Ladner, Friedman, and

Kientz conduct a mixed-methods analysis of blind and low-vision experiences with exercise

technology (Rector et al., 2015). The authors explicitly encourage designers to consider how

auditory information is delivered in assistive technologies, drawing attention to the varying
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roles that audition plays across different activities. Aside from Rector et al.’s review, a dearth

of literature eliciting the ways in which visually impaired subjects are affected by auditory

information draws attention to the importance of the work I present in this dissertation.

2.2.2 Application of Tangible Forms of Computer Interaction

One way to broaden the set of metaphors available to nonvisual interaction is to move out of

an audio-only realm and into the physical world of tactile interaction. The sense of touch is a

rich input modality capable of perceiving a diverse range of feedback from size and shape, to

texture, stiffness, and temperature (Klatzky & Lederman, 2003). Interacting with physical

objects is known to be an enjoyable experience (Zuckerman & Gal-Oz, 2013; Schneider,

Wallace, Blikstein, & Pea, 2013) that can strengthen human recall ability (Kuznetsov, Dey,

& Hudson, 2009). The promise of tangible computer interfaces (Zuckerman & Gal-Oz, 2013),

often exemplified through the works of Ishii (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997) and Weiser (Weiser, 1991),

continues to be explored through a vast array of techniques and technologies (Fishkin, 2004;

Sodhi et al., 2013; Weiss et al., 2009, 2011; Savage, Zhang, & Hartmann, 2012; Gupta et al.,

2013; Manshad, Pontelli, & Manshad, 2012; Jansen et al., 2010; Bau et al., 2010).

The growth of tangible interactions in the physical space is increasingly more approachable

because of advances in low-cost rapid prototyping tools, such as 3D printing (Klein, Adams,

Dickin, & Simske, 2013) and microelectronics (Savage et al., 2012), which can support fast

and inexpensive production of the tangible objects. As the types of devices envisioned by Ishii

and Ullmer reached commercial viability, researchers discovered new ways of incorporating

those devices into the physical world. For example, the metaDESK combines digital imagery

with physical objects (phicons) using sensors and projection (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997). The

emergence of tabletop multi-touch displays put the same functionality into a single device,

allowing researchers to broaden the set of physical metaphors in new directions (Weiss et
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al., 2009, 2011). Similar efforts have ranged from input only—such as the use of capacitive

touch to improve mobile phone interaction (Savage et al., 2012)—to output only—using

vibrotactile feedback to add texture to touch surfaces (Bau et al., 2010). There have also

been significant contributions towards developing novel forms of communication using the

tactile channel. The AIREAL project successfully created the sense of movement around

the body by using ultrasonic pulses of air (Sodhi et al., 2013). Similarly, Gupta et al., used

air vortices to provide haptic response to gestural inputs. Using frequency modulation of an

electrovibratory surface, Bau et al., created TeslaTouch to demonstrate how an otherwise

smooth surface could produce a range of tactile sensations from stickiness and waxy to bumpy

and rough.

Affordable digital fabrication techniques have already proven their value in the domain of

assistive technology (Hurst & Tobias, 2011). Thanks to these advances, tangible interaction

is increasingly accessible and appealing (Shaer & Hornecker, 2010). The blending of linear

access, visual direct manipulation, location, and other dynamic mechanisms hold promise to-

wards creating higher quality experiences throughout all forms of interactive computational

spaces. The primary focus for tangible interaction in assistive technology has been text dis-

play through the refreshable tactile output of braille displays. A lot of effort has gone into

converting the rich set of visual desktop metaphors into something that can be controlled

and displayed in the relatively limited world of a single 24 to 40 character braille display,

mouse, keyboard, and speaker system (e.g., (Ratanasit & Moore, 2005; E. D. Mynatt &

Weber, 1994)). However, the human perceptual system is much more sophisticated in its

ability to remember and manipulate objects in the world than these traditional technologies

support. Our ability to remember the location of things in space, for example, is so good

that this is often used as a memory aid for remembering a list (Ängeslevä, Oakley, Hughes,

& O’Modhrain, 2003). Similarly, augmenting visual memorization tasks with tactile cues has

been shown to be an effective memory aid for individuals with poor recall abilities (Kuznetsov

et al., 2009). For repeat tasks, spatial memory is further enhanced by proprioceptive capa-
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bilities, which are the ability to locate the relative position of body parts (Folmer & Morelli,

2012). Thus, people have an ability to easily place things in space, remember their location,

and remember repeat tasks (such as reaching repeatedly to the same location).

More recently, tangible computing has gained interest as an assistive technology to augment

the loss of the visual input channel. For example, TeslaTouch was repurposed as a tool for

communicating 2D tactile images to the blind (Xu, Israr, Poupyrev, Bau, & Harrison, 2011).

Zuckerman and Gal-Oz, demonstrated that physically interacting with tangible objects elic-

its a sense of enjoyment—one that is preferred over traditional forms of interaction (e.g.,

keyboard and text-to-speech), even when the given task might take longer. This enjoyment

is likely a result of the learnability of tangible interfaces due to their innate ability to be

manipulated and explored (Schneider et al., 2013). However, matching the enjoyment of

exploration to the complexities of a modern computing system remains a challenge. While

multimodal sensory approaches that combine tactile and audio feedback have been shown to

be effective at improving task completion times (Kuber, Yu, & O’Modhrain, 2010; Vitense,

Jacko, & Emery, 2002; Menelas, Picinali, Bourdot, & Katz, 2014), the amount of information

that can be communicated is limited. S. Brewster and Brown translated the properties de-

fined for earcons (Blattner, 1989) (frequency, duration, rhythm, and location) to the haptic

channel in what they named “tactons." Tactons explored vibrotactile feedback as a source

for generating abstract patterns to communicate complex messages nonvisually. Follow up

studies demonstrated that tacton patterns were distinguishable, though some patterns were

more successful than others (L. Brown, Brewster, & Purchase, 2005). Prescher, Weber, and

Spindler, and others (e.g.,(Köhlmann, Zinke, Schiewe, & Jürgensen, 2010; Völkel, Weber, &

Baumann, 2008)) removed audio entirely by taking a literal approach to mapping graphical

interfaces to the tactile modality with the BrailleDis9000, a 12 line by 40 character braille

display capable of rendering shapes and braille characters. Prescher et al. repurposed the

device to present individual windows and widgets that could be mimicked tactilely by rais-

ing specific pins, finding that although the tactile representations were difficult to grasp for
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some participants, most preferred the direct manipulation afforded by the device over input

through keyboard commands (Prescher et al., 2010).

2.3 Mediating Action Through Shared Control

Since its passing, the Americans with Disabilities Act (of 1990, 1990) has brought access to

vital services for the disability community; yet negative stereotypes and awareness towards

people with disability pervade contemporary culture (Zychlinski, Ben-Ezra, & Raz, 2016;

Scior, 2011). It is generally accepted that increased exposure can positively affect attitudes

towards disability, but the mechanisms for supporting contact are less understood (Barr &

Bracchitta, 2015; Tan, Wilson, Campain, Murfitt, & Hagiliassis, 2019). Exposure alone does

not appear to sufficiently promote positive attitudes in mixed-ability groups (Keith, Ben-

netto, & Rogge, 2015). Rather, prolonged, meaningful contact between mixed-ability groups

is required to create sustained positive outcomes. Keith et al. argued that influential contact

that is perceived as “equally cooperative and pleasant" is necessary for a positive change in

awareness (Keith et al., 2015). Drawing on conversations within the disability community,

Bennett et al. encouraged assistive technology researchers to consider the “interdependent"

relationship within mixed-ability groups in their work (Bennett et al., 2018). By embracing

interdependence, issues that require expensive or complex computational interventions can

be handled as a separate case from enabling access to activities.

The concept of shared control of assistive technologies exists in different capacities across a

variety of different fields of research. However, the use of the term “shared control" is incon-

sistent and never explicitly perceived as a human-centered relationship. One of the earliest

examples of a shared control assistive technology is the NavChair (Levine, Bell, & Koren,

1994), a wheelchair that integrates machine intelligence to assist with obstacle avoidance.

Levine et al. define shared control as a relationship between a human and machine, where the
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human is intentionally assigned greater autonomy than traditional human-machine systems.

Lacey and MacNamara apply a similar interpretation of shared control to their smart walker,

which uses a Bayesian network to automate contextual shifts between automated and manual

operation modes. Building upon the human-machine interpretation of shared control, Cortes

et al. adopt the phrase “shared autonomy" to describe the relationship between users and

assistive technology within the context of the multifaceted SHARE-it platform (Cortes et al.,

2010). SHARE-it integrates input across a network of systems and services including care-

givers, physicians, machine intelligence, and assistive technology users to manage functions

for a particular assistive device. The authors argue that shared autonomy is a more suitable

description of the functionality that SHARE-it provides. Although Cortes et al. do incorpo-

rate additional human input into the shared relationship, it is conducted passively—without

the need for direct human to human contact. Similarly, though not explicitly defined as

shared, other areas of research have explored the human-machine relationship through mod-

ern smartphones (Jayant, Ji, White, & Bigham, 2011; Fiannaca, Apostolopoulous, & Folmer,

2014; Vázquez & Steinfeld, 2012). For example, Jayant et al. use image recognition to enable

blind users to more easily identify targets when taking pictures on an iPhone.

Assistive technologies explicitly designed to be shared through direct human to human inter-

action, remain underexplored in the literature. Some recent scholarly work has emphasized

the value of designing with the blind and low vision community from a methodological per-

spective. Design practices like participatory design are useful for bringing users into the

design process (Muller, 2003). Though, as Andrews argues, researchers need to adapt to

the abilities of their target audience (Andrews, 2014). According to Morrison et al., in a

multi-workshop study using “tactile ideation techniques", blind participants struggled with

the ideation process while prototyping with physical objects in a participatory design set-

ting. Despite enjoying the process of manipulating tactile objects, participants with less

vision were taxed “in a way that did not encourage ideation", highlighting the challenges for

researchers to bring blind and low vision users into the design process effectively (Morrison
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et al., 2017).

One way to engage blind and low vision participants in participatory design is to draw

from the multiple levels of expertise within existing communities (Vredenburg, Mao, Smith,

& Carey, 2002). Cooperative design or co-creation/co-design—a subfield of participatory

design—positions designers, researchers, and users equally as experts of their own experi-

ence (Sanders & Stappers, 2008). Co-design principles are grounded by the principle that

individuals contribute according to their own creativity and ability. Success, according to

Sanders and Stappers, is dependent on not pushing individuals beyond their own level of

interest (Sanders & Stappers, 2008). In my work on mixed-ability co-design (M. S. Baldwin,

Mankoff, Nardi, & Hayes, Submitted), as well as the study I present in this dissertation,

I build upon the principles of co-design by situating a mixed-ability design team within a

public setting, similar to the work of Teal and French on Designed Engagement (Teal &

French, 2016) in which participants are drawn through the public setting, rather than re-

cruitment. In addition to the ability to uncover insights that exist outside the boundary of

a design team, Teal and French suggested that public engagement through design serves to

build empathy with the public as they become active participants in the design process.

Drawing upon existing practices from disability studies and participatory design, Mankoff,

Hayes, and Kasnitz argued that deep, long-term engagement between researchers and dis-

abled individuals can lead to positive results that benefit everyone involved (Mankoff et

al., 2010). Furthermore, real-world deployments serve to mitigate the disparity between re-

searchers and subjects of differing abilities (Wobbrock, Kane, Gajos, Harada, & Froehlich,

2011), and acknowledged that users with disabilities are experts of the assistive technologies

that they use (Shinohara et al., 2018). However, as Kane, Hurst, Buehler, Carrington, and

Williams pointed out, deployments within organizations risk small, repetitive participant

pools (Kane et al., 2014). The work I describe in the next two chapters seeks to mitigate

some of these risks through public-facing, inclusive design sessions.
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Chapter 3

Augmenting Assistive Technology
Through Tangible Interaction

In my work on the Tangible Desktop (M. S. Baldwin et al., 2017), with support from my

co-authors, I set out to understand the ways in which screen readers, the primary source

of audio in nonvisual computing environments, are used by the visually impaired commu-

nity and probe how I might design improved interfaces for nonvisual access. Inspired by

early graphical interfaces that appropriated physical metaphors with which users were al-

ready familiar, I wondered if these same metaphors might be usefully re-appropriated into a

nonvisual interactive system.

I first conducted a field study of screen reader use at a school for adults who are losing or

have recently lost their sight. Over the course of four months, I observed eight students as

they were taught how to use audio-based assistive technology software and tools to perform

common desktop computer tasks. Based on the insights gained from this work, I developed

a high-fidelity prototype for multimodal nonvisual computing access, called the Tangible

Desktop (M. S. Baldwin et al., 2017), which I examined through an experimental study with
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these students.

This work offers two complimentary contributions to scholarly thinking about accessibility.

First, I describe the challenges of nonvisual computing, with a particular emphasis on how

I might use alternative input techniques beyond simply audio. The in-depth exploration of

this problem that I conducted with my co-researchers sheds light on underlying assumptions

surrounding accessible software development and assistive technologies themselves. Second,

I demonstrated the feasibility of an alternative multimodal approach and show the ways in

which such systems might actually be easier and more efficient than screen readers, partic-

ularly for novice users.

3.1 Field Study of Nonvisual Computing

I conducted a field study in a blind and low vision computer class at a non-profit organi-

zation over a period of four months. This non-profit organization, EmpowerTech1, provides

computer based job skills training (e.g., office productivity and Internet navigation skills)

for people who are blind or losing their vision. The majority of students are relatively new

users of assistive computing tools, such as screen readers and screen magnifiers.

Over the four-month period of this study, I participated in twelve classes averaging four hours

per session for a total of 48 hours of participant observation. Being both sighted and an

expert user of screen readers and other accessibility technology, I participated in the classes

as a teaching assistant, doing whatever tasks were assigned by the lead instructor, a blind

man who is an expert computer and screen reader user.

Class size varied from week to week, but typically consisted of eight to twelve students

(see Table 3.1 for student details). At the time I joined the class, experience with screen
1Empowertech consented to the use of their name in this work.
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ID Gender Age Technology Condition Time with
Condition

B1 Female 39 Screen Reader Glaucoma 9 years
B2 Male 35 Screen Reader Optic Neuropathy 10 years
B3 Female 43 Screen Reader Retina Pigmentosa since childhood
B4 Female 36 Screen Reader Retina Pigmentosa since birth
B5 Female 41 Screen Reader Retina Pigmentosa 7 years
B6 Male 37 Screen Reader Optic Neuropathy 4 years
B7 Female 41 Screen Reader Retina Pigmentosa since birth
M5 Female 34 Magnification Glaucoma 8 years
B9 Female 45 Screen Reader Glaucoma 4 years
I1 Male 52 Screen Reader Unknown since birth
M3 Male 35 Magnification Cataracts since birth

Table 3.1: Detailed list of the visually impaired students and instructor observed at the field
site. Technology represents the primary tool students preferred to use. Participant ID labels
are coded according to technology; B group had less than three months of experience with
their assigned technology, M group used magnification, and the I participant was the blind
instructor.

readers and magnifiers varied across students, but none of them had received more than three

months of training. Field notes were taken during the class when possible and directly after.

In class instruction focused heavily on screen reader operation and keyboard commands for

common computing tasks, such as file management, web browsing, and word processing.

Outside of class time, the students often stayed at EmpowerTech to practice their skills,

providing additional time for observation of their computer use and for informal interviews.

Field notes documented seating arrangements, lecture topics, software being used, and the

interactions between students and the instructor. Recurring themes during lecture included

the advantages and disadvantages of various assistive technologies as presented by the class

instructor and the struggles and conveniences for the students.

The training classroom was rectangular in shape with two exits on either side. Tables lined

the walls of the room and provided work areas for students to sit. Each table had two or three

computers, mostly PCs running Microsoft Windows 72 except for one table, which housed
2https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/windows
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two Apple iMac systems3. Sitting next to one of the iMac systems was a magnification screen

that used an optics system to increase the viewable size of any object placed beneath it. In

the center of the room there was a round table that was large enough to seat four students;

however, it was often pushed up against one of the rectangular tables to keep the center

of the classroom open for the instructor to move more freely as he taught. Many students

brought their own laptops to class making the round table the preferred place to sit.

Classes at the field site are run Monday through Thursday from 9am to 1pm. The tools used

within the classroom varied widely between students. Most students brought their personal

laptop with them to class. During my time at EmpowerTech, there was only one student

(B3) who did not have a laptop computer. Two students used Apple MacBooks (B5,M5),

the remaining students used a mixture of Windows 7 systems. Additionally, two students

transitioned to new systems: B6 migrated from Windows 7 to a MacBook, and B4 upgraded

from Windows 7 to Windows 8.

Over the course of my four month study, the class progressed from learning how to use a

screen reader to web navigation, email, and text editing. I typically collected data through

class-wide observation. On days when one or two students needed assistance beyond the

scope of the lesson plan for the day, I was asked to work directly with the struggling students.

Adopting the role of teaching assistant enabled me to observe the types of challenges that

students struggled with first hand. As I was unable to attend to the class as a whole in

these instances, I shifted the emphasis of my data collection from the class to the individual,

conducting unstructured interviews with the student.

Although the classroom had specialty devices available, like a digital magnifier and braille

printer, neither were ever used. The primary tools that students relied on were the Victor

Reader4 and screen reader or screen magnifier. The instructor encouraged students to choose
3https://www.apple.com
4http://www.humanware.com/microsite/stream/index.html
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whichever operating system and assistive tools that they preferred. The Victor Reader, a

handheld audio recording and playback device with text-to-speech capability, was used by

all of the students. Students primarily used the device to capture verbal instructions from

the teacher, which they played back at a later time while working on class assignments.

However, the devices also supported audio output of music and electronic publications like

PDF’s and e-books. Although the core features of the Victor Reader could also be found

on smartphones, the students that I spoke with found the tactile input through the raised

buttons of the device faster and more convenient to use than a smartphone touchscreen. The

most commonly used screen readers were JAWS5 for students running Microsoft Windows

and VoiceOver6 for students on Apple MacBooks. A few of the desktop computers within

the classroom were setup with multiple screen readers. In addition to VoiceOver, the iMac

could also use the Dolphin screen reader. At least one of the Windows desktops had NVDA7

installed.

Following each class, I spent time with individual students and conducted informal interviews

about their experiences with technology both in and out of the classroom. Additional arti-

facts, including handouts and worksheets assigned by the instructor, were collected at each

class period and saved for analysis. I paid particular attention to bottlenecks and challenges

during instruction and work time. Between classes, I engaged with the most commonly

used software in the previous class to better familiarize myself with the opportunities and

challenges the tools provided and to prepare to support students during class.

Data analysis combined a mixture of inductive and deductive approaches. All field notes

were read by the entire research team between each class, and discussions occurred about

the notes during weekly meetings. Data were analyzed in an iterative fashion with a con-

stant comparative approach. Each week, field notes focused both on the general themes and
5http://www.freedomscientific.com/Products/Blindness/JAWS
6http://www.apple.com/accessibility/osx/voiceover/
7http://www.nvaccess.org/
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questions that prompted my initial research and emergent questions from analysis I con-

ducted with my collaborators. I, along with my collaborators, first examined the data using

known challenges from the literature, such as the shortcomings of screen readers (Borodin

et al., 2010), software accessibility compliance (Mankoff et al., 2005; Richards, Montague,

& Hanson, 2012), and user frustration (Lazar et al., 2007). Using an iterative, inductive

approach, I then identified additional emergent phenomena, named, and categorized these

issues. I used affinity diagramming and axial coding to understand the relationship between,

across, and within these codes as well as to those themes from the literature and my original

deductive coding. While completing data collection and analysis, I iterated on the proto-

types described in section 3.3. As dominant codes emerged, they were incorporated into the

categories presented in the next section and considered as part of the prototype development

process. This intertwined process enabled me to test the boundaries of technical feasibility

as ideas were broadened and then refined.

Over the course of the field study, I met regularly with the course instructor and school staff.

These meetings supported three complementary goals of the research team. First, the team

was interested in building a strong community partnership with EmpowerTech, including the

ability to hear from them what research questions they might have or technical innovations

they might wish to see. Second, I conducted preliminary analysis and presented these initial

ideas to them to inform the next data collection session. Finally, as the fieldwork drew to a

close, I began to shift the discussion towards larger analytic themes and design guidance for

my prototype solutions, again getting feedback from the members of the community I was

studying and support from the organization with whom I was partnering.
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3.2 Effects of Audio in Computational Contexts

In my fieldwork, working alongside blind and low vision students in an active learning envi-

ronment, unmasked the impact of audio in nonvisual computing contexts. In the classroom,

auditorily communicated information was constant. Verbal instruction, student discussions,

computer speech and sonification, as well as intermittent ambient sounds placed a consistent

stream of information processing upon the students. In this section, I present the results

of the analysis I conducted along with my co-authors on my fieldwork data. I describe the

challenges participants encountered in using screen readers, in terms of the dual issues of

keystroke memorization (input) and audio interpretation (output). These challenges led to

an initial conceptualization of an alternative tangible based approach, which I describe in

section 3.3.

3.2.1 Performance Constraints of Memorization

In lieu of the point and click interaction on which sighted computer users rely, nonvisual

screen reader use is dependent on keyboard input commands. Encapsulating all of the

actions required to perform visually oriented computing tasks for an audio-only interface in-

creases the commands required to perform similar actions through direct manipulation. For

example, in the fifth week of my observations, students were given a worksheet containing

over forty commands for operating a screen reader and Microsoft Word, ranging from docu-

ment formatting to file management. Next to each task was a blank field in which students

were required to enter the task that the command accomplished. I arrived that week shortly

after the students had received these worksheets, and they were working through them, with

some of them audibly complaining. Complaints ranged from concern that the commands

would not be useful for those who still had some sight to the concern that the commands

themselves were challenging to remember. At the end of the class, I discussed the students
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concerns over memorization:

When the instructor returned, I discussed what had happened with him. He

acknowledged that there are a lot of commands to learn. “This is why everyone

has a Victor Reader." The Victor Reader is a small recording and text-to-speech

device that the students use to capture and playback the instructions. – Field

notes from fourth week

This tension between learning what will be useful later and learning what is needed right

now is a large issue in the teaching of assistive technologies (Zhou, Parker, Smith, & Griffin-

Shirley, 2011; Sapp & Hatlen, 2010; Abner & Lahm, 2002). The use of recording devices, such

as the Victor Reader, point to the complexities of learning audio only interfaces. The adage

“recognition over recall," a fundamental tenant of Human-Computer Interaction for over 20

years (Nielsen, 1994), is clearly lost when instructions for one system must be captured

and replayed through another system. This issue is further confounded when navigating

the variability across software systems. During one lecture the instructor responded to a

question about the best web browser to use by saying:

"You need to learn all browsers because each one is better at a particular task.

For example, FireFox is better at reading captcha’s. I only use FireFox to pay

bills, that is what it is good at." – Seventh week, participant I1

The hurdle that memorization presents is not simply a result of being a novice user; the

system should be given equal responsibility. Not surprisingly, faced with the option of using

GUIs, even in a difficult and challenging way, students who were able to do so, always chose

to use the visual interface over memorization. This choice demonstrates that the obstacle of

learning to use the memorized commands may simply be too high for most novices, an issue

I address directly with my tangible approach. One participant with low vision relied on her
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ability to perceive the motion of the focus indicator, a small dotted outline that surrounded

the selected element, as she navigated around the various elements of a web page. Detecting

the motion helped to orient her location within the page after which she would rely on the

audio output to select the desired element. Another participant was so adamantly opposed

to using screen readers that he was willing to use a traditional glass magnifying lens coupled

with a screen magnifier, a clumsy and painful solution, to avoid it. As disparate as these

approaches seem, they are indicative of the students’ preference for more than an audio-only

interface.

3.2.2 Challenges of Audio-Only Output

Even with a reasonable amount of keyboard commands memorized, locating information on

screen remained challenging for the students I observed. A common tactic employed by the

students was to use the basic navigation controls like the tab and arrow keys to move between

elements sequentially, a strategy identified by Vigo and Harper as exhaustive scanning. With

each element change, an auditory processing step is then required to hear and grasp the

semantic description of the selected element and its associated information. For example,

while attempting to download an email attachment in a web-based email client, a common

difficulty among screen reader users (Wentz, Hochheiser, & Lazar, 2013), two students were

using the tab and arrow keys to bring focus to the attachment link. Unknowingly, the

command inputs that they were using prevented them from reaching the panel in which the

attachment link was embedded. This resulted in a cyclical process of keyboard input and

audio output that would restart after all the elements had been traversed. The students

looped through the content numerous times searching for the attachment link before asking

for help. Using these kind of strategies enables people to recover when they have forgotten a

complex command sequence or to avoid learning such things in the first place. However, the

recognition over recall strategy for primarily auditory output comes with substantial costs
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in terms of both time and frustration.

Additionally, as described in the above example, the ephemerality of the audio stream may

lead users to believe they have “missed" the link, when in fact they never encountered it.

Laboring under this false belief, they take multiple passes linearly through the content.

Eventually, users may recognize their inability to target the desired information, but even

then, they may not grasp why. Without sight, recognizing that a particular piece of infor-

mation is on another panel, which is relatively inaccessible to the screen reader in its current

configuration, is nearly impossible.

Finally, the costs of this kind of traversal based seeking only grow with increased content. In

the example above, each pass took an average of around 30 seconds, with the users speeding

up (from 60 seconds on the first pass to 45 seconds on the second pass, and so on) as they

began to recognize repeated words. Considering that established listening comprehension

rates average roughly 190 words per minute (Foulke & Sticht, 1969), traversal time for

content rich documents can quickly lead to unwanted delays. For example, in a similar

situation observed during the sixth week of class, job searching in particular was challenging

for participants as noted in my field notes:

B2 was attempting to search for jobs, with traversal of the results page of 20 job

listings taking more than 10 minutes to complete. With a much larger content

space the traversal time would increase to unusable proportions. In this particular

case, the traversal time between the beginning and end of the results was long

enough that B2 was not able to recognize that the traversal had looped back to the

beginning. - Seventh Week, participant B2

Not understanding content scale and excessive audio processing posed formidable constraints

to efficiently accomplishing basic computer tasks.
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The time cost of seeking is further confounded by the complexity of the user interface,

where complexity represents an increase in non-linear text arrangement. During another

conversation with M3 on his preference for magnification software, his dislike of the screen

reader was further explained:

"That’s another reason I don’t like the screen reader, is it sometimes reads stuff

I don’t even need it to read." - Twelfth week, participant M3

Where non-linear arrangement benefits sighted users by placing tertiary content to the side,

the screen reader treats all text equally, sending undesired information to the user for process-

ing. For example, a table provides a convenient, easy to process visualization of categorical

data. However, when targeted by a screen reader, a detailed description of the structure and

arrangement must be communicated before any of the actual data. The following quote is

the text-to-speech output of a web based email inbox using the NVDA screen reader:

"Table with thirty-six rows and four columns, row one column one, checkbox not

checked, column two link mom."

In this example, 18 words must be spoken before the user can identify that the first email

in the inbox is from “mom." Although shortcuts to navigate around the inbox are typically

available, many of them are unique to the application being used, and difficult to master for

all but the most advanced users. Still, the benefits of committing these immense command

sets to memory is only as beneficial as the software infrastructure allows. One of the more

advanced students at EmpowerTech (M5), was forced to use the seeking strategy to traverse

results from a housing search when the website she was using failed to properly use heading

tags to organize the search results. A simple mistake in formatting made it impossible to

use the screen reader shortcuts she had learned. Here, knowing that there was an easier way,

but that it failed to work, was incredibly frustrating for this student. Her solution was to
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print the listings in a very large font and rely on her limited vision or the help of a friend

to read the results. From her perspective, this was preferable to having to repetitively seek

the information.

A wide variety of challenges exist beyond simply searching through a dense, ephemeral, and

linear audio stream. In particular, input is intrinsically also an act of output for sighted

users, though it is rarely recognize as such. As words are typed into the screen, we see

them appear letter by letter. Anyone who has ever been dogged by slow response time

from a website, piece of software, or operating system can attest to the challenges of typing

when whole words or sentences show up rather than character by character. Nonvisual

users, however, do not have this benefit available to them. For example, in one instance,

P2 struggled to understand why a job site was not able to find any jobs using his queries.

The issue was easily identifiable to a sighted observer: the search field had identical search

terms concatenated together. P2 was performing the task he had been trained to do, but

when a shortcut designed to reduce repetition for visual users (pre-populating a text box

with last used text) failed to notify P2, his workflow fell apart. These kinds of shortcuts

do indeed make interaction faster and more efficient for sighted users. However, they are

not visible to those using screen readers. Thus, it became clear during this fieldwork that

two way communication with the computer, would be required, rather than the parallel but

unidirectional flow of keyboard only input and auditory only output.

The context of the computing interaction can further exacerbate the issues of audio output.

My fieldwork was particularly helpful in understanding how screen readers might work in an

open work environment, the kind common to many office spaces, particularly in the United

States. The training program primarily took place in one small classroom as described above.

Although each student had an individual workspace, and no computers were shared except

when students were explicitly collaborating, the noise in the room still rose to distracting lev-

els during every observed session. Distractions were common as individual students entered
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and left the room or talked with each other. Similarly, the instructor needed to listen to the

students’ screen readers to make sure they were pacing appropriately with the material as

well as to provide assistance when difficulties arose.

What I see from this experience is a larger issue related to distractions in general. As

noted in prior work (González & Mark, 2004; Dabbish, Mark, & González, 2011; Mark,

Iqbal, Czerwinski, & Johns, 2014), distractions in the workplace can be problematic for any

computing user. Following a distraction, individuals must reorient to the original task, an

activity that requires a certain amount of cognitive load and usually involves glancing across

the workspace. In the case of nonvisual computing, however, I observed additional challenges

to the reorientation task following a distraction. Not able to quickly glance through the

screen, participants had to re-listen to some amount of audio. The amount required can

differ, leading to users sometimes listening to a short portion of audio, backing up further

and listening to a longer portion (inclusive of the short portion they just heard), and so

on, sometimes doing this several times before they can find their place. At times, this can

be even more problematic if the distraction led them to make an error, thereby navigating

them to a different page or even a different application without their knowledge. Although

sighted users bump their mouse or make errant keystrokes regularly when distracted, these

are relatively easy to overcome using visual inspection. Without that option, however, I see

even greater challenges. These results reinforce the need for a way to easily mark one’s place

when interrupted and avoid relistening to substantial portions of audio.

3.3 Replacing Auditory Information with Tactile and Multi-
Modal Interactions

Tactile interaction makes it possible to replace the ephemeral nature of the audio stream

with a permanence similar to that of a graphical display. Building on the earlier example
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of icons, if an icon were placed in the physical world and bound to the system state such

that when an icon corresponding to an application is open, closed, or active, its physical

state could change to match. In this way, inferring meaning through shape and location, the

condition of the system state could be accessed directly by the user through touch without

processing an audio stream.

I set out to explore this space by creating peripheral devices that target two common desktop

computer activities required for almost all computer use: switching and locating. The “Tan-

gible Desktop" system is comprised of physical implementations of the computer taskbar

and application window scrollbar (see Figure 3.1), built with rapid prototyping tools (e.g.,

3D printer, soldering iron, and electronics hardware). In this section, I describe the poten-

tial design space for multimodal interactions as well as the prototype system I developed to

evaluate that design space.

3.3.1 A Tangible Desktop

The peripherals I created for the Tangible Desktop were built around a motorized slide

potentiometer, a device commonly found in audio mixing boards, using low-cost electronics

and a 3D printer. The physical interaction of slide potentiometer enforces directional motion

along a single axis. The combination of a potentiometer for data input and a motor for

output in a single prefabricated unit enabled me to explore the benefits of maintaining a

synchronized state between the computing system and the user’s cognitive model through

bidirectional control. The potentiometers were controlled through a microcontroller that

relayed commands over USB to a host computer running Microsoft Windows 7. To illustrate

how the Tangible Desktop works, I present the following scenario, which describes the typical

workflow of a person using the Tangible Desktop:
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Joanne gets ready to work by opening her laptop and connecting the Tangible

Desktop. Today she is putting the final touches on her resume to be sent off

to a job posting she hopes to secure. Unsure which program is currently active,

Joanne places her hand on the Tangible Taskbar. Recognizing that the selection

thumb is aligned with the resume icon, she slides it quickly to the jobs icon. The

system reacts by giving focus to the jobs website that she had previously bound

to the icon. Once the Tangible Desktop has fully loaded the jobs website, the

slide thumb on the Tangible Scrollbar slides to the location of the last job posting

she had read. She skips to the next job posting by moving the scrollbar thumb

in a downward motion. As she moves the thumb, she feels a small detent on

her fingers as the name of each job post heading is read aloud by the computer

text-to-speech application. When she hears a job title that sounds interesting,

she moves the thumb slower until it vibrates, indicating that she has encountered

a link. The text-to-speech application reads the link aloud, “Click to Apply."

Joanne presses the button on the Tangible Scrollbar to click the link and load

the next page. Once the job detail page has loaded, the Tangible Scrollbar thumb

automatically reorients to the top, indicating that she is now on a new webpage.

She continues navigating the page using the scrollbar thumb, listens to the job

description, and decides to apply for the job. She places her hand on the Tangible

Taskbar and moves the taskbar thumb until is aligned with her resume physical

icon. The system activates the word processing document with her resume and

gives it focus. Joanne begins updating her cover letter to emphasize how her

skills match the needs described in the job description.
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Figure 3.1: A picture of the Tangible Desktop in its standard arrangement. The Tangible
Taskbar sits to the left of the laptop while a user engages with the thumb of the Tangible
Scrollbar.

Design and Function

The Tangible Taskbar uses the potentiometer to switch between different computing entities

(i.e., files, programs, and browser tabs). Entities are represented by physical icons, conceptu-

ally inspired by metaDESK’s phicons (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997). However, in place of the optical

and electromagentic sensors used in metaDesk, Tangible Desktop icons are implanted with

RFID chips (see Figure 3.2). The physical icons were 3D printed with a two millimeter deep

crown that was filled with moldable rubber. The rubber crown for each icon was given a

unique pattern of indents and ridges. The surfaces allowed for tactile differentiation between

icons. An inexpensive, commonly available RFID reader is mounted to the slide arm of the

potentiometer, allowing the RFID chips in each icon to be read as the arm is moved. A

3D printed housing is used to enclose the hardware and provide a slotted tray for placing

the physical icons. Communication software that runs on the host computer manages the

binding between RFID chip identifier and the desired computer entity. A physical button
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on the Tangible Taskbar sends a binding command to the host computer, instructing the

communication software to assign the active window to the RFID chip’s unique identification

number. Once a binding is created, the software transitions the bound entity to an active

state whenever the identifier is read by the RFID reader. For example, if a physical icon is

bound to a browser tab containing the University of California homepage, when the slide

arm is moved inline with that physical icon that tab will be given focus. If the desired entity

is already in focus, then the environment will not change. Likewise, if a different bound

entity is given focus through external means (i.e., mouse or keyboard), the motor attached

to the potentiometer will move the slide arm to the corresponding physical icon.

The Tangible Scrollbar uses the potentiometer to traverse content in an application. A small

eccentric rotating mass vibration motor is mounted to the slide arm to provide vibrotactile

feedback to the hand. While other projects have explored the richness of vibrotactile feedback

(e.g., (L. Brown et al., 2005; Kuber et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2011)), the Tangible Desktop

system intentionally limited the amount of information communicated through vibration to

avoid many of the complications that accompany vibratory patterns. Tactile push buttons

are mounted at either end of the device to provide additional input capabilities while using

the scrollbar. Like the Tangible Taskbar, a 3D printed housing encloses the hardware, and

provides a graspable bar for pressing the buttons from multiple hand positions.

For my preliminary exploration, I limited the scope of the Tangible Desktop to switching

tabs and traversing content in a web browser. I leveraged the extensibility of the Microsoft

WebBrowser Control8 and Speech API9 to create a custom screen reader application. This

approach enabled me to generate a testable environment without having to build fully func-

tional drivers and software.
8https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa752040%28v=vs.85%29.aspx
9https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services/en-us/speech-api
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Figure 3.2: The physical icons used in the Tangible Desktop (see Figure 3.1). Each icon has
an RFID tag embedded inside and a tactilely distinct rubber crown.

Supporting Information Discovery

Information that is output from a screen reader is paired with a semantic description of the

lexical information that has been requested by the user. This structure places two levels

of cognitive processing on the user. First, they must comprehend the type of information;

then they must process that information. For example, a document may contain multiple

hierarchical levels, varying content lengths, and hyperlinks to other documents. Using a

screen reader, the headings (or hyperlinks) are specified semantically (e.g. ‘heading level 1

Introduction’ ), and content length must be requested using input commands. By moving this

semantic information out of the audio channel and into the tactile realm the amount of audio

the user must process is reduced. Furthermore, this enables the system to communicate the

semantic and lexical in parallel, reducing the overall processing time (see Table 3.2).

The Tangible Taskbar is a physical representation of the desktop computer taskbar that

places the basic operations surrounding a single application into a real-world, tangible object.
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Screen Reader Screen Reader with Haptic
“Heading level one, Introduction" “Introduction" + tap
“Link next page" “Next page" + vibration

Table 3.2: A comparison of screen reader speech output between auditory and haptic se-
mantic descriptions. Note that haptic responses can occur in parallel with speech output.

I built the prototypes using 3D printing, moldable rubber, and radio frequency identification

(RFID) tags to create tactilely identifiable icons. With the support of an RFID reader, the

icons can be individually bound to a single entity within the computing environment.

The taskbar provides a space to rest individual RFID based icons, which can be bound

to applications on the host computer. As an icon is placed on the taskbar, the associated

application is launched. When the icon is removed, a close request is sent to the application.

A slider located behind the taskbar indicates which icon has focus. A user can switch between

applications by moving the slider into alignment with the desired icon. If the active window

is changed through a different input (e.g., keyboard or mouse), the slider automatically

moves into alignment with the icon bound to the newly active window.

Constructing Data Permanence

The Tangible Scrollbar is a navigational device similar to the scroll wheel found on most

computer mice. It is used to linearly traverse and navigate content while simultaneously

communicating visual and semantic information tactilely, thereby supporting the kind of

two-way communication and permanence required to help users find their place in documents

and remember their last place. Unlike the mouse scroll wheel, which uses a free spinning

motion, the Tangible Scrollbar has distinct endpoints that physically indicate the beginning

and end of scrollable content. As content is traversed, the scroll handle delivers resistance

and vibration to communicate semantic information to the hand.

To accommodate varying lengths of content, a distance of travel ratio is calculated to spread
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haptic feedback equally between the scroll endpoints. This ratio is then used to determine

how far the scroll thumb needs to travel before providing feedback. To reduce dependency

on a mouse or touchpad, the Tangible Scrollbar also has two buttons that can be program-

matically assigned to perform the same tasks as a mouse button.

When a web page is loaded for the first time in the custom browser, a reset signal is sent

to the scrollbar, prompting it to move the scroll thumb to the home position. As the scroll

thumb is moved, the web browser traverses all HTML elements that contain lexical content.

The lexical data is delivered through the screen reader as speech, but the semantic data

is passed to the Tangible Scrollbar and delivered haptically. When a navigable element

is encountered, the user can interact with it by pressing the navigation button. If this

interaction updates the content (e.g., navigating to a new web page), then the scroll thumb

automatically repositions itself to the top of the page. Likewise, if the previous content is

restored, the scroll thumb automatically repositions itself at the last known location.

In preliminary tests, the frequency of tactile feedback had the side effect of also communi-

cating content size. Content size is typically delivered to the user visually by changing the

height of the scroll thumb in the graphical content pane. Similarly, the Tangible Scrollbar

reduces the distance of travel between haptic feedback events as the content size of the page

increased, thereby providing the user with a sense of size.

3.3.2 Experimental Validation

I conducted an experimental study coupled with qualitative interviews to understand how

the Tangible Desktop compares to traditional computer interaction for sighted and visually

impaired users. I recruited 16 participants (5 sighted, 8 low-vision, and 3 blind) through word

of mouth (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5), university services (M1, M2), and my field site, EmpowerTech.

The study was conducted in a usability lab at the University of California, Irvine (n=5 all
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ID Gender Age Technology Braille Reader Field Study
B1 Female 39 Screen Reader – D
B2 Male 35 Screen Reader – D
B3 Female 43 Screen Reader – D
B4 Female 36 Screen Reader – D
B5 Female 41 Screen Reader – D
B6 Male 37 Screen Reader – D
B7 Female 41 Screen Reader – D
I1 Male 52 Screen Reader D D
M1 Male 18 Magnification – –
M2 Male 20 Magnification – –
M3 Male 35 Magnification – D
S1 Female 27 Display – –
S2 Female 28 Display – –
S3 Male 37 Display – –
S4 Female 37 Display – –
S5 Female 26 Display – –

Table 3.3: Technology represents the system participants typically use. Participant ID labels
are coded according to technology; B group had less than six months of experience with their
assigned technology, M group used magnification, S group were the sighted participants, and
the I participant was a blind assistive technology instructor.

sighted users, n=2 low vision but legally blind users) as well as the field site in Los Angeles

(n=3 completely blind users, n=6 low vision but legally blind users). Table 3.3 provides

a detailed view of the participants, including the crossover between my study and field

work. Eight participants identify as women with an average age of 35 (SD=8.79). Three

participants (M1, M2, and M3) use magnification on their personal computer systems.

Procedure

My fieldwork demonstrated that browsing the Internet is a critical stumbling block for peo-

ple with visual impairments. Thus, my study used Internet browsing performance as the

primary outcome measure for understanding the potential efficiency and experience of using

a traditional screen reader as opposed to the prototype multimodal system. The current
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Figure 3.3: Sample of the study websites that were used, from left to right: top-level page
for the Walmart site, product listing page, product detail page, and error page.

Figure 3.4: The study setup: (1)
PI system running study soft-
ware (2) Tangible Scrollbar (3)
Tangible Taskbar (4) Controller
interface

Figure 3.5: Flow diagram showing the experimen-
tal design. The starting system was randomized
at the beginning of the study. Once the starting
system was selected, the starting task was random-
ized. The study was completed using the remaining
system and task. Participant B7 is excluded due
to personal time constraints.

capabilities of the experimental system are limited to simplified HTML parsing, which made

using live websites unreliable. I created three websites with navigational hierarchies mod-

eled on the popular Internet shopping sites Walmart, Target, and Amazon. These sites were

selected for their brand recognition as well as their incorporation into classroom assignments

throughout my fieldwork. The sites that I built were modified to only include the naviga-

tional structure, an error page, a product list page, and product detail page (Figure 3.3).

Each product list page contained five comparable products in addition to the target product

for the task. However, because the site navigation was modeled after the commercial sites,

the number of navigable elements accessible by the Tangible Scrollbar varied among target
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products and each website (see Table 3.4). All additional website content such as product

recommendations, customer reviews, and advertisements were removed. The error page was

displayed when a participant selected a product category link that did not lead to one of the

task products. The two products that I used were selected from common household items

(toothpaste and bar soap) available on all three Internet shopping sites. A product page

was created for each target product that reflected the headings, description, and price used

by the actual shopping site that sells the product. In instances in which the actual prod-

uct prices were identical, I modified the price to ensure only one of my study sites had the

lowest price. All the web pages that I created were constructed using accessibility standards

including screen reader dependent HTML tag attributes.

Each participant completed two shopping tasks, one for each product, using the same three

websites. One shopping task was completed with the experimental Tangible Desktop, and

one task was completed using the participants’ personal systems. All but one participant

used their laptop computer to complete the task. Participant B3 did not own a laptop, so

she used a familiar desktop computer in the classroom. Participants were allowed to use any

assistive devices that they normally used in conjunction with their personal system. The

starting system and the product to shop for were randomly assigned (see Figure 3.5). When

participants performed the task using their computer they were asked to use their current

typical web browsing environment.

I did not conduct a formal training session prior to the start of study. Participants were given

one minute to locate the experimental system and explore it tactilely. Tactile exploration

occurred naturally; I did not explicitly instruct them to do so. The PI then explained that

they would move the thumbs on each device to switch between and navigate across the

websites. The PI also explained the meaning of the haptic feedback indicators that the

Tangible Scrollbar provided. Before beginning the task, the address of each shopping site

would be spoken out loud to the participant so that they could preload each website. Once
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Walmart Amazon Target
Toothpaste Bar Soap Toothpaste Bar Soap Toothpaste Bar Soap

Home Page 14 14 42 42 13 13
Level 1 Page 35 35 9 9 32 32
Level 2 Page 14 10 39 39 12 9
Level 3 Page 13 14 13 13 16 16
Product Page 5 5 5 5 6 3

Table 3.4: A list of the total HTML elements processed by the Tangible Desktop for each
website and product used in the experimental study.

HTML Element Screen Reader Output Haptic Feedback
<H1>...<H4> Heading Text Tap
<P> Paragraph Text Short Tap
<A> Link Text Vibration

Table 3.5: The HTML elements controlled by the Tangible Desktop for the pilot study and
their associated system responses. Screen Reader Output describes the type of content that
was conveyed through computer audio using text-to-speech. Haptic Feedback describes the
vibrotactile sensation delivered by the Tangible Scrollbar.

all three sites were loaded, the assigned product name would be spoken verbally. Participants

would then be asked to find the lowest price for the product across the three shopping sites.

The task was considered complete when the product with the lowest price was added to the

shopping cart for the site.

When completing the task using the experimental system, navigation and interaction were

performed with the Tangible Scrollbar while switching between the shopping sites with the

Tangible Taskbar. I programmatically bound the three shopping sites to their own physical

icons prior to the start of the study. Auditory feedback was delivered through a custom

screen reader designed to only render speech for lexical information on a subset of HTML

elements. Table 3.5 lists the elements that were controlled, the text that was output and the

associated haptic feedback rendered by Tangible Scrollbar. As each website was explored,

the Tangible Scrollbar automatically reoriented itself to the last known location of a given

page. When an unvisited page was selected, the scroll thumb would move to the top of the

device. On visited pages, the scroll thumb would move to the last known location prior to
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leaving the page. Upon completion of the study, participants were given an opportunity to

describe their experience using the Tangible Desktop.

Analysis

I used time-based task performance data and post-study interview data for my analysis. I

measured overall performance by comparing the task completion times between each partici-

pant’s normal computing system and their use of the Tangible Desktop. Sighted participants

were averaged together and served as a baseline to isolate the task length and complexity.

Low vision participants were excluded from the statistical analysis due to their preference

for screen magnification. I also excluded the instructor from statistical analysis. He was a

statistical outlier probably because he had been using a screen reader for more than 20 years

and had a vast experience to draw from when navigating the experimental interface. Thus,

participants B1-B6 were included in the statistical analysis.

The start and end of each study sub-session was extracted from the video log. Reviewing the

video also enabled me to remove time corresponding to interruptions or errors that occurred.

All but one participant experienced interruptions due to experimental system crash, phone

calls, dropped Internet access, and questions about the task. In these situations, the I

used video recording and screen recordings taken during the study to filter the delays from

performance data (see Table 3.6). A delay time in milliseconds was captured by taking

timestamps at the beginning and end of each interruption in the video recording. The delay

time was then subtracted from the time in the data logs at the event at which the interruption

began.

The group used for statistical analysis consisted of six blind or low-vision participants, re-

cruited from the training class described in my fieldwork, and thereby primarily novice screen

reader users. Two students did not complete the entire study (B1, B7). While B1 was able
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to complete the task using the experimental system, she was unable to complete it using her

system. I have included B1’s data in the results, but capped the participant system time

at twenty minutes. By capping the participant system at twenty minutes, the likelihood

of finding statistically significant improvement was reduced with the experimental system,

thereby limiting the bias that such a choice might create. B7 was unable to complete the

experimental system task due to personal time constraints. Thus, I only used her qualitative

feedback in my analysis.

The experimental setup of my study introduced some limitations. Notably, the results indi-

cate that the Tangible Scrollbar became harder to use accurately as the number of tactile

interactions increased. The physical endpoints of the slide mechanism kept the distance

traveled from top to bottom constant, but the distance between interactions decreased as

the number of page interactions increased. During pre-study tests, I determined roughly

40-50 interactions to be the maximum that the device could traverse while maintaining a

reasonable resolution. However, I did not take into account the various gripping strategies

that participants engaged while using the Tangible Scrollbar. When participants used a

lighter grip, the haptic feedback mechanisms were too strong and moved the thumb into

an unintended position. Similarly, the custom screen reader I built for the experiment did

not provide a mechanism for increasing speech rate in the text-to-speech engine, a common

modifier used by screen reader users to increase text processing performance. This suggests

that greater performance gains might be observed by adding support for increasing rate of

speech.

Qualitative results were collected from post study interviews. Results reflect the experiences

of all participants except for B7, whose time constraints prevented me from conducting an

interview. I asked each participant to describe their experience using the Tangible Desktop.

Additional probing questions were asked in response to participant answers that received.

Follow up questions varied between participants but were patterned to elicit information on
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Participant Time Correction (s) Reason
B1 145 Study system bug.

B1 12 Participant stopped to tell story related to
product used for shopping task.

B2 340 Study system crashed.
B4 96 Study system crashed.
B5 332 Internet connection at study site dropped.

B6 35 Participant stopped to make comments on
product pricing.

Table 3.6: A list of error corrections, including number of seconds that were removed from
the final task time and the reason for the delay, that were made for affected participants.

Participant Participant System Experimental System Starting System
B1 20:00 09:37 Experimental
B2 12:58 09:55 Experimental
B3 14:56 08:26 Participant
B4 16:32 12:37 Experimental
B5 19:54 09:41 Experimental
B6 14:43 10:03 Participant
Average 16:29 (16.49 mins.) 10:03 (10.05 mins.)

Table 3.7: Task completion times in minutes for the six participants included in the statistical
analysis. The starting system indicates which system the participants used to complete the
first task (randomized).

the strengths and weaknesses of the system.

Results

My results indicate that screen reader users can work significantly more quickly using a

multimodal system over traditional screen readers. Additionally, this improvement can be
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Variable Coefficient (seconds) Standard Error
System type (1=experimental sys-
tem, 0=participant system) -367.90** (84.19)

Website order (1=Target first) -116.60 (152.30)
Intercept 990.50*** (56.76)
Adjusted R2 = 0.67, N = 6 * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

Table 3.8: Results of linear regression model examining the effects of system used on study
completion time, controlling for website order (system order was randomized).

seen within a very short time of using the system, with limited training. Comments from

participants suggest that greater personalization and customization as well as additional

experience with the devices would improve the experience. In this section, I describe the

results of both statistical and qualitative analyses, highlighting how multimodal systems

appear to improve user experience for nonvisual computer users.

On average, screen reader participants completed their tasks in just over ten minutes (n=10.05)

with the experimental system as compared to over sixteen minutes (n=16.49) using their own

systems, an improvement of 39.0% ((16.49 - 10.05) / 16.49 = .390 ), t(5) = 4.94, p<0.01.

Table 3.7 details the time spent, in minutes, completing the task on both systems. Task

completion time improved for every participant (see Figure 3.6 and Table 3.7). I random-

ized which system participants used first. Even though four out of six participants used the

experimental system first (see Table 3.7), their performance was still faster on the experi-

mental system despite having no prior experience performing the task. Because I did not

randomize which website participants used first, I controlled for this factor in the regression

model. I found no significant effect for website order (see Table 3.8). Even after controlling

for this potential confound, I still found that using the experimental system was significantly

faster for screen reader participants.

To test the breadth of such improvement, I also looked separately at results for sighted

participants and those with minimal sight who use magnification to augment their screen

reader use (see Figure 3.7). Sighted participants were able to complete the task faster
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Participant Task Completion Time per System

Figure 3.6: Task completion time comparison between the participant system and experi-
mental system for each participant. Completion times are total elapsed time, so I have not
included error bars.

using their traditional system. This was, as expected, due to their preexisting familiarity

with visual navigation of web pages. I saw a similar but smaller trend for magnification

participants.

Not only did the quantitative analysis of the tangible system improve computing performance

when compared to the audio only interface of the screen reader, many participants described

the Tangible Desktop as easier to use and understand. The ten participants who were visually

impaired commented positively about the use of the physical devices. For example, one blind

participant expressed excitement upon completing the experimental system task:

"I think it is easier, because blind people, they do things by touch. So they are
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Average Task Completion Time per Group

Figure 3.7: Average task completion time comparison between the participant system and
experimental system grouped by technology.
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very sensitive by touch. So if they touch things they remember faster. For me I

would remember faster." - Participant B3

Even the participants who preferred magnification acknowledged the benefits afforded by a

tactile interface:

"Definitely more tactile than a software program, that was nice. There was

enough pressure that I could tell what I was doing." - Participant M2

There was an initial hesitation among all the participants as they familiarized themselves

with the Tangible Scrollbar. The lack of pre-study training for the experimental system left

several participants feeling like they could perform better if they performed the task again,

as one participant explained at the end of the study:

"In hindsight, if I was going to go through that again I would be better the second

time around." - Participant B6

The novelty of the device, from the automated movement of the scroll thumb to the haptic

feedback that it provides, was a likely cause for this hesitation. Yet the brief period of ori-

entation in comparison to the weeks and months of screen reader training the participants

have received would seem to indicate that a tactile experience is less challenging to learn.

For example, the first time participants performed a navigation event the automated reori-

entation motion of the scroll thumb caught them off guard. Their fingers were either still

on or near the thumb when it moved, preventing it from completing its programmed move-

ment. However, after a few navigation events, participants settled into a pattern of “click

and hover," relaxing their hand slightly above the thumb until it had reached its destination.

Although all participants appeared to enjoy using the Tangible Desktop, some did experience

confusion over the functionality of the navigation buttons on the Tangible Scrollbar:
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Figure 3.8: Examples of the different hand positions used by study participants.

"Like I don’t know what the dot is or the double dot, but if I use it a couple of

times, I would remember." - Participant B3

I did not specify how to hold the Tangible Scrollbar at any point during the study. The

grip style selected by each participant varied widely, and was never used as intended. The

preliminary design for the Tangible Scrollbar assumed that it would be held in the palm of one

hand and controlled with the forefinger and thumb of the opposite hand. Instead, the device

was left in place on the desk as it was positioned prior to the start of the experimental

system task (see Figure 3.8). This created some initial confusion over the functionality

of the Tangible Scrollbar. The symmetrical shape of the device initially left participants

confused over vertical movement direction (up vs. down) and forward and backward button

navigation. Therefore, an orientation period typically occurred during the first few seconds

of use.

During post-study data analysis, I observed differences in how seeking was approached be-

tween the Tangible Desktop and the participant system among the novice group. While

participants generally proceeded with caution while using their system, the experimental
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system was used without hesitation once the initial functionality of the system was under-

stood.

3.4 Simplifying the Information Stream with Activity The-
ory

Given the struggles I observed among students at EmpowerTech between goals and activities

and the tasks they were asked to complete, I saw an activity theoretical analysis of my data as

essential to a more complete understanding of the challenges and opportunities of nonvisual

computing use. I began this analysis by working to understand the underlying motives

(Leont’ev, 1978; Leontiev, 1981), needs, and desires of the blind and low vision individuals

at my field site. For example, working in the EmpowerTech class, I observed a separation

between the needs of the students and the stated goals of the class and the specific curriculum

being taught. My analysis focused on the actions taken by students recorded through my

fieldwork and experimental study, specifically the processes that they enacted with their

goals in mind in service of their overall motives. I sought to understand the operations

being conducted in service of these tasks and where the breakdowns were occurring when

considered as a part of the larger whole. Taken together, this analysis indicates (1) the ways

in which an activity-centric approach would be particularly supportive of nonvisual computer

users, (2) some of the challenges surrounding the shift from application-centric to activity-

centric computing that have made it hard to take up more broadly, and (3) multi-modal and

tangible solutions that can address the needs of nonvisual computer users specifically, but

also an activity orientation to computing more broadly.

Using an activity theory lens to examine my fieldwork accentuates the numerous challenges

that blind and low vision computer users experience while attempting to carry out their

activities. Through this lens, I pay particular attention to the relationship between actions
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Place Marker List

Menu (not visible)
Introduction
Discussion (not visible)
More Information

Figure 3.9: In the computer display on the left, a typical web page is loaded in a browser and
a link object called “More Information" has focus (denoted by the dotted box). The Place
Marker List table on the right is a visual representation of user generated place markers
that a screen reader stores on the computer. In this depiction, a place marker has just been
created for the focused object, by issuing the four key combination: control + shift + MOD
+ k (MOD is the modifier key assigned by the screen reader). The remaining items in the
list represent previously marked objects both on and off the viewable area of the web page.
Issuing the key combination MOD + k or MOD + shift + k traverses the place marker list
forward and backward, respectively. Notice that place marker order does match overall web
page hierarchy.

(the tasks that humans consciously perform) and operations (actions which humans uncon-

sciously complete) (Bødker, 1990). My analysis revealed challenges that emerged in three

primary ways. First, nonvisual computer users often struggle to structure their data and ser-

vices by activity. The usual techniques of establishing structure through visual arrangement

are not available. Second, tracking activities, such that they can be paused and resumed,

is challenging without visual markers. Support for tracking, to the extent that it exists in

screen reader software, typically requires advanced knowledge of label and marker place-

ment features with functionality varying across applications, screen reader software, and

operating systems (see Figure 3.9). Finally, to understand what the system is doing without

visual feedback, users must explicitly query and cycle through the services and data that are

available, making the system’s behaviors largely opaque. In the remainder of this section, I

describe each of these challenges as they manifested in my fieldwork and as they relate to

the activity theory literature. I then describe how computational systems might overcome

these challenges if built with consideration for activities as the fundamental computational

unit and nonvisual access as the core interface.
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3.4.1 Organizing Computation by Activity

Humans do substantial work to translate their activities into tasks that can be completed

within the hierarchical structure of a computing environment. In many cases, this work

involves visual arrangements of materials. For example, when copying materials from one

place to another, a sighted computer user might open two windows showing the file structure

and place them side by side. Similarly, when comparing prices and selection across online

retailers, a sighted shopper is likely to lay out multiple browser instances in tiles or tabs,

enabling rapid scanning and comparing of options by clicking through the visible tabs. In

my fieldwork (Section 3.1) and experimental study (Section 3.3.2), I observed blind and low

vision computer users attempting these same activities but with radically different organiza-

tional structures and coping mechanisms. For example, consider the following vignette from

my field work:

The instructor teaches all of the students how to work with a file system, which

is largely about learning keyboard shortcuts to “walk" the tree while listening

to audio readouts of the folder titles and meta-data. For one assignment, stu-

dents were asked to create a new folder and save a file to it. The task could

be performed either by opening the file browser, creating a folder, and moving

the file or using the save file dialog from within the word processing application

that was used to create the file. The students encountered numerous challenges

as they painstakingly attempted to complete the task. First, locating the ap-

propriate parent directory, creating and naming a new folder, and relocating a

file to the desired location must all be completed using keyboard commands to

interface with multiple parts of the file system: operating system, file browser,

and application. - Field notes

For the sighted user, the flexibility to perform basic file management operations at different
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contextual levels is advantageous (e.g., creating a folder from within an application, rather

than using a file browser.) However, the same flexibility incurs cognitive costs on visually

impaired users who must balance command memorization with mental models that do not

always match the system state (M. S. Baldwin et al., 2017). When mismatches occur,

visually impaired users are forced to employ time consuming reorientation actions to complete

their tasks (Vigo & Harper, 2013b). In the vignette above, students had to learn how to

manipulate two conceptually identical mental models using distinctly different interaction

patterns. Rather than remember the keyboard commands to save or move a file, they

must first cognitively orient to the context (i.e., file dialog or file browser), then map the

requisite commands that serve the context to complete the action to their mental model.

For example, in the Microsoft Windows desktop environment a file dialog does not contain

the menu structure present in the file browser. The absence of a menu leads to different

focal order when using navigational keys to locate and traverse files and folders. Visually

impaired users must negotiate these differences by either memorizing the relevant changes

between contexts or through seeking behaviors such as exhaustive scanning (Vigo & Harper,

2013a).

Throughout my field work and experimental study, I observed a consistent pattern of file and

application organization being carried out on the desktop. The sighted user benefits from a

two-dimensional spatial arrangement in which related items can be grouped and clustered

into meaningful visual relationships, whereas the nonvisual user relies on the desktop for

reorientation and object location. The following observation from the experimental study

(Section 3.3.2) highlights this interaction:

After opening the first assigned web page the participant said, “Okay, hold on,

let me return to the desktop", before receiving the name of the second web page

to open. She pressed the windows key followed by the “m" key to return to the

desktop, then repeated the key combination she had previously used to open a
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new instance of Internet Explorer. — Observation from experimental study

Here the participant is setting up her system in preparation for the study. Her approach

was to return to the desktop for each new web page using the same three commands. Her

desktop reflected the files and programs that she used the most. By memorizing only a

few shortcut commands she could quickly reorient to a familiar place–a tactic frequently

employed by blind computer users (Vigo & Harper, 2013a). She could use arrow keys to

navigate vertically and horizontally to the desired location. As a novice user, this behavior

was likely a result of the training she had received up to that point, yet it also reveals a

simplicity that students learning the file system did not have. The desktop, therefore, served

as her activity, the files and application shortcuts located within represented the tools she

needed to complete her tasks.

Unfortunately, because traditional desktop systems were not built to treat these behaviors

as a single activity, but rather as a series of individual tasks, the responsibility of negoti-

ating the activity hierarchy is placed on the user. In the previous vignette, the participant

mixes command memorization, spatial memory, and seeking behavior, which lead to time

consuming efforts to accomplish relatively straightforward tasks. Although this approach

allows the participant to complete the task, it is effectively a workaround to an environment

not explicitly designed for blind people (Boyd, 1990). Furthermore, not all blind people

conceptualize their computing environments in the same way (Kurniawan & Sutcliffe, 2002).

In general, most people, whether visually impaired or not, neither want nor find it easy to

memorize commands, hence the downfall of DOS, UNIX, and other text and command based

systems in the mass market (Grudin, 2008). In my fieldwork, even when users were able

to memorize and use commands, they behaved inconsistently depending upon the actions

they performed. An application and document approach is a system-oriented rather than

an activity-oriented perspective, and it continues to be reproduced by accessible systems

that simply mirror existing structures. Treating commands and the objects they act upon
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as a single activity with consistent behavior across them would likely improve experience for

nonvisual computing users. In this case, the notion of the activity as an organizing structure

becomes even more important relative to this need for consistent behavior. Additionally,

when the system acts inconsistently, the challenges to receiving and understanding system

feedback for nonvisual users exacerbates these issues, which I discuss in more detail in section

3.4.3 below.

Issues of consistency within an activity are not limited to the actions taken upon the various

services and data within the activity. The fundamental metaphors themselves can, at times,

break down within activities when the activities require use of multiple pieces of software or

other computational infrastructure. For example, during the same assignment as the vignette

above, one student struggled to understand the difference between the folders created in the

music application iTunes and the folders he had just created on the desktop. This kind

of confusion is of course not limited to blind and low vision computer users. However,

without the visual feedback that drives this metaphor, the organizational underpinnings

that differentiate a virtual folder (iTunes) and a physical memory-based folder (File System)

make even less sense.

Finally, computer users often switch among documents, services, and applications within a

single activity. A simple example might involve reading an email that asks for a meeting,

switching to the calendar to check availability, and then switching back to the email client

to respond. For sighted users, switching between windows is an expected and natural part

of multitasking that can quickly grow to an unmanageable state in complex multi-window

environments. To support this growing complexity, systems have introduced new ways of

visually arranging information such as tabs, split panes, and virtual desktops. For the

nonvisual user, however, these visual conveniences are lost, instead introducing additional

complexity. For example, the difference between a browser window and a browser tab is

conceptually insignificant for a nonvisual user, yet the behavior and interaction between the
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two require a different set of commands. Again from my field notes:

The instructor often emphasizes the importance of learning how to use multi-

ple browsers. As students were practicing browser commands later that day it

became apparent how unnecessarily complicated this made switching from one

website to another. Some students would open new browser windows to visit a

different website, while others would open new tabs. One student asked me for

help finding a webpage he had opened. The page he was looking for was open

in a different browser application, yet he was using the key commands to cycle

through open tabs. After a brief discussion, I realized that he had manually

opened the Firefox browser to work on his assignment, then proceeded to select

a link from his assignment, which opened the default browser (Internet Explorer)

associated with hyperlinks in his system. - Field notes

Issues such as the one described in this vignette can be complicated further by skill and visual

acuity. Although all of the participants that I observed were legally blind, several of them

relied on their residual visual abilities to support their computer use. When participants

were asked to open three web sites using their personal computer during the experimental

study (Section 3.3.2, nearly all of them completed the task in a different way. The behavior

of one novice participant was captured in my study observations:

When the task required her to switch from one web page to the next, she was

unsure which keys to press to make the switch. The PI instructed her to press the

alt+tab key combination. When it came time to move to the third web page, she

used the same key command only to be surprised when she was returned to the

first web page again. The PI explained that to move to the third web page she

would need to press the tab key twice. - Observation from experimental study
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This instance is likely a familiar experience to sighted users of windowing interfaces, but

without the visual cues displayed on screen to indicate which window is activated, nonvi-

sual users are left to investigate further to resolve the breakdown between expectation and

outcome. Here the participant expected a circular switching behavior where each key press

moves to the next available window. If she had been switching between tabs, her expecta-

tion would have been met, but because she was switching between windows, the behavior did

not match her mental model. A different participant, an experienced low vision computer

user, explicitly stated his preference for browser tabs. Observing him carry out the web

page setup task, he split duty between his screen magnifier, which kept the tabs enlarged

in a narrow window at the top of his screen, and a handheld magnifying glass used to scan

the content of the web page. This configuration simplified his interaction with the screen

magnifier, constraining its use to horizontal movement, while he scanned the page using a

physical magnifier. For this person, rather than contend with the complexities of maneuver-

ing a magnifier around the screen, he opted to incorporate a physical tool to mediate task

completion.

The challenges to organization of data, services, and applications for nonvisual users within

a single activity indicate that existing computational abstractions are not sufficient for blind

and low vision users. Systems in the existing research literature that have attempted to

take an activity centered approach (Cornet, Voida, & Holden, 2018; Bardram & E., 2005;

Bardram et al., n.d.; Voida et al., 2007; Voida, Mynatt, & Edwards, 2008; Voida & Mynatt,

2009; Rattenbury & Canny, 2007), rely on deep integration with the operating system or

customized software to adapt the application-document model to activity. For nonvisual

users, the adaptation layer already exists in the form of tools, such as a screen reader or screen

magnification software, which restructure computational information into a more suitable

format (e.g., speech, sonification, and magnified graphics). Therefore, introducing activity

to a nonvisual system is a matter of rethinking how existing tools present computational

information, rather than introduce additional complexity through new layers of software.
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3.4.2 Activity Tracking

Activities tend to evolve over time as people change their goals and the objects they act

upon (e.g., a line of text in a document, image on a web page, or higher order element like

an application) and adapt to user actions. In computing environments, this behavior can

result in the calling up and subsequent abandonment of a variety of documents, services,

and applications. An object that played an important role at the start of an activity may

never be used again. Similarly, some objects may not find utility until the final steps leading

to activity completion. Managing these variations throughout the life of an activity is sup-

ported in the traditional desktop through visually oriented design cues, such as recognition

and spatial arrangement, and virtual desktops. The absence of these visual cues creates a

variety of challenges to the orientation of nonvisual users within their applications and data

(Abdolrahmani & Kuber, 2016; Borodin et al., 2010; Lazar et al., 2006). Despite progress

in the quality of screen readers and other accessibility tools, through fieldwork, I continued

to see orientation within, tracking, and pausing of activities as significant challenges. In

particular, students at EmpowerTech regularly struggled to restart after a pause, engaging

in seeking behavior or simply restarting the entire activity from the beginning, as described

in the following vignette from my field notes:

The instructor had finished lecturing for the day and freed the students to start

working on their assignments. I was observing one student who was working on

a web page navigation task. After a brief hesitation she removed her headphones

and asked the instructor for the command to open a new web page. Upon

receiving a response, she entered the command “control-w", even though the

instructor had told her “control-t", before putting her headphones back on. The

action had mistakenly closed the browser, so when she proceeded with her task,

the system did not respond as expected. When I asked her what happened,

she told me that her computer was acting up again and probably needed to be
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restarted. - Field notes

As demonstrated in this example, the roles that each artifact plays, and its use (or disuse) at

various times are critical to contextualizing the activity, but without the system’s awareness

that an unattended action was executed, the user can easily get lost. These challenges are

not unique to nonvisual users. In more complex activities, sighted users also struggle with

task reconstruction. For example, while writing a paper, the author might simultaneously

reference a spreadsheet in a separate window on the desktop. In the traditional application-

document metaphor, from a system perspective, these two documents have no knowledge

of each other; yet from the user’s perspective they are core parts of the same activity,

which she may express by laying them side by side in the visual computing environment.

Once these applications are closed, the meaningful connection between the documents is

lost, requiring the author to reconstitute the activity when edits are required. Thus, task

reconstruction through activity tracking is a central element of various activity-based systems

for sighted users. The Kimura system, for example, tracks the unique memory handles

that the operating system assigns to application windows (Voida et al., 2007). Whereas

in Bardram’s system, applications are built on top of a framework that manages system

state throughout an activity (Bardram & E., 2005). In both cases, the changes that occur

to applications and documents (i.e., opening, closing, focus, and location) are captured and

logged into a data store, effectively providing users with the ability to navigate backward and

forward throughout the activity lifecycle. The consequence of designing these systems around

sighted activity, is that they must rely on visualizations to allow the user to interact with the

history. Visualizations are often difficult to translate into audio, requiring descriptive text as

well as tabular representations of data that can be traversed by a keyboard. The additional

complexity that these additional steps introduce makes the activity tracking format used in

these systems difficult to use in a nonvisual environment.

In the vignette above, the student missed a notification that she had inadvertently closed a
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window because she did not hear the auditory cue–a subtle, but critical failure resulting from

the ephemerality of the audio interface that does not match to the temporal patterns of the

user’s activities. Alternatively, an activity-centered system should support these activities–

and the underlying cognitive behaviors required to maintain them–by tracking key contextual

indicators and alerting the user at a time appropriate to the context of use and larger goals

of the activity. Similarly, in an activity-centered system, the action of opening and closing

web pages connects them through their use during the activity. By tracking and recording

use, these changes can be reconstructed at any given moment throughout the life of the

activity. Tracking can alleviate the challenges that surround interruption and error recovery

for nonvisual users.

3.4.3 Operationalizing Actions

Leontiev organized human consciousness into a three level hierarchy of activity, action, and

operation (Leont’ev, 1978). Activities are carried out through actions, determined by the

individual goals of the human subject. Actions are fulfilled through unconscious operations,

which reflect the human subject’s natural attributes. The relationship between actions and

operations is described as fluid, where actions can become unconscious operations through

the natural internalization that occurs through practice, and operations become conscious ac-

tions through externalizing processes such as breakdowns (Bødker, 1990). In computational

terms, we can conceptualize the relationship between action and operation by observing how

one might learn to use a computer mouse. At first, mouse use might be action oriented,

where a novice user consciously interacts with its various buttons and controls. Eventually,

through practice, mouse use becomes operationalized, moving from a conscious to uncon-

scious operational state. As an operation, focus is shifted from use of the mouse itself to

performing actions that the mouse supports, only returning to an action when an attribute of

the mouse changes (e.g., a broken button or dead battery). Proponents of activity-centered
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computing (Voida et al., 2007; Bardram et al., n.d.; Kaptelinin, 2003) have demonstrated

that structuring computation around activity can lead to improved support for operational-

izing actions. In practice, however, configuration and management is a common point of

difficulty for users. Tasks integral to supporting activity, such as “tagging" were commonly

avoided (Voida &Mynatt, 2009). Similarly, parts of the systems that required users to change

their pre-existing practices were met with resistance (Voida & Mynatt, 2009; Bardram et

al., n.d.). By restructuring the application-document metaphor, activity-based systems are

effectively adding an additional layer of complexity that users must navigate.

From a nonvisual interaction perspective, the negative effects of restructuring application to

activity is not surprising. The process of translating graphical information to auditory infor-

mation for blind and low-vision users is a significant factor in keeping nonvisual interaction

at the level of conscious action (M. S. Baldwin et al., 2017; Vigo & Harper, 2013b; Lazar et

al., 2006). Poor translation is both burdensome and inefficient, making it noticeably intru-

sive to the subjects I have observed. Students as well as their blind instructor continuously

faced challenges with hardware and software. As I captured in my field notes:

One low-vision student was using screen magnification software to perform the

tasks being taught by the instructor. Over the course of the lecture, her com-

puter became increasingly unresponsive, freezing for 15-30 seconds between ac-

tions. Unable to keep up with the rest of the class, she asked the instructor for

assistance. Together they spent the rest of the class time attempting to solve the

problem. – Field notes

Technical issues like the one captured here occur frequently. In my classroom fieldwork,

these issues resulted in either time lost for the student, who was dealing with the problem,

or for the entire class who had to wait for the instructor to resolve it. In a workplace, these

issues can interfere with accomplishment of mission critical tasks in the worst case scenario
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or just an employee being less efficient or perceived to be more troublesome in the best case

scenario (Branham & Kane, 2015). In some cases, such issues cannot be easily resolved by

the user or people nearby, leading to the entire system needing to be set to the side until

a specialist can engage. In my classroom-based fieldwork, the varying inconsistencies of the

tools students were attempting to learn were a constant source of distraction.

Today I was asked to help one of the more advanced students in the class get her

new Windows 8 computer setup with the Firefox and Chrome web browsers. I

provided some verbal directions on where to go to download each browser, but

otherwise left navigation and interaction to her. The Firefox browser downloaded

and installed without issue, however, the Chrome installer interface was not de-

tected by her screen reader, leaving her to conclude that the installation did not

work. Although I could see that the installation was functioning properly by

observing the installer progress bar, since her screen reader did not register the

progress control, she was left without any feedback. – Field notes

Wildly different experiences while performing the same action can leave nonvisual users

attempting to solve problems that do not actually exist. A common tactic I observed was to

start over. In the example provided here, I intervened by manually providing the required

auditory feedback, preventing the student from following her instinct to start the download

over again. In many other instances, however, students opted to reboot the computer. An

extreme, but effective, resolution to the problem which was often viewed to be successful,

not because it fixed anything, rather that it allowed students to reset their frame of reference

within the system.

The difficulties that I observed with screen reading and screen magnification tools stand

in stark contrast to the students’ use of the Victor Reader that I described in section 3.1.

While the use of screen translation tools were continuously conscious interactions, students
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operated the Victor Reader without issue. They spoke positively about their interactions

with the Victor Reader and made regular use of it. One student in particular made a habit

of transferring all of her documents to the device to read, rather than relying on her desktop

screen reader.

Use of the Victor Reader yields valuable insights into the frictionless interaction that non-

visual technology can provide when translation of a graphical interface is not a dependency.

Realistically, nonvisual interaction with graphical systems simply is not possible without

some amount of translation to alternative modalities. However, the model that is used can

be shaped to fit the more natural practices of human activity, making the process less com-

plex. For example, at the level of activity, there is no need to consider where a document

is stored or how it is saved; those details are managed by the system. The benefit of this

reduction in cognitive tasks grows with the complexity of activity, essentially unifying the

actions of saving and storing across many documents into one single action. To make systems

truly lead to unconscious operations for nonvisual users, however, they must be reconsidered

in light of the activities they are meant to support. Shifting the translation of information

between modalities from a model of individual elements within documents within applica-

tions and folder hierarchies to one that considers information flows across activities could

enable this kind of invisibility in use for blind and low vision users.

3.4.4 Case Study of a Tangible Activity-based Platform

In this section, I have described how an activity theoretic analysis of nonvisual computer

use reveals new ways of approaching computer interaction for blind and low vision users.

My analysis suggests that an activity-centric model can improve the computing experience

by transferring critical organizational and structural task management behaviors from the

user to the system. To understand how a nonvisual, activity-centered system might function
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Figure 3.10: The Kinesthetic Interaction Device (KInD). On the left side, the activity context
dial is in the application content position. The thumb sits in the center of the device, ready
to move to the left or right.

in practice, I designed an exploratory platform for basic file and application management.

The platform consists of an activity oriented application programming interface (API) and

tangible interaction device called the Kinesthetic Interaction Device, or KInD (see Figure

3.10). The API serves as an intermediary layer on top of the Google Drive cloud based file

management system (Google, 2019) and can be controlled through either a command line

interface (CLI) or KInD. KInD shares many of the characteristics that I introduced with

the Tangible Desktop (see Section 3.3.1), but goes further by providing richer haptics and

increased portability. KInD can be programmed to support different types of interactions

that benefit from proprioceptive and tactile input and output. The activity API provides

text-to-speech output to communicate information auditorily. In this section, I first describe

the functionality of the activity API, including an overview of its CLI and KInD interfaces.

I will then conclude with a discussion of my findings from two design sessions conducted to

elicit feedback from blind and low vision computers users.
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Activity Interaction

The activity API overlays a set of activity-oriented interactions on top of Google Drive

(Google, 2019) to support a platform independent interface for nonvisual activity. To demon-

strate one way that activity-centered concepts can benefit nonvisual computing, the activ-

ity API implements a small subset of the types of interactions that a complete nonvisual

activity-centric platform might require. The API is accessed and manipulated through two

complimentary interfaces, a command line interface and a prototype computer peripheral,

both of which I describe in detail in the next two sections.

Activity CLI The Activity CLI provides a natural language point of interaction for the

activity API. The CLI was designed to be used as a standalone interface or in conjunction

with either the Google Drive web interface, or KInD (described in the next section). There

are five primary commands interpreted by the CLI to control the API: create, move, list, tell,

and help. The create and list commands are combined with additional parameters recognized

by the API to perform operations. For example, the create command is combined with an

application type to create a new file in Google Drive (e.g., “create spreadsheet" or “create

document"). The move command enables file movement from activity to another. The

remaining commands are used to provide context about system state such as which activity

is active, the applications within the current activity, and activities in the system.

KInD: Kinesthetic Interaction Device Similar to the Tangible Desktop (see Section

3.3.1), KInD utilizes kinesthetic resistance, vibrotactile touch, and proprioception to trans-

late input and output of computational information without audio descriptions. However,

unlike the Tangible Desktop, which was distinctly designed to support an application-centric
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Activity Contexts

Context Level Description

1 Activities
2 Applications and Documents
3 Application Menus
4 Application Content
5 Activity History

Table 3.9: Table of Activity Contexts

interaction model, the design and interaction models supported by KInD have been struc-

tured to support activity-centeric interaction. KInD makes use of three physical interactions

that enable users to accomplish their goals nonvisually. First, KInD represents activities

through tactilely differentiated tangible tokens to support computational organization in the

physical world. Second, KInD tracks the systematic changes that occur during an activity,

enabling a user to tangibly move between tasks temporally rather than through a method

of auditory repetition used by traditional screen readers. Finally, KInD implements tangi-

ble spatial structure to encourage operationalization through proprioceptive memory rather

than auditory seeking (Vigo & Harper, 2013b). Each physical interaction are described in

greater detail below.

Activity Management Activity tokens (see Figure 3.10) are tangible icons that represent

an activity. KInD only requires that a token be placed on it for that token’s activity to

become active. At that point, the associated documents and applications become available

for use. An advantage of this approach is that non-active tokens can be physically arranged

in whatever manner the user desires–allowing one’s proprioceptive abilities to be leveraged

for activity organization (e.g., work on the left, entertainment on the right). Transferring the

representation of activity to the physical world has the advantage of introducing the effects

of unconscious operation that I previously described through classroom use of the Victor
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Reader (see Section 3.4.3). Like the uniquely shaped buttons on the Victor Reader, activity

tokens can convey meaning through shape, size, and text. For example, the sample tokens

created for this platform could be 3D printed with braille text or different shapes, allowing

tokens to be molded to the mnemonic strengths of the individual, reducing the burden of

command recall.

Interaction History KInD is situated between the intentions of the user and the execution

of those intents in the computer system, allowing the infrastructure to capture input and

output events as they occur. Events are logged in the host computer’s file system to provide

a history of interaction, and associations between activity token and entities. The primary

responsibility of the interaction history is to support the dynamic nature of an activity. As

system entities are opened they become an active part of the activity. When they are closed,

they move out of the activity space, but remain in its history. This allows the platform to

restore the last known state of an activity upon activation. Furthermore, it introduces a

historical archive of the activity that can be used for retracing steps and error recovery (e.g.,

accidentally closing a document).

Contextual Change To accommodate the movement across activities as well as their as-

sociated entities, KInD functions within different contexts (see Table 3.9). The top context

sits at the top level of an activity, supporting the movement of entities in and out of an

active activity. The next context functions within an activity, providing support for move-

ment across entities associated with the activity. The third context supports control at the

application level, allowing KInD to be used to traverse and select features of the active appli-

cation. Finally, the fourth context supports movement across the content of the application

(e.g., traversing a web page or document). Switching between contexts is managed by a
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Task Category

1. Place a token on KInD. Task Completion
2. Using the context dial, select application context. Change
3. Open a document. Then open spreadsheet. Task Completion
4. Move context dial to activity. Change
5. Move document to the right side. Change
6. Remove the current token, place a new token. Task Completion
7. Move context dial to application. Change
8. Open email. Then open spreadsheet. Task Completion
9. Move context dial to activity, explore.
10. Move context dial to application, explore. (switching mode)
11. Pin email. Change
12. Switch token
13. Unpin document. Change
14. Move slider to find email. Change
15. Return to original document. Change

Table 3.10: Design session tasks

physical rotary dial on the left side of KInD. The dial uses detents and audible confirmation

to indicate when it has been rotated into a new context. As with the activity tokens, the

physical manipulation enables proprioceptive abilities to quickly identify the desired context.

Virtual Docks Organization within an activity, potentially involving tens of individual

entities (e.g., application file, email, or web page), is too complex to be handled through

physical manipulation of an activity token. Instead KInD implements virtual docks to sort

and store the entities assigned to an activity. Docks are virtual, in that they are managed

through a software subsystem, but are accessed through physical interaction using the KInD

slide bar. As new entities are added to an activity a new dock is created. A haptic detent

is generated by the slide potentiometer to indicate traversal across an entity. If an activity

contains two entities a detent is felt at the midpoint of the slide traversal, with three entities

two detents are felt equally divide along the slide, and so on. Individual entities can be

arranged within these slots in a manner most suitable for the user. For example, a user
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might prefer to keep web pages in the right most slots, a presentation document in the far

left, and everything else in between, retaining the advantages of proprioceptive recall found

in activity tokens. Just as the flow of work can be dynamic, entities can flow in and out of

activities depending on user need. For example, a user might want to take a break from a

work activity and browse the news, a goal preferred not be associated with the work activity.

KInD supports this type of activity flow by enabling docked entities to be pinned outside the

activity specific scope. Pinning enables individual entities to be moved between activities or

simply detached from an activity entirely.

Exploring the Activity API through Workshops

I conducted two design sessions with 6 blind and low vision participants (see Table 3.11) to

evaluate how the Activity API and KInD align with user needs and expectations. Design

sessions were organized into four phases to probe participant reaction to the activity-centered

interaction model. In phase one, participants were asked to describe the types of tasks they

use their computer to complete. Responses from phase one were used to personalize the

task structure for the remaining phases. In phases two-four, participants were asked to carry

out a series of file management tasks (see Table 3.10) using the Google Docs web interface,

the Activity CLI, and KInD, respectively. Phase four began with a training period, where I

described KInD’s features (see Figure 3.11). Participants were encouraged to interact with

KInD, to familiarize themselves with the tactile, haptic, and proprioceptive features utilized

during task completion. Once each participant acknowledged they were comfortable with

KInD’s functions, each file management task was read aloud as the participant performed the

task. After the fourth phase was complete, a semi-structured discussion with participants

was conducted.

The design sessions provided useful insights into the structure and design of the activity
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Figure 3.11: An example of the setup used during design sessions with KInD. Activity Tokens
have been positioned near KInD by the participant for quick retrieval.

platform. Overall, participants responded positively to the CLI and KInD interfaces to the

API. While all participants moved fluidly through task completion, each expressed a unique

perspective on their experience, ranging from indifference (P6) to enthusiasm (P2,P3). P6,

who primarily uses her computer for audio editing, admitted that her specific use case made

it difficult to imagine how orienting towards activity would change her workflow. Whereas

P3, whose job required her to record and manage a variety of different meeting notes, found

the activity structure to be a positive change from her existing practices, comparing and

contrasting the activity platform with her typical workflow. Other participants adopted

similar patterns to explain how they thought the CLI or KInD might improve their own

task completion. For example, P1 pointed out that he prefers to use his smartphone over

desktop for most computing tasks due to its simplified interaction model, yet explained that

KInD would make it easier for him to engage with his daughter on their desktop computer.

P4 and P5 expanded on P1’s experiences by explaining that the spatial movements used

by KInD to manipulate activities aligned more closely with their smartphone interaction

patterns. Similarly, P3, P4, and P5 described their challenges with command memorization

and content traversal, noting that the natural language of the CLI interface (P3), and the
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Participant Data

ID Session Experience Gender Visual Impairment Age

P1 1 Proficient Male Low Vision 35
P2 1 Expert Male Low Vision 43
P3 2 Proficient Female Blind 28
P4 2 Expert Female Blind 30
P5 2 Expert Female Blind 29
P6 2 Proficient Female Blind 30

Table 3.11: Study participants

tactile cues of KInD (P4, P5) could serve to lower dependency on command memorization.

Interestingly, P2, P4 and P5, who self-rated as expert computer users, also expressed benefits

of the activity platform in terms of improvement for other users in addition to themselves.

P2 envisioned the activity platform as an onboarding tool. He stated that although the

feature set was small, its constrained options could help prevent users from getting lost. P1

agreed stating that he found KInD less intimidating than his desktop computer. These types

of responses evoke sentiments of sociality similar to those observed by Morrison et al.. They

view their own experiences with desktop computing to be sufficient, but recall their own

difficulties in learning, as well as the challenges faced by others, as problematic enough to

desire an alternative.

As a preliminary investigation into the application of activity theory to a nonvisual tangi-

ble interface, this case study provides one potential path forward. Although the informal

structure of the design session limits claims about the effectiveness of an activity-centered

interaction model, the responses to the simplicity of the system are compelling. Participants

viewed the activity system as both useful and simplistic enough to support their own work

as well as the work of novice users, aligning with the action–operation process discussed in

Section 3.4.3. Therefore, a nonvisual model oriented towards activity can support a con-

strained interaction space, but does not prevent more experienced users from accessing the

lower level system. Just as the Activity CLI and KInD provide a constrained interaction
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space on top of Google Drive, the full featured web based interface remains available for

users who need or prefer it.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, I have introduced two systems that restructure how computational informa-

tion is represented in a nonvisual context. Through the Tangible Desktop, I demonstrated

how physical peripheral devices can be used to represent visual desktop metaphors, removing

the need to communicate semantic information auditorily. My activity theory analysis of

blind and low vision computer use established how an activity-centered interaction model

can be applied to transfer many audio dependent tasks from user to system. I demonstrated

one possible approach to using this model through the Activity API and the KInD periph-

eral. I view this work as a first step towards adopting new ways of thinking about how

nonvisual computing systems might be designed to lower barriers to entry for blind and low

vision computer users.

However, I remain cognizant of the limitations of the data used throughout this work. Both

the field work and experimental data used to inform my analysis, for example, derive from

novice computer users in the midst of learning assistive tool use. While these findings

suggest that tangible and activity-centered nonvisual computing can improve the computing

experience for the visually impaired community, the inclusion of a majority of novice users

leaves questions surrounding the effectiveness of these approaches with more advanced users.

Related literature describes experiences similar to those that I have reported across a range of

skill levels, suggesting that a broader generalizability of activity-centered principles is viable.

Billah, Ashok, Porter, and Ramakrishnan, for example, identified similar technical challenges

to those I observed including inconsistencies across software tools and operating systems that
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forced users to learn multiple paths towards completing a task (Billah et al., 2017). Similarly,

Potluri et al. place discoverability and navigation as two high-level challenges blind and

low vision programmers encounter with their tools (Potluri et al., 2018). Both Billah et

al.’s and Potluri et al.’s work included participants from a range of professions and skill

levels, indicating that the challenges I articulate in this chapter manifest in similar ways,

regardless of experience. Furthermore, the diversity of efforts to uncover workarounds to

desktop computing and ICT more broadly, including those reviewed in Chapter 2, highlight

the value of rethinking the nonvisual computing experience.
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Chapter 4

Augmenting Assistive Technology
Through Shared Mixed-Ability
Interaction

Results from the Tangible Desktop and KInD studies presented in Chapter 3 demonstrate

how isolating the semantic and lexical elements of an auditory stream enables information

to be broadcast simultaneously to both kinesthetic and auditory channels, thereby reducing

the amount of auditory information that a nonvisual user must process. While this strat-

egy works well in computational environments, the semantic—lexical divide might not be

suitable for other types of information streams. In some cases, semantic information is repre-

sented by naturally occurring auditory phenomena and not desirable for translation to other

channels. A walk in nature, for example, where semantic information is represented by envi-

ronmental sounds, would radically change a person’s experience if not interpreted auditorily.

In real-world contexts like leisure, fitness, and social events, the process by which auditory

information should be augmented is less clear. While tangibility has been used to aug-

ment physical activities such as swimming (Muehlbradt, Koushik, & Kane, 2017), running

(Avila Soto et al., 2017), and general outdoor navigation (Dakopoulos & Bourbakis, 2010) for
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people with visual impairments, these approaches apply tangibly communicated information

in service to the intervening technology, rather than towards a structured taxonomy.

To understand the relationship between assistive technology and auditory information more

broadly, I conducted a multi-year field study and design engagement with a group of blind and

low vision outrigger paddlers. Together, we cooperatively developed a remotely controlled

steering system for a one-person outrigger canoe (M. S. Baldwin, Hirano, Mankoff, & Hayes,

2019). Following a participatory design process, we leveraged public insight and in situ

evaluation, to understand the role of auditory information in the paddling experience. Our

cooperative design work led to the creation of an assistive navigational control system shared

between a sighted and visually impaired dyad.

In this chapter, I present the results of the field work, iterative development of the Cooper-

ative Outrigger Paddling system (CoOP), and long term evaluation of CoOP. I demonstrate

the various ways that our in situ design process fostered investment and interest across

the sighted and visually impaired paddling community, revealing numerous design insights

that inform how to navigate the use of auditory information in assistive technology design.

Results are presented according to four high-level themes that emerged from analysis of

the data and inform the research for this dissertation: 1) public-facing co-design supports

development of assistive technology; 2) do-it-yourself (DIY) approach supports co-design;

3) the physicality and interdependence of multi-modal design presents new challenges and

opportunities for designers; and 4) auditory information influences the design and operation

of assistive technology.
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4.1 Methods

The work presented in this chapter comprises the results of an ongoing observational study

and co-design effort with the Makapo Aquatics Project1—an organization that focuses on

providing paddling opportunities for individuals with visual impairment. The goal of this

study was to investigate questions of how mixed-ability individuals interoperate through the

design and use of a shared assistive technology. I report on the collection and analysis of data

gathered over the course of a twenty-five month period working alongside a mixed-ability

team of athletes, coaches, and support crew. Activities during this time were centered around

paddler training, outrigger paddling races, and design and evaluation of the CoOP system.

During evaluation and practice sessions, I accompanied the team in an observational role as

a passenger on one of two support boats typically deployed during training or CoOP eval-

uation sessions. The focus of my observations was multifaceted. I was primarily interested

in understanding the relationship between coach and paddler, how their interactions were

mediated by CoOP, and the role of auditory information. I also attended to the physical

interactions between participants and the CoOP system, seeking to identify the types of

design constraints that arise in an assistive technology shared between mixed-ability pairs.

Data was collected through workshops, unstructured interviews with athletes, coaches and

support crew, observations, and digital artifacts. The study was conducted at the Newport

Aquatic Center, a facility dedicated to supporting paddle-based water activities such as row-

ing, kayaking, paddle boarding, and outrigger canoeing. The Newport Aquatic Center serves

as a home for numerous external groups, including Makapo.
1The Makapo Aquatics Project consented to the use of their name in this dissertation.
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Figure 4.1: A Makapo paddler in a one-person outrigger canoe (OC1) with version three of
CoOP attached.

4.1.1 The CoOP System

In this section, I provide a brief description of CoOP to establish context for the results and

discussion that follow. To work around the challenges faced by Makapo, I, along with my

collaborators, designed CoOP, an assistive system through which the rudder (i.e., steering)

of an OC1 is remotely controlled by another person (e.g., a coach), freeing blind and low

vision paddlers from managing directional control and enabling increased focus on technique.

CoOP sits on top of the rudder (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5) and manipulates it using special

motors (i.e., common servos ), which are “plug and play" with a standard handheld RF

transmitter. CoOP is attached to the OC1 using a GoPro Suction Cup Camera Mount (see

Figure 4.6) (Inc.", 2019).

Design and evaluation of CoOP

Over a twenty-five month period from January 2018 to February 2020 at the Newport Aquatic

Center, I engaged in a participatory design and deployment practice with Makapo. During 23
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Figure 4.2: Diagram depicting how the rudder system works in an outrigger canoe. The
pedals (a) are connected to the tiller cap (c) by a guide wire (b). The rudder (d) is attached
to the tiller cap by a small shaft that runs bisects the stern of the canoe.

sessions the participatory design team iteratively developed, evaluated, and deployed CoOP,

an assisted steering system for one-person outrigger canoes (OC1). Project development

took place in 14 cooperative sessions from January to October 2018. Project deployment

began in November 2019 and continued through February 2020 for a total of 9 sessions.

Sessions were held at the Newport Aquatic Center with a core group (n=16 including myself

and one additional researcher (see Table 4.1), for roughly two to four hours each.

In total, I conducted 76 hours of sessions over 24 days including semi-structured (n=7)

and ad hoc (n=11) interviews, focus groups (n=2), and evaluations of the prototype (see

Figure 4.3). Interviews and focus groups were audio recorded when possible, otherwise notes

were taken. Deployment sessions were audio recorded, and periodically supplemented with

video recording. The natural progression of the project ranged from planning to real world

operation, which is categorized in detail below. Participation in sessions was opportunistic;

sessions were scheduled around having enough participants from the core group who were

available, and various others at the Newport Aquatic Center came in and out of the session

areas as they desired. Because of the nature of people’s availability, some members are more

heavily represented in the results.
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Identifier Role Vision Organizational Affiliation

ResearcherS1 Researcher sighted UCI
ResearcherS2 Researcher sighted UCI
DirectorLV1 Director, Coach low vision Makapo
PaddlerLV1 Paddler low vision Makapo
PaddlerLV2 Paddler low vision Makapo
PaddlerB1 Paddler blind Makapo
PaddlerB2 Paddler blind Makapo
PaddlerB3 Paddler blind Makapo
PaddlerS1 Paddler sighted Makapo
PaddlerS2 Paddler sighted Makapo
CoachS1 Coach sighted Makapo
CoachS2 Coach sighted Makapo
CoachS3 Coach sighted Makapo
CoachS4 Coach sighted Makapo
SpecialistS1 O&M Specialist sighted Makapo
SupportS2 Support Boat sighted Newport Aquatic Center
TechnicianS3 Boat Repair Technician sighted Newport Aquatic Center

Table 4.1: This table details members of the core design team for CoOP. They are organized
by role within the design team, their visual acuity, and organizational affiliations. Identifiers
are assigned using their role, visual status, and a numerical indicator.
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Sessions: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Prelim Evaluation Deployment

ResearcherS1
ResearcherS2ResearcherS2ResearcherS2
DirectorLV1DirectorLV1DirectorLV1
PaddlerLV1PaddlerLV1PaddlerLV1PaddlerLV1PaddlerLV1
PaddlerLV2
PaddlerB1
PaddlerB3
PaddlerB2PaddlerB2
PaddlerS1
PaddlerS2PaddlerS2
CoachS1CoachS1CoachS1
CoachS2CoachS2
CoachS3CoachS3
CoachS4

SpecialistS1
SupportS2SupportS2

TechnicianS3

CoOP v1 v2 v3

Figure 4.3: Timeline visualizing the involvement of the core team across all sessions. Grey
horizontal bars represent the sessions attended by each member of the core team. The
vertical dotted lines represent when new iterations of CoOP were implemented.
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Preliminary Sessions: 1,2 Preliminary sessions consisted of informal meetings with

Makapo to gain a better understanding of the problem space. Because the research team

had no experience with outrigger paddling, the first session was primarily spent discussing

the details of the activity. Common goals, philosophies of enabling technology, and typical

paddling skill sets were identified. The second session was spent exploring the type of canoe

that would be utilized for the project. Through our exploration of the canoe, we identified

guidelines and constraints of canoe modification, learned basic canoe operation, and agreed

on a strategy for implementation. The research team spent the three month period lead-

ing up to the third session developing a low-fidelity prototype based on the data collected

during the preliminary sessions (see Figure 4.4). The photographs and measurements of the

canoe that were collected informed preliminary system design. Preliminary designs were first

sketched on paper, followed by implementation using OpenScad2 3D modeling software, and

finally physical creation (see Figure 4.5) using a combination of 3D printed and off-the-shelf

parts.

Evaluation Sessions: 3-14 The evaluation sessions commenced a four month period of

iterative prototype development and testing. Sessions typically occurred every other week

depending on participant availability and time constraints surrounding prototype develop-

ment. Sessions were attended by stakeholders from UCI, Makapo, and the Newport Aquatic

Center (see Table 4.1). Due to the public space in which prototype evaluation was conducted,

the team also received solicited and unsolicited insights from nearby paddlers and Newport

Aquatic Center employees. Evaluation sessions consisted of an iterative cycle of in situ tests

to refine the design.

The physical dimensions of the outrigger canoe constrain any assistive technology designs.
2https://openscad.org
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Figure 4.4: The first iteration of the remote control system that used adhesion as a mounting
strategy.

At roughly ten feet in length, transferring the OC1 between the design lab and the Newport

Aquatic Center was not practical. Additionally, Makapo was actively using the OC1 during

the development phase, further complicating any plan to work off-site with the OC1. The

OC1 that the team used for testing was stored on a rack located outside. At the beginning

of each session the canoe would be removed from the rack and placed on stands in a public

area where incoming and outgoing paddlers cared for their canoes.

The final three sessions centered on preparation for a yearly paddling race sponsored by the

Newport Aquatic Center. Sessions were attended by a core group that included CoachS1,

PaddlerB1, and at least one member of the research team. These sessions provided CoachS1

with the opportunity to learn how to use CoOP, give PaddlerB1 additional training, and
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Figure 4.5: A close-up of version two of the CoOP system mounted to the rudder assembly
and the transmitter used to control the rudder (right corner).

evaluate the robustness of CoOP.

Deployment Sessions: 15-23 The deployment sessions focused on evaluating long term

use of the CoOP system. Makapo coaches applied real world training scenarios to identify

best practices for paddlers and support staff who used CoOP.

4.1.2 Data Collection

Data for this study comes from application of traditional ethnographic methods (e.g., (DeWalt,

DeWalt, & Wayland, 1998)) alongside the participatory design and evaluation of a shared

assistive technology to support blind paddlers. I have engaged with the paddling commu-
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nity for over two years, throughout which the Newport Aquatic Centerand Makapo have

welcomed my presence as a researcher. Staff for both organizations are familiar with my

role, and freely engage me in dialogue related to blind paddling. Observations made while

interacting with the paddling community are recorded through memoing (Emerson, Fretz,

& Shaw, 2011) upon conclusion of an event. I avoid using visible recording devices such as a

notepad, camera, or recorder, outside of suitable contexts (e.g., others performing the same

task) to communicate my desire for mutual collaboration. When formal capture methods

are required, I request permission and explicitly state the purpose of data collection.

Observational data was collected from aquatic related activities at the Newport Aquatic Cen-

ter, including: visually impaired athlete practices, sport sanctioned race events, evaluation

of the CoOP system, and social engagements surrounding all paddling activities. Although

my primary role was that of researcher, as I increasingly became part of the community, I

adopted additional responsibilities in support of the activities I observed. These activities

typically included canoe preparation, CoOP setup, and support boat operation.

Participatory design data from the development of the CoOP system was collected along-

side observational data. Team members discussed device function during paddling sessions.

Discussions were captured through notes and audio recordings. I collected videos and pho-

tographs of device use. At the end of each paddling session, team members reflected on their

experiences and outlined changes for the next iteration.

4.1.3 Analysis

In the evaluation sessions, working alongside various members of the core team (see Figure

4.3), I performed repeated member checks and escalating in situ testing to continually im-

prove the design of CoOP. I then analyzed interviews, observations, and field notes using

inductive coding and memoing to identify needs and considerations for prototype iteration.
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Additionally, I conducted an analysis on the design process, for which the themes that were

generated were refined through discussions with collaborators.

Interview and observation data were analyzed using a deductive approach to identify patterns

and themes. Deductive coding centered on categories of verbal and non-verbal engagement,

enjoyment, cooperation, coordination, course corrections, reduced audio, and shared control

design.

4.2 Results

In this section, I present the results of the field work and design, surrounding the iterative

development of CoOP. I demonstrate how the in situ design process fostered investment and

interest across the sighted and visually impaired paddling community. Results are presented

according to three high-level themes that emerged from my data analysis: 1) public-facing

co-design and development of assistive technology; 2) DIY within the context of community;

and 3) the physicality of multi-modal design.

4.2.1 Public-Facing Co-design of Assistive Technology

Conducting the majority of design research in public at the Newport Aquatic Center served

as a convenient location for the team to coordinate as well as allow researchers to conduct

evaluations without the need to pull the test OC1 from active use. Although a lab-centered

approach may have shortened the iterative design cycle, my thematic analysis revealed that

many design decisions were a direct result of the visibility of the work to the general paddling

community. In this section, I describe 1) how the public setting for the work enabled the

collection of both solicited and unsolicited feedback, and 2) how multiple levels of expertise
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contributed to the design and development of CoOP.

Solicited and Unsolicited Feedback

The team did not intentionally solicit feedback from the general paddling community, but

conducting design and evaluation on the wash deck (i.e., where equipment is washed down

after use) at the Newport Aquatic Center exposed the process to a steady flow of paddling

enthusiasts. In the second session, preliminary functional tests on the wash deck caught the

attention of a few paddlers working nearby. Upon observing that the prototype was unable

to turn the rudder, one of the paddlers commented:

I used to be really into racing RC trucks, spent a lot of money in my youth, you

need to get a high performance LiPo battery. They can deliver a lot more power

than what you are using. You should also think about looking into a high-torque

waterproof servo. – Session 2, Unsolicited Community Member

Although receiving unsolicited feedback from the public during an evaluation of a non-

functional prototype was unexpected, the input I received prompted a deeper investigation

into the capabilities of the radio-controlled watercraft ecosystem, such as through discussions

with employees at a local hobby store. In the same session, a different community member

overheard our discussion on harness mounting strategies and commented:

You know what would work are those 3M stick pads, the ones that act like Velcro.

I have used them to hold stuff to my canoe in the past. – Session 2, Unsolicited

Community Member

As with the earlier community member, this input prompted a deeper conversation between

team members, eventually leading to an entirely different mounting strategy. The team
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decided that straps wrapped around the hull of the OC1, an approach that I had originally

rejected due to concerns over drag in the water, would be an acceptable alternative to

adhesive mounts (see Figure 4.4). Recognizing the value of unsolicited feedback, the design

team adopted an open design stance, inviting anyone who expressed interest in the work to

express ideas. This shift in approach follows what Sanders and Stappers describe as a blurring

of roles, where the researcher shifts from translator to facilitator (Sanders & Stappers, 2008).

Embracing the broader community as experts of their own range of experiences, led to

valuable opportunities for input and feedback on the current iteration of CoOP. From my

field notes during the following session:

Even with the straps, the fit was still a little bit too loose. One of the paddlers

cleaning his canoe next to us suggested that we pick up some pipe insulation

foam. He said, “It’s cheap, easy to cut, and compresses enough to give you some

flexibility [in the design].” – Session 3, Field Notes

Even if I could have eventually resolved the various design issues that arose during early

sessions without these inputs, involving the broader paddling community in the process not

only expanded how challenges were resolved but also increased community investment in the

work. At the sixth session, PaddlerB1 and his father were attaching the harness to the OC1.

After struggling to thread the straps into tension clips, an alternative mounting discussion

took place:

As we were cleaning the canoe after our test, PaddlerB1’s father asked if I had

thought about using a suction cup to hold the harness on to the canoe instead

of straps. I expressed concern over durability, but he assured me that the brand

of suction mount that he used would provide more than enough resistance to the

forces we were experiencing. – Session 6, Field Notes
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Here, a community member’s father, reflecting on his own experiences with suction cup

mounts outside of the paddling world, contributed a design insight that ultimately proved to

be the right mounting solution for our final iteration of CoOP. His insight drew from both his

individual experience (i.e., his knowledge of suction cup mounts) and his collective experience

with PaddlerB1(i.e., facing a particular challenge)—a central tenet of the co-design process.

Adopting community insight in this way can lead to positive feedback loops between the

design team and community members that encourages deeper investment (Könings, Seidel, &

van Merriënboer, 2014). After integrating the suction cup mount into the design, PaddlerB1’s

father exhibited increased engagement in the design process, which in turn encouraged the

design team to solicit his input on new iterations.

Soliciting feedback from users or the community at large is a critical step in any user-

centered design process (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar, Preece, et al., 2004), as it ensures that

the product works appropriately for a target audience within a defined setting. However, it

gains additional value within a public co-design process, allowing for the generation of edge-

case scenarios and enabling more holistic design thinking. In preparation for final prototype

evaluations, I was testing the strength of the new suction cup mount in the water with

DirectorLV1 when PaddlerLV1 returned from a Makapo practice:

During mount testing, DirectorLV1 asked if the harness would float. We detached

the system and tossed it in the water. It floated. PaddlerLV1, standing nearby,

commented, “If that were to fall off while I was in or near the canoe, there is

no way I would be able to see it." DirectorLV1 agreed and suggested wrapping

neon green flotation bands (typically used to keep personal items from sinking)

around the top of the enclosure. He had one with him so we ran a quick test

with CoOP. Both DirectorLV1 and PaddlerLV1 noted that it was much easier to

see. – Session 8, Field notes
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PaddlerLV1 and DirectorLV1 can and do paddle without sighted guidance; yet their reduced

visual acuity makes it difficult to differentiate between lower contrast objects. At the time,

the CoOP enclosure was being 3D printed with black ABS filament. I switched to neon

green filament for the next iteration to increase the contrast between CoOP and the water

(see Figure 4.6). While the use of fluorescent colors for marine equipment is not unusual,

PaddlerLV1’s unsolicited feedback in situ led me to think about how colors further shaped the

design process for CoOP. Color might not be something a designer would think to consider

for an assistive device for a blind user. Public and cooperative contexts, however, benefit

from such consideration. Too frequently, assistive technologies that are well designed with

the primary user in mind, like this one, do not consider other users who may not share the

same disabilities as the primary user.

Multiple Levels of Engagement

Receiving feedback from the community proved to be a useful guide for adapting the design,

as is the case in public engagement (Teal & French, 2016) and co-design (Sanders & Stappers,

2008) efforts. I was able to access this level of engagement through my repeated presence in

the public community space. For example, in the following excerpt from field notes, I describe

the degradation of the 3D printed tiller cap, the mount point that sits between CoOP and the

canoe rudder, and the way in which we solved the issue using direct manufacturer expertise:

Today DirectorLV1 introduced me to a design engineer from one of the canoe

manufacturers who was visiting the Newport Aquatic Center. After a brief demo

of the system, I expressed some concern over the durability of an ABS tiller cap.

We brainstormed on design and material selection for CoOP’s custom tiller cap.

He suggested adding a particular type of washer for reinforcement. - Session 5,

Field Notes.
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The expertise accessed in this particular case was ad hoc and opportunistic. These are not

the characteristics of a structured design process that is replicable, drawing attention to the

challenges of the overarching DIY approach to some assistive technology. However, it also

draws our attention back to the necessity, in this case, of accessing a dedicated community

already engaged in the cooperative leisure activity at stake. In other cases, such dedicated

expertise may be less essential to functional design requirements, yet foster idea generation

in unexpected ways. For example, in one session, a Makapo employee was able to address an

engineering challenge from her experience working with children with visual impairments:

Today we asked the Makapo paddlers to attach the CoOP harness to the OC1.

Noticing some of the challenges they were having with strap alignment and the

tension clips, SpecialistS1, Makapo’s orientation and mobility specialist, sug-

gested using Velcro straps. She explained how the textural variations helped

with fastening and alignment. – Session 6, Field Notes

Drawing on her background in orientation and mobility work, SpecialistS1 introduced a

different perspective to the design process. Rather than focus on design or engineering

requirements, SpecialistS1 considered the experience of manipulating objects without sight.

As the lead for the kids program at Makapo, SpecialistS1 was not initially involved with the

CoOP project. The project’s public orientation, however, led to days where design sessions

and kids paddling activities overlapped. SpecialistS1’s insight introduced a critical design

requirement to the process that the team incorporated into future iterations, reflecting the

type of positive results championed by co-design practitioners (Sanders & Stappers, 2008).

Textured thumb screws, a tactile power switch, and the suction cup mount described in the

previous section, were all changes that reflected SpecialistS1’s insight. Assistive technology

researchers looking to engage in co-design may need to consider intentionally including this

type of expertise on their design teams, and the development of supports for the larger non-

research community to cooperatively create such solutions is an important area of future
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inquiry.

The benefits of disabled-abled co-design go well beyond the improvement the design team

witnessed to the technology itself. Drawing from the expertise that surrounded the project—

including both blind and sighted co-designers—established a community wide interest in the

project. As the director of Makapo explained:

People are excited. They keep hearing about what you are building and want to

learn more. I think this has the side effect, you know, of drawing more people

over when we are testing. – DirectorLV1

Notably, in the above quote, the “they" to whom the director is referring are not the people

directly participating but a broad range of people who are involved with the Newport Aquatic

Center, or who are local to the area but not involved, and so on. In this way, the co-design

exercise organically grew wider than the direct participants, broadening awareness about

the potential of the technology and the activities of blind paddlers. Novelty of the project

likely led to a part of the curiosity and engagement; however, the month’s following the

development of CoOP indicate that awareness extends beyond initial curiosity, allowing

further engagement.

Every Fall, the Newport Aquatic Center sponsors an open water race for human-powered

vehicles that is designed to promote water sports and bring the various paddling communities

together. Makapo typically participates in the OC6 category with a sighted steerperson. For

this particular race, Makapo received permission to allow PaddlerB1 and CoachS1 to enter

the race using CoOP. When the race was set to start, the race director focused everyone’s

attention on PaddlerB1:

Waiting for the official race kick-off, I am on the support boat alongside Direc-

torLV1, PaddlerB1’s dad, and the film crew. SupportS2 is driving the boat and
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CoachS1 is steering CoOP. We are surrounded by approximately sixty race par-

ticipants as the race director prepares to start the race. Using a megaphone, he

informs everyone that PaddlerB1 will be the first blind paddler to compete in an

OC1. PaddlerB1 receives a round of cheers from the other paddlers. – Race Day,

Field Notes

The director’s announcement served to make sure the race participants understood why Pad-

dlerB1 would be followed by a support boat, but it also brought attention to the significance

of PaddlerB1’s participation. After the race, while cleaning the OC1 on the wash deck,

the team was greeted by numerous race participants interested in learning about the CoOP

system. These events directly reflect the public co-design nature of the project. Our visible

presence at the Newport Aquatic Center, and involvement with the community, brought

merit and meaning to the project that would likely be absent if the team simply showed up

with CoOP on race day.

In the months that followed the race, I observed two changes that reflected an increasing

awareness and engagement of this community through better accommodations for Makapo’s

blind paddlers: the relocation of canoe storage to a more accessible location, and the intro-

duction of a portable walkway. When I returned to the Newport Aquatic Center for the first

time after the race, I noticed that Makapo’s OC6 canoes were no longer stacked in a hard

to reach area of the beach. From my field notes:

At the Newport Aquatic Center today, noticed that the Makapo OC6’s are no

longer crammed between the other paddling crew canoes on the beach. They are

now located on the outer edge of the area with a lot more spacing around them.

– Field Notes

The change was significant. The coordinated actions of launching and stowing the OC6 that
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I described in the previous section were a constant challenge for Makapo paddlers when the

canoes were stored in the original location. The proximity to other boats, support stands,

ropes, and debris, added unnecessary obstacles for the sighted team members to attend to

when maneuvering the canoe. The additional space provided by the new location removed

the need to navigate these obstacles. Similarly, in a meeting a few weeks later I learned that

a staff member at the Newport Aquatic Center expressed interest in continuing to make the

wash deck and beach area more accessible, from my field notes:

Met with Makapo today to discuss the installation of portable walkways on the

beach designed to support wheelchair access. DirectorLV1 mentioned that the

Newport Aquatic Center has expressed interest in supporting some type of in-

stallation to make traversal easier for blind paddlers. – Field Notes

While I am unable to broadly claim that the public co-design orientation of this work in-

fluenced staff members at the Newport Aquatic Center, our observations align with positive

changes in attitude associated with mixed-ability exposure (Barr & Bracchitta, 2015). In an

interview conducted with DirectorLV1, I explored his thoughts about the changes:

I think it [public co-design] has had an impact, more so with the staff at Newport

Aquatic Center than with the general public—they need to see more, but for the

staff, they are more aware of what we are doing here and we are starting to see

that effect more and more. – DirectorLV1

The public co-design activity introduced much more than just the feedback into the design

process—it brought attention to and made more people outside of the direct community

consider some of the issues that individuals with disabilities struggle with on a day-to-day

basis.
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Figure 4.6: The design evolution of the CoOP system in order of iteration from left to right.
Early iterations of CoOP version 1 are depicted in the first three pictures from the left,
followed by versions 2 and 3.

Although physical constraints of canoes had forced the project to be conducted in a public

space, it appeared to have the unintended and positive effects of promoting engagement,

shaping the project in ways likely different from how the original partnership between the

research team and the community organization would have, and spreading information about

the project to a disparate audience. Researchers doing community engaged work should

leverage this by thoughtfully incorporating public space projects as an intentional part of

their process, even without the forced constraint.

4.2.2 DIY within the context of community

A common challenge when designing for people with disabilities is gaining access to the

community for conducting user studies (Kane et al., 2014). My partners were cautious

about allowing their community to become subjects of an experiment that may give undue

hope or stress without resulting in something that they could use in the foreseeable future.

By emphasizing a do-it-yourself (DIY) approach, I was able to clearly demonstrate the steps

for reproduction and giving my partners a sense of reciprocity. As noted in my field notes:

Today we conducted the first water test. I joined DirectorLV1 and SupportS2

on the support boat while PaddlerLV1 paddled in the OC1. Afterwards, as we

inspected the system on the wash deck, DirectorLV1 was pulling in anyone who
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walked by to share the news, emphasizing how inexpensive it was to build. –

Session 4, Field Notes

The initial test process showed my partners that the relationship would not be one-sided;

They would not be limited to answering my research questions. Parting ways is an inevitable

outcome for nearly all community research projects (Hayes, 2014), so communicating my

intentions early was an important step in the co-design process. Transparency about working

progress—articulating precisely how I produced the prototype, including cost, tools, and

part suppliers—gave Makapo confidence that they would be able to use and continue the

project independent of my involvement. In the months following the conclusion of our

deployment sessions, Makapo has continued to use the CoOP system without my involvement

and acquired a 3D printer to produce replacement parts and additional devices.

The paddling community—as far as it is represented at the Newport Aquatic Center—

exhibits attributes reflective of DIY practices, which have been shown to support assistive

technology work (Hurst & Tobias, 2011; Hamidi, Baljko, Kunic, & Feraday, 2014). Canoes

are personalized, modified, customized, and reappropriated to satisfy paddler interests. I

frequently observed DIY behavior throughout my time with Makapo. When asked about

canoe personalization, DirectorLV1 explained:

Our canoes have a personality, they are considered part of the family. The

modifications people make, the stickers, custom colors...it comes from a long

history of use. The outrigger canoe has deep history with the pacific island

culture, and I think those historical practices just emerge when people get into

the sport. – DirectorLV1

Bringing a DIY approach to assistive technology design into a community that engages in

similar practices influenced how CoOP was perceived. Attaching an obviously handmade
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device onto a canoe was not seen as out of the ordinary with the context of established

community practice. On the wash deck, every outrigger canoe looks different, even when

they are the exact same model from the same manufacturer. Although the most common

forms of personalization can be observed through color and semi-permanent attachments,

the canoes also undergo permanent physical modification, as with the following example

from my field notes:

The canoe we will be evaluating CoOP on looks pretty beat up. It’s not painted,

has areas where the buoyancy material is exposed, and has random beer can

stickers on its hull. – Session 1, Field Notes

Although the canoe was fully functional, it was far from “normal" in its visual appearance

compared to the backdrop of outrigger canoes, rowing sculls, and kayaks that surrounded

it. Despite its looks, the canoe is an employee favorite. The hull had been cut apart and

reshaped a number of times to fulfill performance curiosities of paddlers, eliciting a desire

for creative expression and identity that echo sentiments common to crafting communities

(Bardzell, Rosner, & Bardzell, 2012). The primary canoe the team eventually used for testing

went through a similar journey:

Makapo acquired a new canoe to use for CoOP evaluation. The canoe had fallen

off of a car on the highway and received so much damage that the owner decided

to replace it rather than repair it. The canoe repair team at Newport Aquatic

Center rebuilt the fiberglass hull and repainted it. – Session 2, Field Notes

In both cases, the repairability of the particular style of canoes made them conducive to

modification. The modification reflected back on the behavior and attitudes of the broader

community. For paddlers, DIY is an expected, normal part of canoe ownership. Strapping

plastic parts to the back of the canoe, as the design team regularly did while testing CoOP,
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was not out of ordinary on the wash deck. Throughout the prototype design process the

only critique I received came from a non-paddler:

PaddlerB1 brought a large group of family members out for our evaluation today.

One relative provided some critique on my bolt size choices for the mounting legs,

noting that they were probably overkill for the application. I later learned that

he was a retired aviation engineer. – Session 5, Field Notes

These kinds of comments hint at the contrast between a DIY stance and one more aligned

with professional production. For the DIY community, successful operation of the artifact

takes precedence over decisions like bolt size. Rather than constant scrutiny over design

decisions, those around the design team during prototype development accepted the status

of the system at each new session and only tried to assist when we were met with a challenge.

Making structural changes to canoes is one of numerous ways that the paddling community

engages in DIY behavior, and one that from my observation appears to be reserved for

a subset of paddlers with a particular skill set. For others, DIY manifests itself in non-

permanent modifications and customization. At the end of Session 7, DirectorLV1 and

PaddlerS1 were discussing their plans to have custom decals created for their canoes. They

talked about options for ordering, colors, designs, and meaning behind their choices. Other

paddlers maintained a variety of attachments used for carrying artifacts such as phones,

fitness trackers, water bottles, and cameras. Although many of these attachments were

commercial products, they imbued each canoe with a distinct appearance.

While the personalizations I observed are certainly not unique to the paddling community,

they demonstrate the heterogeneity of paddling culture. The perception of an assistive

technology attached to a canoe is that of typical paddler behavior rather than a beacon

for disability. This allows Makapo paddlers to maintain control over the visibility of their

disabilities. In one example from early in my field work, I observed how PaddlerLV1 wore
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a bright orange shirt with the Makapo logo on the front and the words “Blind Paddler" on

the back in large black block letters. After I had spent more time working with Makapo I

noticed that the PaddlerLV1 had stopped wearing the shirt. When asked about the purpose

of the shirt, the DirectorLV1 noted:

We had those shirts made up for a race a few years ago. There are no requirements

that it be worn, we just thought it would be helpful for other race participants.

It’s also a good way to let them know what we can do! – DirectorLV1

Rather than a requirement, the shirt is representative of how Makapo perceives itself within

the broader paddling community. They did not need to inform other paddlers of their

disability, but did so when they were proud to declare their participation in an outrigger

canoeing event. As others have demonstrated, control over disclosure is a desirable feature

for assistive technology (Shinohara & Wobbrock, 2011; H. P. Profita et al., 2018).

4.2.3 Physicality and Interdependence as Design Requirements

Physicality impacted the paddling experience with and without assistive technology. My de-

sign goals were frequently modified for CoOP as I observed the existing practices of Makapo’s

paddlers. Makapo’s blind and low vision paddlers appropriated naturally occurring phenom-

ena from the environment to support the loss of auditory cues in the six person canoe.

Auditory cues are highly valuable to the Makapo weekly children’s program:

Today I joined the Makapo team and the [kids paddling program] in the triple

hull canoe. I sat in the front behind PaddlerB3 and PaddlerB2. PaddlerS1 was

the steerperson and called out [paddle commands]. She teased PaddlerB3 and

PaddlerB2 whenever they started to paddle out of sync. So PaddlerB3 started
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audibly calling his strokes. PaddlerB2, listening to the calls, could then sync his

water entry point with PaddlerB3. – Session 5, Field Notes

The steerperson is the sixth person in an OC6 who is responsible for steering and calling

out pace. For Makapo paddlers who are visually impaired, the sounds of paddles entering

and leaving the water combined with calls from the steerperson provide feedback on their

individual pace. The absence of these auditory cues makes gauging pace more challenging.

When asked if the audible calls to synchronize paddles was typical behavior, PaddlerB3

and PaddlerB2 explained that they usually do not have to, but were having a hard time

differentiating paddle sounds in the triple hull with so many people (twenty kids and adults).

While synchronization is not necessary in an OC1, blind and low vision paddlers appropriate

audible sounds in other ways. According to CoachS1, sighted paddlers will use the wake

created by the canoe, movement of objects in a stationary position (e.g., fishing boats,

buoys, and landmarks), and GPS based fitness devices to measure pace. For Makapo’s

visually impaired paddlers, these visual indicators are either entirely absent or too difficult

to see to be worth using. At Session 7, the design team was evaluating CoOP with PaddlerB1

for the day. PaddlerLV1, who was also at Newport Aquatic Center that day, decided to join

using PaddlerS1’s OC1. When we returned, he described how difficult it was to manage pace

without the “sucking sounds." Curious about what he meant, I probed further:

When I’m paddling hard in [their usual OC1 model], I can hear suction sounds

from the drainage holes in the canoe. So I use that sound to know how fast I am

going. But in [a different OC1 model], there are no sounds. – PaddlerLV1

In the absence of the visual landmarks available to sighted paddlers and audible feedback

from teammates in an OC6, PaddlerLV1 learned to rely on the unique sounds generated by

a component of the canoe designed to drain water from the foot area. Such a phenomenon is

not uncommon for people with visual impairments who frequently rely on background noise
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for contextual cues about their environment (Koutsoklenis & Papadopoulos, 2011). However,

acknowledging the value of ambient sounds, taking steps to identify them, and integrating

them into the design process for assistive technology presents an opportunity to enrich the

usefulness of the devices we create. Learning about the reappropriation of the use of drainage

holes inspired me to reflect on design decisions for CoOP differently: one constant side effect

of using a digital servo motor to turn the canoe rudder is the constant high pitched hum the

motor generates when it is engaged. As testing progressed, the hum was frequent enough

that I grew concerned over potential damage to the motor. During post-session discussions

about the issue, PaddlerLV2 and PaddlerB2 explained their interpretation of the hum:

It’s kind of funny, cause when you turn you want to make sure you are paddling

on the correct side of the canoe, so when you turn on the motor or whatever, I

can hear it squeal, and prepare for a turn. – PaddlerLV2

Yeah, I know when I hear the motor noise start that the boat is going to turn. –

PaddlerB2

Recognizing the value of the audible noise CoOP emitted, I embraced the servo noise as

a feature rather than an undesirable artifact. In the final version of CoOP, I integrated

a relay between the battery and the servo motor, allowing the guide to turn the motor

on and off as needed, while isolating the servo noise to moments of steering activity. In

subsequent tests, participants noted that a direction change was easier to anticipate when

the hum only occurred as the guide was preparing to steer. These observations of the physical

experiences of paddling were not limited to auditory cues. The introduction of CoOP to the

canoe transferred steering responsibility from the paddler to the guide, leaving the pedals

unnecessary except during a CoOP failure. Yet as paddlers spent time in the canoe, they

discovered that they could use the movement of the pedals as feedback for directional changes.
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Without verbal communication, paddlers learned how to interpret secondary effects of CoOP

to anticipate course changes and direction.

The physicality of CoOP extends to more than just allowing users to understand and an-

ticipate its state. As all paddlers have Newport Aquatic Center membership in common,

the typical social interactions one might expect from similar organizations occur throughout

the day as paddlers come and go. The Newport Aquatic Center operates with a consistent

ebb and flow: paddlers arrive, pull their canoes from storage, prepare them for use, carry

them to the waterfront, paddle, and reverse the process before departing. The prep and stow

routines practiced by Newport Aquatic Center members are an essential part of the paddling

experience, serving as a rally point for social engagement. My observations of established

customs and practices at the Newport Aquatic Center demonstrated how important it was

for CoOP to fit into this paddling culture. As I observed in my field notes:

Today PaddlerLV1 helped PaddlerB1 take down the OC1 and clean it. Pad-

dlerLV1 took the lead carrying the bow up to the rinse area while PaddlerB1

followed with the stern. I have seen PaddlerLV1 carry the canoe by himself be-

fore, so the split duty was not about weight, but rather including PaddlerB1 in

the process. – Session 6, Field notes

Blind and low vision paddler participation in the same community practices encouraged me

to consider CoOP not just as as an artifact for the Makapo organization, but as a tool

to extend and enrich the social engagement of Makapo paddlers within the larger paddling

community. These kinds of shared activities increase awareness and inclusion for people with

disabilities in society more generally, and can improve social and emotional intelligence for

children without noted disabilities as much as for those with (Ochs et al., 2001). Sharing

canoe carrying was just one of several procedural activities during which I observed Makapo

paddler participation. PaddlerLV1 and PaddlerB1 frequently teamed up during sessions as
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the primary paddlers helping the design team evaluate functionality of CoOP. During other

sessions PaddlerLV1, CoachS1, and SpecialistS1 guided PaddlerB1 through the process of

attaching the outrigger to the canoe.

The role that canoe maintenance played for paddlers shaped how I thought about design

for CoOP. Attaching, cleaning, and removing CoOP from the canoe needed to parallel other

aspects of the canoe preparation cycle such that the Makapo paddlers could take ownership

of the process. Having established that a portion of CoOP would be shared with sighted

paddlers during preliminary sessions (see Section 4.1.1), I wanted to ensure that all other as-

pects of the system were accessible to Makapo paddlers. Working through these issues in situ

served as a critical step towards identifying design decisions to consider both independence

and interdependence as design goals for CoOP.

Assistive technology enables people with disabilities to perform tasks that would otherwise

be difficult or impossible to complete. Ingrained in this definition is the idea that assis-

tive technologies should allow the people who use them to live with greater independence.

In preliminary sessions with Makapo, I probed the extents to which the system needed to

support independent navigation. Drawing upon knowledge of recent research in blind nav-

igation, alongside my collaborators, I discussed the use of sensors for obstacle avoidance,

haptic feedback mechanisms, and computer vision. Although Makapo expressed interest in

exploring autonomous technologies, they emphasized the importance of simply getting their

paddlers on the water in OC1’s, as DirectorLV1 described:

We reached out to a local [robotics club] for help a few years ago that said it

would cost us a few thousand dollars. The thing is, for us, we really just need a

way to get our paddlers in a canoe by themselves. Training in an OC1 is the best

way to improve your performance in an OC6. Since it’s going to be a training

situation, there will be a sighted coach with them anyway, so we really don’t
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need anything fancy. – DirectorLV1, Session 1, Field Notes

For Makapo, the desire for an entirely independent experience was secondary to the need

to build a competitive outrigger paddling team. Team driven cooperation is an intrinsic

quality of outrigger paddling, regardless of the individual abilities of team members. That

team driven culture influenced Makapo’s perception of assistive technology. As much as they

might benefit from a fully autonomous solution, they realized a practical approach was the

best way to accomplish their goal. Knowing that a sighted coach would be present for OC1

practices meant that some responsibility could be transferred from the paddler to the coach,

thereby limiting the amount of technology required to support the paddler, and effectively

leading the team towards building a shared assistive technology.

As part of the team-based culture, the practice of sharing manifested itself in numerous

ways. As I described in Section 4.1, the Newport Aquatic Center is home to a wide variety

of aquatic activities. Over the course of the eight months I spent at Newport Aquatic Center,

I observed row and outrigger paddling crews of various sizes working alongside each other to

setup, carry, clean, and break down their canoes. A practice reflected with Makapo as well,

from my field notes:

CoachS2 was the first out of the canoe, followed by PaddlerS2. PaddlerS2 held

the canoe while CoachS2 retrieved a wheeled carriage used to roll the canoe

up the beach. CoachS2 aligned the carriage and instructed the remaining four

paddlers to step out of the canoe. CoachS2 and PaddlerS2 verbally guided the

blind paddlers into positions around the canoe. The blind paddlers used differing

tactile cues of the canoe to navigate towards the requested positions. In concert,

they lifted the canoe onto the carriage and pushed up the beach to its storage

location. – Session 11, Field Notes
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When Makapo’s OC6 group practices, they verbally coordinate positions around the hull of

the canoe, push the canoe down to the water at the start of practice, and bring up to the

beach after practice. In both situations, blind and sighted paddlers work together, sharing

responsibility for the care and operation of the equipment. From this perspective, designing

an assistive technology that shares control between sighted and visually impaired paddlers

fits naturally within the context of the paddling experience at Makapo. As PaddlerB3,

explained:

It’s not much different than what we do in the OC6, it’s somebody else’s job to

steer, I just focus on my stroke. – PaddlerB3

Here, PaddlerB3 is describing an experience similar to all paddlers, regardless of ability,

participating in a coordinated team-based activity. The role of steering is singular, assigned

to a team member with a particular skill set. For PaddlerB3, that an assistive technology

fills that role in an OC1 is irrelevant, the experience remains the same. His primary goal is to

perform his assigned role as effectively as possible for himself and for his team. DirectorLV1

expressed a similar sentiment, stating that opportunities for contribution are rare:

When I paddle in a six-person outrigger canoe, it’s one of the few times as a blind

person where I know my sighted teammates are relying on me, and that doesn’t

happen very often, so it’s really empowering. – DirectorLV1

For DirectorLV1, the contribution that he makes to the success of his team is an empowering

activity. He has found empowerment through contribution, rather than by executing his

own independence. I am not asserting that independence is not a worthy goal for assistive

technology, but that assistive technology can help achieve empowerment in unexpected ways.
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4.2.4 Impact of Natural and Artificial Auditory Information on
Blind and Low Vision Activity

Visually impaired paddlers depend on verbal and non-verbal auditory information to com-

plete canoeing activities on the water. Analysis of my cooperative fieldwork indicates how

auditory information shapes paddler actions in pursuit of their goals. While in most cases

paddlers routinely complete their goals, I identified a tension between paddler enjoyment,

their dependency on auditory information, and the issues that arise when auditory commu-

nication breaks down. In this section, I describe how these tensions arise over the course of

a training session and the steps that both paddler and coach take to return to a functional

state. I begin with an exploration of the underlying motivations for participation in outrigger

paddling. Understanding the connections that develop between paddler, coach, and activity

highlight the importance of auditory information on the water. I then describe how paddlers

and coaches make use of the auditory channel through verbal and non-verbal communica-

tion. Finally, I explore the challenges that arise on the water when auditory communication

breaks down.

Immersion in an Unconventional Activity

Whether alone or with others, outrigger canoeing is inherently a social activity through which

paddlers bond over the quirks and customs of the sport. A common phrase articulated by

DirectorLV1 when discussing Makapo’s mission, “You have to be a little bit nuts to do what we

do.", simultaneously referring to the extremes paddlers are willing to undergo and Makapo’s

mission of making the sport accessible to the visually impaired community. For Makapo

members, outrigger paddling represents a source of personal growth, learning, and agency

that they struggle to find anywhere else. During an interview with Makapo staff, one coach

described their approach with blind members of the racing team:
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We give emotional support, but I am the kind of person that pats you on the

back and kicks you in the ass. We get people who aren’t athletes and we are

building them to be athletes. You are pushing yourself to get to 5 miles as fast

as you can. We want to ingrain a competitive aspect into them. In one instance,

while we are in the middle of practice, as they reach the 2 mile mark they are just

wanting to get out of the boat. We are training for [race in Hawaii], I canâĂŹt

leave you on some beach if you get tired. PaddlerB2 finally hit a wall. He went

two miles, emotionally broke down, but after that he was 10 times better than

he ever was. — CoachS1, Interview

I frequently observed the behavior that CoachS1 describes here from multiple coaches. Pad-

dlers are pushed, because that is what the sport requires, rather than coddled because of

their disability. Perceived overprotection (e.g., (Cimarolli, 2002; Cimarolli, Reinhardt, &

Horowitz, 2006)) and lack of social support (e.g., (Papadopoulos, Papakonstantinou, Kout-

soklenis, Koustriava, & Kouderi, 2015; Alma, Van der Mei, Groothoff, & Suurmeijer, 2012)),

which are often reported by the blind community as a source of distress, suggest that the

equity conveyed by Makapo coaches is viewed positively by blind and low vision members of

the racing team. When we started integrating CoOP into regular practices, PaddlerB1 em-

braced the experience. Towards the end of one training session, CoachS2 noticed our group

while paddling on her own and joined PaddlerB1 for the final mile. During post-session

discussion, PaddlerB1 commented:

I really liked when CoachS2 gives me tips, like when she said ’keep your back

straight, you are arching your back too far.’ – PaddlerB1, Interview

For PaddlerB1, his enjoyment of the activity translated to the agency he acquired from solo

paddling. He often stated how he liked the “freedom" and “independence" of solo paddling

compared to his experiences in the six person canoe. The one-to-one mapping between
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effort (e.g.,paddle stroke) and output (e.g., canoe speed) resonated with PaddlerB1, as he

described during the same discussion:

Yeah it was pretty amazing, because when I do my paddling, it just feels, you

know I can get myself around pretty quick, pretty fast, doing you know getting

more power, putting more pressure on the paddle to get more power, that’s what

causes [the canoe] to go much faster... ...I felt really good about being able to

switch from left side to right side whenever I like to. – PaddlerB1, Interview

In a six-person canoe, paddlers are required to switch paddle sides (effectively giving dif-

ferent muscle groups an opportunity to recover) after a predetermined stroke count. Here

PaddlerB1, who at the time of our discussion was still new to solo paddling with CoOP,

acknowledged the satisfaction he received when presented with the ability to make that

determination for himself. The control that solo paddling offers was one of the primary mo-

tivators for the development of the CoOP system, and represents a unifying theme carried

throughout its development. As DirectorLV1 described during one discussion over ownership

and deployment of the CoOP system:

Independence is very important. The blind paddlers could give [CoOP] to a

sighted person, but that’s not what our coaching style is about. We want to

provide as much independence as possible. – DirectorLV1, Interview

Although the experience of paddling in the one person canoe was preferred by PaddlerB1,

finding enjoyment on the water is not limited to solo paddling. For PaddlerLV1, spending

time in the one person canoe was primarily in service of self-improvement, motivated by

a desire to strengthen his abilities for the six person canoe team. A goal that his coaches

observed during one of our post training session discussions:
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It is common if you are in a six [person canoe] at some point, to make the jump

[in performance], you have to get on a one man to figure it out. I think for our

paddlers it’s hard to explain the concepts of what they need to feel. So getting on

the one [person], I have seen PaddlerLV1 getting better. – DirectorLV1, Interview

In this quote, DirectorLV1 reflects on his own experiences as a low vision paddler and coach,

recognizing that most of Makapo’s visually impaired paddlers who find solace in the six

person canoe, need time to internalize how both solo and team activities function in sup-

port of each other. PaddlerLV1 observed the benefits of solo paddling through his own self

improvement and found enjoyment in the balance of both styles. PaddlerLV1, who is also

low vision, regularly paddles in the one person canoe without the use of the CoOP system.

Though he is typically with a sighted partner, also in a one person canoe, PaddlerLV1 makes

use of known routes where high contrast landmarks serve as navigational aids. Additionally,

PaddlerLV1 appropriates auditory indicators to augment his reduced visual acuity. Con-

versely, PaddlerB2, who through our time together had limited opportunities to experience

solo paddling, explained his perspective:

I like the freedom of the one [person canoe], but maybe it’s security, I like the

security [of the six person canoe]. And like I said, the teamwork and people

working together. I wasn’t in any sports before, ever, and so I don’t have any-

thing, whether it be a single person sport or a team sport, to compare it to, but

I really like the idea of a team sport and you don’t get that with the one, I like

the freedom of the one, but if someone was to present me with the six or the one

I would take the six. – PaddlerB2, Interview

The feeling of security that PaddlerB2 describes here refers to increased stability of the six

person canoe, which is much less likely to roll over than the one person canoe. Earlier in our

discussion, PaddlerB2 described how we was overly focused on preventing the one person
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canoe from flipping. He found the effort required to maintain his center of balance interfered

with his enjoyment of the experience. While he acknowledges the value of the one person

for training purposes, his enjoyment is primarily drawn from the team setting, an experience

notably absent throughout his life as a blind adult. Despite Makapo’s desire to broaden their

paddlers experiences beyond the six person canoe, they recognize their members attraction

to the team experience:

Well there is also the social aspect [to paddling], there is a desire to get them

down here and get on the water. Be on the water. – DirectorLV1, Interview

At the core of the teamwork that PaddlerB2 described earlier is a sociality that emerges from

spending hours in a small canoe together, working towards a common goal. Paddlers receive

instructional feedback from coaches, banter over performance, and interpret and respond to

natural and artificial sounds in their environment, all of which contribute towards shaping

an enjoyable experience. The perspectives highlighted so far summarize the myriad ways

through which Makapo paddlers identify with the sport of outrigger canoeing. Enjoyment

is reflected through the multiple facets of activity the sport provides, all of which depend on

the acquisition and interpretation of auditory information. In the next section, I describe

the ways in which paddlers are dependent on verbal and non-verbal auditory information.

Reliance on Verbal and Non-Verbal Communication

The different types of auditory information that make canoeing enjoyable for Makapo pad-

dlers also make the activity possible. The interpretation of auditory communication from

verbal and non-verbal information is critical for paddler safety, learning, and situational con-

text. As the dominant source of sensory input and output, the auditory channel bears the

majority of responsibility for information processing in blind and many low-vision individu-
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Figure 4.7: A typical training session configuration. The photograph is taken from the
support boat using the CoOP system. In the distance, a coach drives a second support boat
used to observe paddlers at different locations along the training route.

als. Although the absence of visual information has been linked to increased perception and

information processing through the auditory channel (Röder et al., 1999; Röder et al., 2001;

Collignon & De Volder, 2009), auditory information must still be audible, comprehensible,

and contextually relevant. In this section, I describe how real world conditions can chal-

lenge the assumptions of assistive technologies that substitute sensory input with auditory

information.

Paddling is generally a safe activity, regardless of individual ability. The greatest risk to

paddler well-being arises in the water. In calm water conditions, solo paddlers can recover

from an overturn by righting the canoe while treading water and lifting themselves back
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into the seat by using the outrigger for stability. When water conditions are rough, paddlers

wear inflatable life vests and an ankle leash to keep their bodies connected to the canoe.

Recovering from an overturned canoe is largely an inconvenience that disrupts the activity, or

as PaddlerB2 exclaimed during a training session in February, “I do not want to huli [overturn

canoe] in this cold water and then be all wet." So when discussing safety in the context of

outrigger paddling, the primary objective of the Makapo coaches is to keep paddlers upright

by focusing on navigation and balance.

Paddlers rely on frequent auditory communication for safety. Risks can arise unexpectedly,

requiring coaches to visually assess evolving situations on the water and communicate those

situations clearly to the paddler. Some risks to safety can be assessed by paddlers, for

example, at the end of one particularly windy practice session, CoachS1 explained how wind

can affect the canoe:

[The wind matters] a lot, if you are going against the current or in heavy waves,

there are times it can pop your ama (canoe outrigger) up, and send you into a

huli. –CoachS1, Interview

As paddlers gain experience in the one person canoe, they are able to assess wind conditions

and prepare themselves for unstable conditions. However, as CoachS1 points out, waves

also factor into the risk of overturning. Coaches use verbal communication with paddlers to

prepare them for inbound waves. When a wave or set of waves are large enough to raise the

canoe outrigger, coaches will instruct the paddler to “lean left" or “paddle on the left" to

ensure that their body position puts as much weight as possible on the outrigger, offsetting

the risk of an overturn. In heavy wave conditions, the successful communication of this

information is critical to the safety of the paddler. The natural and artificial sounds produced

on the water can make it difficult to exchange information through verbal communication.

The repetition of information occurred regularly throughout the sessions that I observed.
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The following conversation from my transcripts is representative of the type of repetition

that occurs on the water:

CoachS3- “Hey PaddlerB1, hold water, we are going to wait here for a moment

until the ferry docks."

PaddlerB1- “What’s that?"

CoachS3- “Hold water"

PaddlerB1- “Okay"

CoachS3- “The ferry is getting close, so we’ll wait until it passes. Take a minute

to drink some water."

PaddlerB1- “What did you say?"

CoachS3- “Drink some water." – PaddlerB1 and CoachS3, Transcripts

The ferry crossing, a stretch of water traversed during training sessions, contains three car

ferries transporting people between a small island and the mainland. Each session, the

team attempted to time the passage of the area to avoid having to stop. A nearby gas

station and boat rental docks often created enough water turbulence and traffic along with

the ferries, that stopping introduced undesired complexity for the team. In the exchange

quoted here, the team was unable to get the timing right and forced into a quick stop.

The artificial sounds produced by boat traffic made it difficult for PaddlerB1 to hear the

command to hold water. In this particular instance, it was critical that the command was

followed to prevent additional complications (e.g. reversing direction, navigating between

other boats, or bumping into docks). Recognizing the need for immediate action, CoachS3

quickly adjusted his informational structure from conversational to concise to reduce the

chance of the command being missed a second time. Although productive in situations like

the one described here, separating the explanation from the command is counterintuitive

for coaches who are accustomed to descriptive dialog with visually impaired paddlers. Yet

in moments where precise command interpretation and response is required, the sighted
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members of the team often worked against their intuition. Gradually, a pattern emerged

where, once everyone felt the situation was under control, the team would describe the

conditions that lead to the change in goal, as captured in my field notes:

Typically we only have one ferry to contend with, but today all three were actively

moving across our lane at the same time. To make things more complicated, a

rental boat was leaving the dock near us and some jet ski’s were coming in for

fuel. We decided to just take a break early before the final stretch back. CoachS1

told everyone to hold water. As CoachS3 pulled alongside PaddlerB1’s canoe, I

rested my feet on the outrigger for stability and to keep the canoe from drifting.

– Field notes

As I kept PaddlerB1’s canoe alongside the support boat, CoachS3 provided a detailed de-

scription of what was happening for everyone. By limiting verbal instruction to operational

commands until those operations have been completed, situational complexity is reduced,

creating a safer environment for the entire team. Although complex areas on the water like

the ferry crossing generated an urgency for precise verbal communication, I also observed

how complex verbal communication disrupted the team in calm, open areas on the water.

Wind, waves, canoe sounds, and positioning frequently made it difficult for paddler and

coach to hear each other. In my field notes I describe once instance where the inability to

hear affected the team:

The wind today made it difficult to hear each other unless the support boat was

alongside the canoe. Everyone had to repeat themselves multiple times. The

repetition clearly became a source of frustration, as most communications just

ended up with someone saying “never mind". The typical coaching guidance that

CoachS3 and CoachS1 offer to the paddlers fell off while we were out past the

break. – Field notes
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Even though the paddling conditions were safe, and command interpretation was not critical,

when the ability to comprehend verbal instruction of any type breaks down, both coaches and

paddler are negatively affected. For coaches, when accurate verbal communication requires

repetition, an increase in attention is required to anticipate changing conditions to offset the

risk that a paddler might not hear the first call of a command. When combined with frequent

command repetition, coaches experience additional cognitive burden. After one particularly

challenging session CoachS3 described the experience as exhausting, as captured in my field

notes:

As we were preparing the launch boat this morning, CoachS3, reflecting on last

weeks session commented on how tired he was by the time he got home. “I

know PaddlerB1 is doing all the work, but man, when we got home, I crashed.

Took a long nap! It’s surprisingly stressful out there having to keep track of [the

paddlers] steer PaddlerB1 and the launch." Later in the session, I asked CoachS1

and CoachS3 if they get stressed or anxious when the water is busy:

CoachS3 – “Yeah"

CoachS1 – “No. [laughter]"

CoachS3 – “I still get nervous"

CoachS1 – “I mean, if we were in the main channel and boats were coming in

everywhere, yeah maybe, but here, no it was good."

– Field notes

Although CoachS1’s experience as a coach and outrigger paddler outweighs CoachS3’s by

many years, the responses of both coaches indicate that anxiety accompanies increased sit-

uational complexity. For paddlers, the breakdown of verbal instruction demands additional

attention from the auditory modality, subsequently disrupting focus on their current goals.
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After completing a test session with the CoOP system, PaddlerLV1 noted how the absence

of verbal commands improved his focus, from my transcripts:

Before, I did paddle without [CoOP] and I had people around me, they were

always telling me left, right, or check what’s ahead of you. Now that I am able

to paddle [with CoOP] I don’t have to worry about objects on the water where I

might crash or hit and I can just focus on technique or whatever I am working on

that day whether it’s the catch or balancing the canoe. – PaddlerLV1 Interview

Here, PaddlerLV1 is describing one advantage to being remotely steered with CoOP. He

acknowledges his desire to focus on a particular goal without distraction from navigational

commands. When verbal commands that are required (e.g., paddling motion, situational

context) are constantly repeated the advantage of the CoOP system’s ability to reduce verbal

communication is lost as coach and paddler engage in the types of cyclical conversation

quoted earlier between PaddlerB1 and CoachS3. Supporting paddler focus, by avoiding

unnecessary verbal communication enables paddlers to attend to non-verbal sounds, such

as those discussed in Section 4.2.3. Paddlers rely on non-verbal auditory information to

build context within their environment. From the sounds of water against the hull of their

canoe, which serve as an auditory meter for cadence, to familiar sounds along a particular

route that represent landmarks. The practices that paddlers have adopted serve to enrich

the paddling experience through deeper immersion in their activity. During a race event in

which CoachS2, CoachS1, and CoachS3were present and actively supporting PaddlerB1 and

PaddlerLV1 I observed that CoachS3 had remained relatively quiet throughout the event.

When asked, his response acknowledged the distraction that too much verbal communication

can have on the paddlers, from my field notes:

At about the halfway point of the race, I noticed [CoachS3], who usually provides

[PaddlerB1] with a lot of feedback, pep talk, and contextual information, was
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fairly quiet. I asked him why and he said, “You know, too many cooks in the

kitchen. I don’t want to overwhelm him." – Field notes

With both CoachS1 and CoachS2 providing PaddlerB1 with verbal information, CoachS3

recognized that the addition of his verbal input would only serve to disrupt PaddlerB1’s

focus. Finding balance between helpful and excessive verbal information can be challenging,

particularly when multiple sighted support crew are involved in a paddling activity. Each

sighted person makes their own observations about the state of the paddler and paddling

conditions, and must decide whether that information is relevant and how it will infringe

on paddler focus. While accompanying CoachS3 during early training sessions, I frequently

made observations on the water that I shared with PaddlerB1. As our process developed,

we recognized how multiple voices added unnecessary complexity to the activity. Over time,

CoachS3 adopted the role of communicator, while I relayed my observations to him. Not

only did this practice reduce the sources of verbal information, but it allowed CoachS3 to

filter what he thought was relevant for the paddler at a given moment.

As I described earlier, verbal information pertaining to the motion of the canoe is critical to

ensuring paddler safety. However, when the water is calm with little activity, coaches use the

opportunity to both teach and introduce descriptive language to enrich paddler experience.

The following excerpt from one training session, captures how coaches take advantage of

in-depth instruction and offer situational context when the water is calm:

CoachS1– That’s the thing, we want you to be strong right at the acceleration

point.

PaddlerB1– Yeah

CoachS1– Because if you are strong at the back of the stroke you’re not gonna

be going anywhere.

CoachS1– Alright, let’s do another five, catch your breath.
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PaddlerB1– What you’re saying...this arm here [holds up left arm]?

CoachS1– Yeah.

(loud sounds of water splashing nearby from a hose)

CoachS3– Yep. And [PaddlerB1], what you’re hearing, that water, is someone

washing their boat.

(canoe and support boat drift closer to moorings)

CoachS1– Okay, yeah we don’t want you to get wet (laughter), so let’s go...3.2.1.

([PaddlerB1] starts paddling as we follow in the support boat)

CoachS1– There you go, slight bend. Okay, on your other side now, I want that

wrist back, slight bend.

PaddlerB1– Okay.

CoachS3– There you go, boom. boom. boom. boom. All your power is right

there...boom. (pacing PaddlerB1’s stroke)

– Transcripts

In this exchange, CoachS3 waits until CoachS1 and PaddlerB1 have completed their discus-

sion about arm position to describe the non-verbal sounds occurring nearby. The spraying

sounds from a nearby yacht were loud enough to capture everyone’s attention. CoachS3,

recognizing the sudden injection of a new sound in an otherwise quiet area, used the oppor-

tunity to provide PaddlerB1 with additional context about the situation. Even though this

was a passing moment, we were only in audible range of the sounds for a few minutes, these

types of descriptions provide paddlers with contextual information about the area. Many of

the locations encountered along paddling routes have become so familiar that paddlers rec-

ognize where they are by the auditorily unique sounds they produce. For example, paddlers

have developed a tradition of shouting “Go Makapo!" when passing under a bridge which
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sits at approximately one mile from the canoe landing. Coaches and other support crew who

take the opportunity to verbally communicate context in this way help paddlers build their

own mental models of the surrounding area.

The previous exchange also highlights another way coaches rely on auditory information to

teach paddlers. As soon as PaddlerB1 found a paddling rhythm, CoachS3 started to reinforce

his motion through verbal messaging. As I described earlier, PaddlerLV1 relies on sounds of

water against the canoe as a metric for cadence. Here, CoachS3 verbally provides cadence

for PaddlerB1 with sustained repetition using the word “boom." In both cases, auditory

information is a significant factor in the development of paddler skill. The more information

that a paddler has available, the better equipped they are to accomplish their goals. While

the majority of auditory information that coaches provide is aligned towards learning, there

is also a desire to ensure that paddlers retain as much of the sighted experience as possible.

The most consistent use of auditory information throughout my time with Makapo was

the verbal signaling of waves. The following observation from my field notes captures the

experience:

As a series of waves approached us, the coaches signaled to the paddlers to prepare

for the “bump." DirectorLV1 and PaddlerLV1 were able to identify the angle of

the waves and aligned their canoes perpendicularly as CoachS3 aligned PaddlerB1

using CoOP. As the first wave approached, CoachS3 provided a countdown to

its arrival. Everyone started paddling faster in anticipation of the wave in an

attempt to stay on it as long as possible. After the waves passed, I asked the

paddlers if they could feel their speed increase. Everyone agreed, commenting

that the waves were fun to ride as the canoes move considerably. CoachS1 said,

“Definitely lots of fun, you can get a bump from even the smallest waves, including

wakes from the boats that pass us, but the big ones are the most fun." – Field

notes
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The waves described during this particular session were naturally occurring; however, as

CoachS1 points out, paddlers look for bumps from all types currents on the water. Direc-

torLV1, whose visual acuity is strong enough to identify wakes from passing boats, frequently

positioned himself to “ride", or capture momentum, from the wakes of large yachts. For other

paddlers who are not able to visually identify waves, coaches position the canoe using CoOP,

inform the paddler of an inbound wave, and then verbally indicate the wave’s approach. The

subsequent increase is felt by the paddlers who are free to time their paddle stroke to stay

on the wave as long as possible.

In this section, I have described the ways verbal and non-verbal auditory cues enrich individ-

ual experiences for blind and low vision paddlers. Auditory information plays an important

role in supporting paddling activities by providing an immersive experience, supporting skill

development, and ensuring that paddlers remain safe. Despite the importance of auditory

communication, identifying a consistent and reliable strategy for communicating auditorily

remains an ongoing challenge for Makapo. In the next section, I discuss breakdowns in

auditory communication.

Challenges of Auditory Communication

As both a sport and leisure activity, outrigger canoeing with visually impaired paddlers de-

pends on clear auditory communication to be successful. Supporting blind and low-vision

paddlers on the water presents numerous challenges that make communication and interpre-

tation of auditory information difficult. In this section, I describe the ways that natural and

artificial auditory artifacts disrupt communication between coach and paddler.

The most persistent challenge to reliable auditory communication was proximity between
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support boat and canoe and ambient sounds. Ambient noises generated by weather condi-

tions, the watercraft used by the team, boats, and operations of other people, fluctuated

constantly during each paddling session. The variation in audibility from ambient noise was

compounded by the shifting proximity between support boat and paddler, one of several

technical issues captured in my field notes:

One of the challenges that we have with verbal communication is maintaining

a consistent distance between the launch boat and canoe. The throttle on the

launch boat is sticky, which makes it hard to dial in at a position that keeps

pace with the paddler. This forces the boat driver to constantly speed up or slow

down to stay within an audible distance with the canoe. – Field notes

The undulation that arose from the throttle issue introduced an additional layer of coordi-

nation to ensure verbal communication between coach and paddler was successful. Coaches

either had to steer the support boat into audible range or project verbal instructions loudly

to ensure paddler comprehension. When using CoOP, the preferred position for accurate

steering is to align the support boat directly behind the canoe. Steering CoOP from behind

the canoe allows the steerperson to more easily assess canoe movement, which changes con-

stantly from water currents and wind, and make micro-adjustments to hold a straight line.

Conversely, the front-back alignment prevents paddlers from communicating with coaches

unless they turn their heads to the left or right, which often leads to an unbalanced body

position than can flip the canoe. However, additional challenges arise when ambient noises

on the water require a close proximity, as noted in my field notes:

As we approached the four mile mark in the race, as our launch boat pulled up

alongside PaddlerB1 he flipped the canoe. We approached pretty quickly about

a two feet away from the left side of his canoe. The sentiment among the coaches
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was that the boat wake may have surprised him and partially instigated the flip.

– Field notes

The “flip" described in this quote is an edge case; coaches frequently pulled alongside canoes

without incident. However, it draws attention to how the tension between proximity, paddler

control, and verbal communication leaves coaches with one more variable to factor into their

practice. Attempts to ameliorate the effects of ambient sounds and proximity remain largely

unsuccessful. Makapo coaches attempted a variety of configurations using two-way radios.

The earliest effort involved attaching a radio to the paddler, as captured in my field notes:

Today the team attempted to use an inexpensive two-way radio system for com-

munication. CoachS3 attached the handset to PaddlerB1’s belt, ran the micro-

phone wire along his back, and clipped the microphone to the shoulder strap of

his pack. To communicate with the support boat, PaddlerB1 had to reach to his

chest and press the talk button attached to the microphone wire. It was working

well until we reached the one mile marker, where PaddlerB1’s paddling motion

eventually dislodged the handset from his belt and it fell into the water. – Field

notes

The constant motion of the body made it difficult to use traditional two-way radios effec-

tively. Although radios designed for similarly high-motion activities like outrigger paddling

do exist, the added expense pushes against Makapo’s desire to ensure the activity remain

accessible to their members. Subsequent attempts to use two-way radios were slightly more

successful, however, coaches found that the availability of a communication interface inferred

a need for paddlers to respond. The process of removing one hand from the paddler to acti-

vate the microphone disrupted paddler focus. Eventually, the microphone was removed from

the paddler’s radio entirely and the handset was set in output mode only. Using this config-

uration, the coaches could communicate one-way with paddlers, removing the expectation
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of response. While this approach simplified configuration and interaction for both coach and

paddler, the process was cumbersome enough that the team eventually reserved use of the

radio for races. I asked the team how the radio was working during an interview, from my

transcripts:

CoachS1 – “Yeah, I think for the most part it went well. Although PaddlerLV1

said it was a bit static-y, which made it hard to hear."

DirectorLV1 – “It was pretty hard to hear. Maybe because it was in a bag."

ResearcherS1 – “How was it [radio] attached to the canoe?"

CoachS1 – “We just tied it down in the storage area behind the seat." – Tran-

scripts

The radios that the team used were waterproof, but not submersible. To keep the radio

dry, CoachS1 sealed it in an water resistant bag for additional protection. The responses

from CoachS1 and DirectorLV1 highlight the challenges faced when introducing technological

solutions to a water-based activity like outrigger paddling. Although radio communication

addressed issues of proximity and ambient noise, obstacles like clarity and reliability brought

new challenges. As DirectorLV1noted, the bag may have contributed to the audibility issues

with the radio, but its location behind the paddler was likely suboptimal. As I described

in section 4.2.4, attempts to communicate verbally from behind the paddler often went

unheard as the ambient noises in front of the paddler dominated their auditory channel, an

effect that may have disrupted audibility of the radio as well. Certainly, a higher quality

waterproof radio combined with a custom point of attachment in front of the paddler would

alleviate some of the issues I have described. However, even without audibility issues, verbal

communication can be challenging. The following transcripts are from two different sessions

during which two blind paddlers, PaddlerB1 and PaddlerB2 were required to steer themselves

by interpreting verbal instructions.
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Transcript of CoachS3 instructing PaddlerB1 on how to steer the canoe3:

CoachS3 – “tap left, that’s it"

CoachS3 – “tap right, find center"

CoachS3 – “there you go, keep working it."

CoachS3 – “tap right, that’s it...find center...tap left [PaddlerB1], find center.

Alright."

CoachS3 – “tap left"

CoachS3 – “tap right...and tap left, you’re kind of slaloming back and forth, tap

right. Right there."

CoachS3 – “tap left, there you go, perfect, keep that line"

CoachS3 – “alright, tap right, alright right there, hold that line."

CoachS3 – “tap right"

CoachS3 – “tap left, there you go"

CoachS3 – [louder] “tap right, there you go, right there, hold that line"

CoachS3 – [louder] “tap left...there you go...keep working it, getting near the

bridge"

CoachS3 – “tap right, and hold it there, tap left, remember to find the center

after you tap"

PaddlerB1 – “Okay"

In calm conditions on the water, pedals only need a slight adjustment to keep the canoe

moving in a straight line. If the pedal adjustments are small and quick enough, the canoe

will “hold a line," as CoachS3 instructs. In the instance presented above, PaddlerB1 was
3Full transcript can be found in Appendix A.2
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oversteering by either pressing the pedal all the way down or holding it in a turn position

too long after each command, causing the canoe to move in an ‘s’ like pattern. Pedal motion

is fluid, so PaddlerB1’s only ability to differentiate between small and large movements is

proprioceptively, by assessing the relative position change between each of his feet. Further-

more, in the canoes used by Makapo, the pedals are not self-centering (some canoe models do

offer this feature), requiring the paddler to manually return the pedals to center after each

turn. The next transcript is from a similar experience shared by CoachS1 and PaddlerB2.

Transcript of CoachS1 instructing PaddlerB2 how to steer the canoe4:

CoachS1 – “Okay you want to press to your right side and paddle"

CoachS1 – “Hard right"

CoachS1 – “Paddle straight"

CoachS1 – “Keep pushing to your right"

CoachS1 – “Hard right"

CoachS1 – “Hard right, keep going to your right"

CoachS1 – “Stay on the right"

CoachS1 – “Stay on the right"

CoachS1 – “Stay on the right"

CoachS1 – “Okay even them out a little bit"

CoachS1 – “Straight ahead, little bit to your left"

CoachS1 – “Okay, little right, good"

CoachS1 – “Gonna be that way the whole time"

( 30 seconds pass)
4Full transcript can be found in Appendix A.1
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CoachS1 – “Okay little right, just a hair to the left"

During both of the sessions captured here, CoachS1 and CoachS3 were unexpectedly required

to provide ad hoc verbal instruction to the paddlers after the CoOP system had stopped

working. Both sessions reveal how frequently the rudder of the outrigger canoe needs to be

adjusted to maintain a straight path. The variation in language that both coaches use, and

the resulting outcomes from each paddler, reflect the challenges of using informal language

in an interdependent activity. Both paddlers had little to no concept of how the commands

“tap", “hard" press, “hold that line", or “straight ahead" translated to pedal movement.

For CoachS3, the effect was a slaloming motion as PaddlerB1 oversteered the canoe with

each press of the pedal. Whereas CoachS1 and PaddlerB2 were competing against a strong

inbound tidal current that kept the canoe moving to the left, demanding that PaddlerB2

keep the pedals in an offset position. The selection and use of metaphors to describe the

types of actions that a paddler should take depend on the individual experiences of each

paddler as well as the coaches interpretation of the actions the paddler is taking. CoachS1

eventually adjusted his language to be more descriptive, from later in the session:

CoachS1 – “Okay try not to tap too hard so just little bits at a time"

CoachS1 – “Okay left, left"

CoachS1 – “Okay,right"

CoachS1 – “Little right"

CoachS1 – “Small tap left"

CoachS1 – “Small tap right"

...

CoachS1 – “Tap left"

CoachS1 – “Small tap right"
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CoachS1 – “Small tap left, There you go, left a bit"

...

CoachS1 – “Okay, you are about five feet from shore, slow down"

CoachS1 – “Stop stop stop stop stop stop stop STOP STOP STOP"

The previous quote exemplifies the evolution of CoachS1’s verbal commands over the course

of the fifteen minutes that PaddlerB2 was in control of the canoe. CoachS1 recognized

the need to communicate the different amounts of pressure that PaddlerB2 should apply to

the pedals. Once PaddlerB2 realized that the canoe responded differently to variations in

pressure on the pedal, he was able to reduce the amount of oversteer that was occurring and

keep the boat along a straighter path, which he described in a post session interview:

It was odd, when [CoOP] was taken off remote, [the canoe] felt like it was hard

to push the pedals. I had to push pretty hard and then I felt a click in the back,

and then the peddles moved easier. Then I also understood CoachS1, at first I

wasn’t understanding when he said tap, and now I know when he says small tap

left you just tap the pedal and then take your foot off. PaddlerB2 – Transcripts

Most of the issues that both PaddlerB2and PaddlerB1 experienced occurred from a lack of

preparation due to the unanticipated need to self steer, which CoachS1 later acknowledged:

I think that’s the other thing, we need to write up the dialogue and go over it

with [the paddlers] so they know small tap, hold, etc. So maybe I will write up

a thing on what the different commands are. CoachS1 – Transcripts

Here, CoachS1 acknowledges how the gap in preparation of verbal commands in a self steering

condition added undesirable complexity to the situation. CoachS1’s interest in formalizing
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coach—paddler dialogue for conditions when verbal communication is required, highlights his

desire to ensure a positive experience for Makapo paddlers. The breakdowns that coaches and

paddlers experienced, draw attention to the need for a more structured approach to mixed-

ability outrigger paddling. Implementing a formal training session where paddlers learn

how commands map to specific physical movements, as CoachS1 suggests, could mitigate

the obstacles described in these quotes lead to improved experiences for everyone involved.

CoachS1’s recognition of the need for a coaching vocabulary came at the end of our multi-year

engagement together, after more than fifty hours of practice sessions with CoOP. Although

the breakdown of the CoOP system brought the need for a common vocabulary into focus,

the long-term, sustained use of the system provided CoachS1 with the knowledge to make it

happen.

As I have described in this section, audibility on the water is inconsistent at best. Tech-

nological workarounds hold promise for supporting reliable communication, but low-cost

multi-purpose systems introduce new obstacles. By offsetting a significant portion of verbal

communication to a sighted steerperson, CoOP does free the auditory channel to focus on

other auditory artifacts. However, an over-dependence on CoOP can lead to conditions that

neither paddler or steerperson are prepared to handle. These instances also suggest that

there may be an opportunity to rethink how CoOP is used. The conditions that led to

CoOP’s failure for both of the sessions presented here were vastly different. For CoachS3

and PaddlerB1, a lack of adequate adhesion when installing CoOP caused it to fall off the

canoe. For CoachS1 and PaddlerB2, a subsequent investigation revealed that the control

receiver pins used for the motor connection were corroded. While the causes of these failures

can be easily remedied, by experiencing failure during live training conditions, we discovered

edge conditions that the design team had yet to consider. Once a formal dialogue is oper-

ationalized by both coach and paddler, there may be conditions in which CoOP could be

disconnected, transferring full control of the canoe to the paddler. At this level of function,

CoOP’s role is transformed from a shared-control device to a shared-support device, aligning
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more closely with the types of patterns employed while using a white cane (Hersh, 2015; Ball

& Nicolle, 2015) or guide dog (Lloyd, Budge, Stafford, & La Grow, 2009).

While I framed the two sessions during which paddlers steered by verbal command as system

breakdowns, it’s important to note that neither paddler took issue with having to steer

themselves. For PaddlerB1, who was focused on training, the constant oversteering was

counterproductive, but not unejoyable. During a post-session interview, PaddlerB2 expressed

disappointment that the system failed, stating “I wish I had more time out." A structured,

systematic approach, as CoachS1 suggests, could resolve many of the issues I have presented.

Rather than rely on CoOP for all forms of blind and low-vision one-person outrigger paddling,

a pre-established communication protocol would enable paddlers and coaches to choose when

to use CoOP.

4.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, I presented the results of a multi-year public co-design project with sighted

and visually impaired outrigger canoe paddlers. Through the co-design and development of a

shared control steering system called CoOP, I along with my design team, empowered blind

paddlers to paddle alone in one-person canoes. I identified four major themes that can inform

how designers and researchers think about assistive technology design. First, public-facing

co-design with sighted and visually impaired communities brings awareness of the disabled

experience to the surrounding community. Second, leveraging existing economies and DIY

practices can support the creation of functional novel assistive technologies. Third, the

physicality and interdependence of real-world activity presents challenges and opportunities

for multi-modal assistive technology design. This interdependent approach would never have

been achieved without the insights of a mixed-ability, public-facing, co-design team. Fourth,

the auditory channel is responsible for interpreting a broad range of information that must
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be factored into assistive technology design. Taken together, these results remind us that

not only must we consider assistive technologies in light of context and abilities of primary

users, but that interdependent users—made explicitly here but implicit in so many other

assistive technologies—have important perspectives as well.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

In this dissertation, I consider how audio-only assistive technologies augmented with addi-

tional modalities can reduce dependence on audio, improving the experience of activities

for blind and low vision users. I examined how people with visual impairments interpret

and use auditory forms of information across two distinct learning contexts: computer skills

training and outrigger paddling. In absence of the visual cues that drive the learning process

within these contexts, the information required to build knowledge is translated to speech

and non-speech sounds. When placed alongside the natural and artificial noises produced

in everyday life, these sounds are unremitting. They fill spaces in equally useful and useless

patterns, leaving the individual to mediate the relevance of each sound they hear, a process

further confounded by the nature of sound. From its linear structure to its ephemeral exis-

tence, auditory information is unquestionably different than the information humans process

visually. Adapting sound to communicate visual information in assistive technologies must

be carried out with a contextual understanding of the auditory environment in which it is

designed to serve.

My motivation to help shape our scholarly understanding of the relationship between sound
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and assistive technology flows from the observations I made working alongside the visually

impaired community over the course of my doctoral studies. I observed how, in the absence

of sight, the auditory channel incurs an increased responsibility for navigating the world. De-

signing assistive technologies to render information through sound compounds the amount of

work the auditory channel must perform. The auditory channel can not be expected to sim-

ply transition to such a dualistic role without first understanding the context, environment,

and activities that drive the need for auditory information. Sound, and the information it

produces, is far richer than we might imagine, as LaBelle, in his exploration of sound in

culture and everyday life explains:

From one body to the other, a thread is made that stitches the two together in

a temporal instant, while remaining loose, slack, to unfurl back into the general

humdrum of place. Sound might be heard to say, This is our moment...In the

movement of sound, the making of an exchange is enacted; a place is generated

by the temporality of the auditory. This is our moment is also immediately, This

is our place. – (LaBelle, 2010)

In the passage above LaBelle, reflecting on an encounter in which he observes a father explain-

ing sound to his son, posits how sound, through the creation of knowledge and experience,

offers a lens to examine our “contemporary condition" (LaBelle, 2010). Sound shapes our

world, momentarily, leaving a vocabulary for social exchange as it passes. This ephemeral-

ity, according to LaBelle, is a feature through which all of sounds incarnations, bind us to a

moment in time. He continues:

[Sound] exists as a network that teaches us how to belong, to find place, as

well how not to belong, to drift...Auditory knowledge is non-dualistic. It is based

on empathy and divergence, allowing for careful understanding and deep involve-
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ment in the present while connecting to the dynamics of mediation, displacement,

and virtuality.– (LaBelle, 2010)

For LaBelle, the world around us can be understood through the acoustic experiences it

reveals. Listening, therefore, becomes an indispensable action for interpreting and engaging

with the sounds that we encounter. How then might we, as designers of technologies that

assist people who are visually impaired, identify and respect the boundaries of antecedent

forms of auditory knowledge in our work? From LaBelle’s perspective, sound is more than

just the temporal information it produces. The ways in which sound intervenes in an activity,

shaping the course it might take; moves from place to place, building an auditory landscape;

and enables the imagination to give form to what is unseen; suggest how a framework that

accommodates the nuances of sound can reshape our approach to the design of nonvisual

assistive technologies.

To understand how the sounds that are produced within auditory contexts influence the

actions of the individual, in Chapter 1, I asked the questions: How can tangible and mixed

ability computational systems be designed to reduce audio and interactions for blind and low

vision people in everyday activities? and do assistive technologies that are less reliant on

auditory input improve blind and low vision user interactions? By augmenting traditional

sonic outputs through computationally driven interventions, I examined how removing cer-

tain types of auditory information can improve experiences for blind and low vision individ-

uals. By working alongside the visually impaired community, I identified design strategies

for reducing the dependency on audio in nonvisual assistive technologies. In this chapter, I

demonstrate how the results presented in chapters 3 and 4 answer these questions.
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5.1 Towards a Multimodal Activity Centered Interaction
Space

The work I presented in chapters 3 and 4, explores two approaches to reducing the amount

of auditory information required to complete an activity in absence of visual information.

My work on the Tangible Desktop suggests that introducing additional modalities for in-

terpreting information holds promise for improving the enjoyment and efficiency of general

computing tasks. The multimodal approach to nonvisual computing employed by the Tan-

gible Desktop system, demonstrated one way to effectively compliment audio-only output

in assistive technology systems. By creating physical representations of contextual auditory

phenomena like computer programs or document structure, the Tangible Desktop simpli-

fied the stream of auditory information produced by a screen reader, freeing the listener to

focus on other sources of auditory knowledge. In this section, I discuss how the Tangible

Desktop contributes to scholarly thought on multimodal nonvisual computer interaction. I

then present design considerations for the application of an activity centered approach to

multimodal interfaces.

5.1.1 Identifying New Modalities

As I described in chapter 2, scholars have explored multimodal and tangible forms of com-

puter interaction for much of HCI’s history. Individually, concepts such as positional con-

straints (Poll & Waterham, 1995), haptics (L. Brown et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2011), and

physical icons (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997) have been shown to be meaningful for nonvisual and

sighted users alike. Despite the positive outcomes that continue to emerge from multimodal

research, we have yet to see a shift towards incorporating these interactions into the day-

to-day activities of people who are visually impaired. There are numerous explanations

for the disparity between utility and adoption, from market share to ecosystem, moving
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complex multimodal systems from research to production is a daunting task. Additionally,

the widespread adoption of smartphones that incorporate increasingly powerful use of text-

to-speech and vibrotactile feedback (Kane, Jayant, Wobbrock, & Ladner, 2009; Rodrigues,

Montague, Nicolau, & Guerreiro, 2015), provide a powerful platform for nonvisual compu-

tational tasks (e.g., (Dim & Ren, 2014; Wang, Yu, Yang, He, & Shi, 2019; Maiero et al.,

2019) as recent examples). What the Tangible Desktop and KInD offer then, is not a pre-

scriptive approach for designing multimodal interfaces, but evidence of the importance of

understanding the role of sound in the auditory channel.

Through my field work at Empowertech, I identified how the structural information re-

quired to contextualize auditory knowledge was largely inconsequential to a given task. For

example, a person browsing a web page needs to know whether information is a heading, ac-

tionable (e.g., hyperlink or button), or content; however, once they receive that information

it serves no further purpose. Communicating this information auditorily through text-to-

speech, therefore, is unnecessarily cumbersome. By transferring this contextual information

to the haptic channel, the Tangible Desktop isolates the knowledge a person seeks to the

auditory channel. The advantages to this approach, which I describe in chapter 3 section

3.3.1, serve to free the auditory channel for a range of new activities. A person exploring a

document, for example, might rely on their physical channel to locate a specific section while

simultaneously engaged in a conversation with a peer. Similarly, the absence of contextual

information in the audio stream reduces the amount of auditory information a person must

process, thereby reducing the time to listen to content.

The improved task times I observed with participants in my experimental study of the

Tangible Desktop, indicate that a system designed to utilize multiple modalities is beneficial

for basic computing tasks. One concern with a tangible approach is the risk of increasing the

demand on cognitive load by moving recognition from the auditory channel to the tactile.

When scaled to an everyday working environment with a larger set of identifiers, the burden
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on recall could outweigh the advantages gained by direct access. The KInD system offers

one potential alternative by re-framing the desktop interaction paradigm around activity. In

the next section, I reflect on how core concepts of activity theory can inform how we think

about designing computational systems for nonvisual use that fundamentally rethink how

computational information is structured and communicated.

5.1.2 Applying an Activity Theory Frame to Support Multiple Modal-
ities

The operationalizing loop described in section 3.4.3, the idea that we cease to "see" the

tools we are using as they become a natural part of the interaction, frames much of what

I view as the end goal for accessible tools. Current audio-first assistive technologies, such

as screen readers, assert themselves aggressively into the workflow of a nonvisual computer

user. The white cane, as a counter example, is a dramatic alternative that is quite literally

perceived as a physical extension of the blind user’s arm (Chebat et al., 2018). Framing

nonvisual interaction by activity provides a mechanism by which we can raise the quality of

interaction with nonvisual digital objects to that of the cane, and operationalize interactions

for blind users.

Prior research (Nardi, 1996a; Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006) notes that unconscious operation

arises through the unique properties of both individual and interaction. Thus, attempting

to design for unconscious operation directly may be somewhat impractical. What I offer

here, then, is not a prescribed set of requirements or implications for design. Rather, I

propose multiple pathways to operational actions such that designers who restructure their

interactions around the notion of activity can improve the potential for unconscious opera-

tions to emerge with time, particularly for nonvisual computer users for whom traditional

approaches are noisy and interfering. Specifically, nonvisual systems should be redesigned
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from the ground up with a consideration for the fundamental goals of visually impaired users

rather than act as translators for the tasks sighted users might complete to accomplish those

same goals. Second, a consideration for activity must not end with the initial goal but must

be allowed to adapt and change over time. Finally, in addition to considering that blind

users might engage different tasks than sighted users, an activity-centered perspective to

assistive technology design explicitly considers the way these tasks are carried out. Next, I

describe the considerations designers must engage to merge nonvisual technologies with the

more natural orientation of human activity.

Tasks Vary by Activity, Interaction, and Ability

In a computational setting similar to those I presented in chapter 3, an activity-centered

model might support attention flow as needed to the tools and tasks that make up the

overall activity. Like the carpenter’s work bench, when hammering a nail, the unneeded saw

rests out of sight and mind. In a desktop computing environment, sighted users can ignore

icons, windows, and content that do not relate to the task at hand. For the nonvisual user,

however, screen translation tools do not filter for contextually relevant information, forcing

unnecessary content into the processing stream. Filtering out unwanted information, to

the extent it is possible, requires workarounds such as increased rate of speech and keyboard

shortcuts. The problems that arise from these workarounds are well established (Lazar et al.,

2006, 2007; Frick, Gower, Kempen, & Wolff, 2007; Bell & Mino, 2015) as well as attempts at

resolving them (Vigo & Harper, 2013a; A. Brown & Harper, 2013; Plessers et al., 2005). The

issue an orientation towards activity highlights, however, goes beyond these workarounds and

their challenges. Rather, the problem rests in the inability of the system to truly understand

the activity, and therefore its sub-tasks. The system adheres to an interaction model that

does not match user needs, the driving force behind human activity (Kaptelinin & Nardi,

2006).
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(a) Activity Level (b) Application Level

Figure 5.1: Use of activity hierarchy for nonvisual interfaces. (a) A typical desktop environ-
ment in which multiple applications are open. Since the user is currently focused on writing
a cover letter, unrelated applications (i.e., Shopping and Spreadsheet) are not included in
the audio space. (b) The system is aware of the requirements to create a resume cover letter
and automatically removes unnecessary application features (i.e., Draw and Tables) from
the audio space.

Existing computer hardware already has the power to track, model, and act on far more about

the people using it than typically gets employed in practice. Even in much simpler systems,

such as the Victor Reader which I described in chapter 3, a more appropriate interaction

model can present a rapid path towards unconscious operations. The Victor Reader works,

in large part, because its task is not something that sighted computer users ever do. It was

built from the beginning for a different interaction model, rather than retrofitted on top

of an interaction model made for people with sight. Input techniques and their associated

hardware for more fully featured systems should similarly be redesigned with a consideration

for the specific needs, then tasks, then interactions of visually impaired users.

When interaction is modeled on need, comprehension is transferred from the user to the

system. Intuitively, a user expects only certain features to accomplish a particular task.

Rather than present all features equally, a system or tool should present only the features

required to complete the task. Using the hierarchical structure of activity, I illustrate the

concept of need through the following scenario:
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At the level of activity A user needs to write a cover letter for a resume. The nonvisual

activity centered system recognizes this need as one that only requires a subset of the ap-

plications available on the system (Figure 5.1 (a)). For example, while working on a resume

a user might require a word processor to write the letter, a copy of the resume, and a web

browser to reference a job application. While the activity is active, from the perspective of

the user, these three tools are the only computational entities available in the system.

At the level of application The word processor that is being used to draft the cover

letter, recognizes the need and limits its feature set to only interactions suitable for letter

writing (Figure 5.1 (b)). From the perspective of the user, features such as tables, drawings,

images, and macros do not exist.

At both levels, the audio stream is isolated from unnecessary and unsolicited entities running

on the system, thus narrowing the presentation of information to match user expectation. As

the scenario depicted in figure 5.1 highlights, isolation does not remove entities from the en-

vironment, rather, they are simply not communicated according to the context of the current

activity. Just as the sighted user chooses to ignore unrelated visual information, the isolated

audio stream enables nonvisual users to ignore unrelated audio information. Likewise, as

the sighted user can quickly shift attention to previously ignored entities, a nonvisual user

can expand outside of the isolated context to support shifting needs. We see interaction

models built upon user need as an opportunity for designers to remove the obstacles that

delay unconscious operation. The natural binding between need and expectation enables

greater flexibility in how computational entities are presented nonvisually.
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Make Change a First Class Citizen

Activities are shaped by "virtue of their differing objects (Nardi, 1996b)." When applied to

computational systems, the unique footprint that objects give to activity is commonly used as

the basis for modeling activity centered interactions (Voida & Mynatt, 2009; Bardram & E.,

2005; Kaptelinin, 2003). An activity-centered approach then emphasizes the ability to pause,

port, and resume activities alongside the ability to understand what it is that the system is

doing on behalf of the user. This emphasis requires that the user know what has changed in

the interface while working on an activity, between moments of pause, and across multiple

platforms. Unfortunately, as I observed in my fieldwork and as many researchers have noted

(e.g., (S. A. Brewster, Wright, & Edwards, 1993; Ratanasit & Moore, 2005; M. S. Baldwin

et al., 2017; E. Mynatt, 1997; Guerreiro & Gonçalves, 2014)), audio is the primary mode

of interaction for nonvisual computing users, and it is ephemeral and sequential and for the

most part, individual and non-portable.

For most people, the visuospatial sketchpad is more capable of retaining extensive informa-

tion than the phonological loop (Baddeley, 1992). This increased retention enables users

to quickly scan the computing context visually to gain a firm understanding of what has

changed in the interface. For nonvisual users, if the interface is complex, comparing it to the

prior version may require extensive listening, well beyond the capabilities of the phonological

loop, and requiring a re–listening to the audio simply to orient oneself to the current system

state.

Therefore, reconstructing the task to integrate change into the set of base interactions that a

nonvisual user has available introduces a path for simplyfying change management. Orienting

a system towards activity reduces the complexity of managing change in an interaction model.

The activity is, or at least could be, responsible for the state of all objects in use for task

completion. Placing this responsibility on the activity removes it from the user, freeing
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them from having to manage system level tasks (e.g., locate, open, save). Furthermore, by

assigning the role of object management to the system, a record of changes within the activity

is captured, effectively generating a timeline of interaction events that support change. For

the nonvisual user, change management represents a significant reduction in the amount of

auditory information that must be processed during task completion.

Design for Goals Not Applications

As noted above, much of desktop computing for blind and low vision users is accomplished by

translating the activities, tasks, and interactions of sighted users into a nonvisual paradigm.

One of the primary limitations of this approach is the need to work across applications

and the limited ability to translate visual information effectively in the multi-application

computing environment. Because a nonvisual user might carry out a particular activity

using a drastically different set of tasks than a sighted user might use, a nonvisual user is

likely to make use of applications in different ways and possibly use different applications.

Thus, any computing system built on the notion of activity would need to consider differences

in task decomposition and its associated applications.

To speed up working with nonvisual computing systems, many advanced users memorize

a variety of commands. Efficient computer use often only occurs upon mastering recall of

dozens of commands. Even after reaching this level of mastery, however, users still have

work to do any time a new application needs to be accessed. Commands can have similar

actions across a variety of applications, different actions even for very similar applications,

or simply be repurposed to meet the changing requirements of a single application. An

activity centered approach would ensure that similar interactions map to similar tasks and

have similar outcomes. A strict visual to auditory translation of existing interfaces cannot

achieve this, but transformation of actions can, and designers of accessible systems should
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work to this ultimate end goal.

Activity serves as a natural extension for computer interaction by closely aligning with user

expectation to support unconscious operations. An activity centered approach introduces

ways for designers to address many of the known barriers in nonvisual computing, such as

excessive audio, unexpected behaviors, and command memorization (M. S. Baldwin et al.,

2017). Solving these challenges alone does not completely fix the problems associated with

nonvisual computing, such as accessibility compliance (Richards et al., 2012; Mankoff et

al., 2005). Computing is ever more complex, requiring rethinking the entire interaction and

architecture from the ground up for a truly accessible experience. Rather than adapt the

interaction and tasks common to sighted users, activity theory suggests a different way of

thinking about design for accessibility, one that provides the fundamental restructuring I

have articulated here.

5.2 Co-Design by Activity

Organizing the visual to nonvisual translation of information around activity presents myriad

ways to support operationalizing user interaction. Designing to support the individual needs

and motives of the user introduces more natural ways to present computational information.

In the last section I demonstrated how principles of activity theory can be used to rethink the

design of nonvisual desktop computing systems. Yet, the utility of activity theory extends

beyond the boundaries of the computer operating system (Clemmensen et al., 2016). In

this section, I discuss how activity theory can be applied to assistive technology design

more broadly. I start by reflecting on the public-facing, co-design work I completed with

Makapo. I describe how public input, reciprocity with partners, and open iterative design,

positively contributed to the development of CoOP. I conclude with a discussion on how

active participation and emphasis on user activity supports the design process.
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5.2.1 Public Co-Design

The public-facing, co-design process that I carried out alongside my community partners

revealed insights that guided the iterative process, brought awareness to the blind paddling

community, and set a path for long term viability. Individually, each of these practices

contribute to the types of positive outcomes that I experienced in my work with Makapo.

My results highlight the ways that public co-design with mixed-ability groups can support

the development of assistive technology. In particular, the publicity and the physicality of

the public design work contributed to improved awareness of blind athletes, as well as the

eventual inclusion of people with a variety of abilities in activities surrounding design and

use of the resultant technology (i.e., CoOP). People began to understand what we were

doing, why it was potentially relevant to them, the abilities of the blind paddlers sharing

space with sighted paddlers, and that they could contribute to our work with Makapo. In

this section, I reflect on what contributed to the success of this project and present strategies

for conducting public co-design to build assistive technology.

Support Public Input

While mixed-fidelity prototypes serve to invite critique, public input in the design process

can supply crucial design considerations for and raise community awareness of the disability

community. Technology is frequently described as a force for inclusion, enabling people with

disabilities to participate in activities that might otherwise be unavailable to them. Similarly,

a significant effort has been put forth to formulate methodological approaches that include

people with disability in the design process (Morrison et al., 2017; Shinohara et al., 2018;

Wobbrock et al., 2011; Mankoff et al., 2010; Meissner et al., 2017). What I saw in this

work, however, is another potential future, one in which people with disabilities and others

with different abilities can participate together, not only in the design and use of assistive
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Figure 5.2: A typical day on the wash deck. The Makapo practice team installs CoOP, an
activity that frequently piqued the interest of nearby paddlers.

technologies but also in broader contexts (e.g., in sports or recreation).

As Bennett et al. argued, an interdependent perspective “considers everyone and everything

in an interaction to be mutually reliant" (Bennett et al., 2018). Design with a mixed-

ability group in a public space can serve to affirm to the broader community that people

with disabilities are not simply “recipients", as Bennett et al. point out, but designers,

facilitators, and participants in the co-design process. We identified mixed-ability challenges

in situ rather than through a structured evaluation (see Figure 5.2), enabling us to refocus

our design requirements after each session. The introduction of a tactile switch to CoOP,

inspired by a conversation about the tactile qualities of Velcro (see Section 4.2.1), exemplifies

the ways that mixed-ability co-design can support assistive technology design. As a sighted

research team designing for a blind and low vision community, providing our end users with

prototypes early and often directly shaped our decisions.

Although our process grew organically from the conditions in which we conducted our work,
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our inclusive design practice, ad hoc iterative process, and public dialogue align closely with

Teal and French’s Designed Engagement (Teal & French, 2016). Similar to their “pop-up"

engagement approach, many of our design insights were drawn spontaneously from the pub-

lic, rather than through formal recruitment methods employed by traditional participatory

design methods. However, our work diverges from Designed Engagement in two distinct ways

that inform assistive technology design practice. First, our design team included members

from the community that our work was designed to serve, integrating the co-design principles

articulated by Sanders and Stappers into our public engagement. Second, our work remained

situated within a single location for an extended period of time, establishing a consistent

presence for the community to both actively and passively observe. Collectively, these prac-

tices contributed to the increased public attentiveness to inclusivity and community interest

I described in Chapter 4.

Facilitate Rapport and Trust Through Reciprocity

Rapport and trust can be crucial for obtaining and maintaining access to a community

or research site. While values-centric participatory design approaches like co-design can

build rapport and trust between researcher and community partners through methods like

reciprocity (Le Dantec & Fox, 2015; Gregory, 2003), explicit actions to drive trust are less

mature, and far from solved. Next, I describe two approaches that were pivotal for our

relationship with our community partner—but acknowledge that they may not work for all

community partners and contexts.

First, an ongoing issue with participatory design stems from concerns from community part-

ners that researchers are just "mining" the community for data (Le Dantec & Fox, 2015).

DirectorLV1’s depiction of Makapo’s preliminary efforts in Section 4.2.3 expressed their cau-

tion towards researchers pursuing designs that align closer to research than community goals.
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Although I was also initially imagining a different research path, I was able to build rapport

by shifting my research trajectory to align with Makapo’s immediate need for a training tool

that could be used without researcher supervision. However, mere verbal agreements did

not assuage DirectorLV1’s fears of misaligned goals. It was not until the first short-lived

test on the water that I was viewed as taking Makapo’s goals seriously. After which, Di-

rectorLV1 began investing more of their resources and enthusiasm into this project. Using

mixed-fidelity rapid prototyping—although not robust—served to demonstrate to Makapo

that our goals were aligned.

Second, to maintain our rapport with Makapo, I wanted to ensure that they didn’t feel like I

was developing something that would be unusable after our partnership ended. Managing the

transition from research to application of technological systems can pose challenges for co-

design projects. As Hayes explained, it is not enough to simply leave an intervention behind,

researchers must ensure that partner organizations have the resources to utilize and maintain

deployments (Hayes, 2011). As I described in Chapter 4, the DIY approach to design and co-

design practice, assured that CoOP could be maintained by our community partners at the

end of the project. For example, I frequently disassembled the prototypes, described each

component, and shared cost estimates and acquisition sources with community members.

This process helped demystify CoOP, which instilled Makapo with the confidence that they

would be able to reproduce CoOP independent of my involvement.

Mixed-Fidelity Prototypes

Our practice of placing early iterations of CoOP in view of the public served to generate

community interest. Many of our sessions displayed incomplete or semi-functional prototypes

that were optimized to evaluate specific features. As is common with traditional rapid

prototyping design iterations, I was focused on evaluating early and often before committing
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to high quality output, which provided the knock-on effect of giving both blind and sighted

paddlers—involved with Makapo and not—the ability to critique and respond to the designs.

In our first evaluation session, I was unprepared for the level of interest I received from the

public, leaving concerns about how early prototypes reflected my abilities as a designer and

researcher. As a researcher stepping into a new community, I worried that presenting non-

functioning, incomplete work would undermine community confidence. However, an analysis

of my preliminary session revealed how public input contributed to the design process. As

the work progressed, I felt more comfortable adopting a strategy of showcasing the rapid

prototyping approaches to the public. I openly accepted and attributed guidance on design

and engineering decisions in future sessions.

The mixed-fidelity nature of the prototypes helped to manage expectations, passively—but

explicitly—inviting commentary on components that were being tested (e.g., does this make

sense at all vs can it last hours). In traditional user-centered design practices, the researcher

typically embraces a leadership role within the project (Sanders & Stappers, 2008), but my

use of mixed-fidelity prototypes empowered community partners to share ownership and

opinions of various aspects of the project.

5.2.2 Designing by Activity and Active Participation

I return to activity theory as a guiding framework for its characterization of how community

and mediating tools move the individual (subject) towards an outcome (object(s)) by sup-

porting the completion of goals. Assistive technologies are, unmistakably, representative of

the mediating tools that modern interpretations of activity theory build upon. Thus, it holds

that applying activity theory principles to systems of activity where an assistive technology

is employed can be a natural and beneficial strategy.
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The development of the CoOP system was guided by a desire to support outrigger canoeing

skill development. By adopting an orientation towards activity, motivating factors present in

traditional HCI based assistive technology research (e.g., novel interactions and performance

improvements) were de-emphasized in service of the pursuit of activity. This is not to say

that traditional assistive technology research is absent value, far from it, as these types

of endeavors certainly bring valuable insights to light. Rather, I draw attention to how

research attuned to individual activities can further answer critical questions about the

conceptualization, design, and implementation of assistive technology.

As Kaptelinin and Nardi encourage, an emphasis on activity broadens technological research

to include not just operators and consumers of a particular interaction space, but “developing

human beings who create meaning in their lives through acting with technology (Kaptelinin &

Nardi, 2006). In my work, I have found this perspective relevant as a non-disabled researcher,

unable to share the lived experiences of the community that I serve. During CoOP’s multi-

year deployment, although I explored ways to make the system more robust (e.g., resolving

degradation of electrical components from salt water), these were largely procedural and in

service of keeping the system operational. Yet, by actively immersing myself in the activities

carried out by my community partners, I learned how the technology I co-created brought

meaning to those who used it, bringing forth new questions that shaped future design. While

working on CoOP, I learned how to paddle an outrigger canoe. Activity theory argues that

tool use is most effective when the individual can engage in unconscious operation. Sharing in

the types of interactions a tool is expected to support brings designers of assistive technology

closer to understanding the obstacles and constraints that affect operation. For example, by

learning to paddle, I identified through experience the types of operations required to paddle

effectively. Recognizing how these operations (e.g., balance, body position, stroke) interacted

with each other over the course of the activity influenced how design aspects of CoOP were

implemented, specifically in support of unconscious operation. I view this form of active

participation as an essential process for unmasking design constraints, building rapport, and
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establishing trust in a way that traditional participatory and in-the-wild practices might not

reveal.

Gay and Hembrooke, writing on the transformative power of mediating tools, describe how

tools “disclose behaviors and social phenomena that have remained hidden and unexamined,

even unimagined, because no technologies existed to reveal them." (Gay & Hembrooke, 2004).

While this quote holds true for the study of all mediating tools, regardless of theoretical

perspective, Gay and Hembrooke are referring here to tool use from the viewpoint of activity

theory. Gay and Hembrooke view systems of activity as fluid, “characterized by ambiguity

and change" (Gay & Hembrooke, 2004). The measure of activity before, during, and after

technological design work reveals the “unexamined" and “unimagined" through observation of

changes across an activity system. As an assistive technology intervention, the CoOP system

did not intrinsically offer new insights for interaction, rather, it reappropriated existing

components for a different purpose. Yet, as a mediating tool in support of activity, an entirely

novel space for mixed-ability engagement was created. Within that space, I examined how

CoOP transformed the coach-paddler relationship, affected paddler agency, and shifted social

perceptions towards the visually impaired community. These observations emerged from

changes that occurred across the communities within which CoOP was used, over time. The

CoOP system accomplished its primary goal by the end of the original ten month design and

evaluation period, providing Makapo with a tool to improve paddler skill. However, through

prolonged use across leisure, training, and competitive activities, CoOP challenged the way I,

as well as my co-researchers and community partners, imagined its purpose. The breakdowns

that occurred with the CoOP system that I describe in section 4.1 of chapter 4, for example,

changed the relationship between paddler and coach. For the paddler, although the overall

activity (outrigger canoe training) remained the same, the loss of mediating tool (CoOP)

transformed the objects required to reach the desired outcome from balance and stroke to

balance, stroke, and steer. This change highlights a point of contrast worthy of deeper

exploration: How does the additional object (steering) and the actions required to support
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it affect the paddler/coach relationship? As described in my results, changing environmental

conditions can drastically influence verbal communication, how might changes in audibility

determine the use of CoOP? Are there situations in which paddler steering control is desired?

These types of questions become possible when designing at the level of activity.

At several points in this dissertation I have presented the work of Bennett et al. (Bennett

et al., 2018) in support of the mixed-ability shared control design of the CoOP system.

The interdependent frame that Bennett et al. introduce to HCI, thoughtfully persuades

researchers and designers to consider the types of natural, supportive interactions that exist

between disabled and non-disabled individuals, arguing that in many cases these interactions

are desirable and should not be replaced through technological intervention (Bennett et al.,

2018). Rather, Bennett et al. encourage their readers to apply an interdependent frame

to assistive technology design so that these mixed-ability interactions might be supported.

Such an expansion, from an individual to individuals, gives rise to a community. Designing

for a community of mixed-ability people sharing an assistive technology, brings with it a

myriad of nuanced design considerations in need of empirical investigation. Activity theory

lends itself well to the many types of perspectives that inevitably arise when designing to

concurrently support differing abilities by acknowledging the relationships that exist between

an individual, mediating tool, and community in an activity system.

The concept of community, introduced by Yrjö Engeström alongside rules and the division

of labor, broadened the conceptual model of activity theory to include the “societal and

collaborative nature" of individual actions in an activity (Engeström et al., 1999). Engeström

recognized how activities carried out by a subject give rise to a collaboration, and the

collaboration inevitably leads to a community (e.g., a bricklayer who depends on a cement

maker and brick maker to build a wall leads to a masons union). Through the application

of Bennett et al.’s interdependent frame, communities, both new and existing, will arise or

reconfigure to support assistive technology designed for interdependence. In Engeström’s
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activity system, assistive technology designers might view these communities as external

structures of support, ensuring that the subject completes their goals. For example, the

community that formed around CoOP served to support the goals of Makapo paddlers,

ensuring that they successfully completed a paddling activity. However, what is absent from

this view are the intangible benefits of community cooperation, which I argue are worth

considering as more than supporting structures in an activity.

While building the CoOP system, I viewed the paddling community as the social and col-

laborative foundation through which a paddler completes their goals. But in learning how

to use CoOP, the community transformed. Though still a social collective centered around

outrigger paddling, new roles emerged (e.g., steerperson, guide, launch and landing coordi-

nator), new rules were defined (e.g., verbal command and coaching language, support crew

coordination), and new designs were started in support of this evolving community. The

experiences, practices, stories, and artifacts that led to this emergent community, inform

how members collaborate and improve their activities (Wenger, 1999). Viewed from this

perspective, a community is more than a support structure for the subject working towards

an object, it becomes the object of an activity.

Recent scholarly efforts, noting weaknesses in Engeström’s conceptualization of community

(a concern confirmed by Engeström himself (Engeström, 2009)) argue in support of the

view that community is an object/outcome, not simply a parameter of the subject’s activity

(Taylor, 2009). This as an important distinction for the application of activity theory to

interdependent assistive technology design. Measuring the outcome of an activity by the

types of communities that it might form, feeds the design directions of the assistive technol-

ogy. With CoOP, I recognized the importance of community early in the design process. For

example, the unsolicited feedback that the design team received during CoOP’s development

demonstrated how public engagement could lead to community structures that might not

otherwise exist. As CoOP moved from intervention to functional system, this insight moti-
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vated discussions with Makapo about ways CoOP might facilitate paddler agency, leading

to the design of interactions with CoOP that could be performed without sight (see section

4.2.1). We envisioned a scenario where a blind paddler, through ownership of CoOP, could

arrive at a paddling facility and find a paddling partner—another paddler willing to attach

the steering portion of CoOP to their canoe to navigate the blind paddler. We viewed this

is an outcome; a mixed-ability cooperative paddling community where blind and sighted

paddlers could spontaneously decide to paddle together.

Interdependence is intertwined with awareness, issues of stigma, and public support of dis-

ability. Applying an activity theory model to interdependent assistive technology enables

designers to look beyond the design constraints of a mixed-ability dyad and towards the

broader community as a source for design insight.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this dissertation, I examined how people with blindness access and act upon sound through

assistive technology. I demonstrated how the auditory modality is a rich source of knowl-

edge about the world in both its strengths and limitations. And I presented strategies for

building a deeper understanding of auditory knowledge to inform assistive technology design.

Grounded through long-term field studies, my work points to a design space that has yet to

be fully explored.

The unique qualities of sound, its linear structure, ephemerality, movement, virtuality, and

familiarity are characteristics that when understood from within the contexts in which they

occur present radical new ways to think about the design of assistive technology. The obser-

vation of screen reader use in a visually impaired computer training class, as one example

from my work, highlighted how disruptive the text-to-speech output of a screen reader can

be to the local soundscape. The ephemerality of sound furthers the screen reader’s disrup-

tive nature by forcing a model of repetition. Expanding beyond the audio based model of
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computer interaction to tangible representations of visual information, therefore, is a far

more suitable structure for certain types of auditory information. Similarly, the observa-

tion of auditory knowledge creation during an outrigger canoe paddling activity, as another

example from my work, highlights how the displacement and familiarity of sound provide

anchor points that tether a paddler to a place in space and time. By adopting a practice of

shared control with a sighted partner, the blind paddler’s auditory channel is unburdened

from verbal navigation commands, and thus free to create these anchor points.

These examples, though dramatically different, demonstrate how attending to context and

sound reveal critical insights that can be used to guide the design of assistive technology.

How then can designers interested in reducing dependence on audio in assistive technologies

bring these insights to light? My work examines one path, but there are certainly others

worth exploring. By applying an activity theory lens to the interests of my research com-

munities, I framed the assistive technologies that I created around the needs, goals, and

motives of community members. This change in perspective, from application to activity,

is a distinction that proved beneficial within the contexts of my research. Further work

is needed to understand how activity centered design can be applied across multiple assis-

tive technology contexts. Additionally, my results would never have been achieved without

the insights drawn from the extensive time spent with my research partners. In particular,

the mixed-ability, public-facing, co-design team that contributed to the development of the

CoOP system, collectively brought that work to light.

Taken together, this work reminds us that not only must we consider assistive technologies in

light of context and abilities of primary users, but that interdependent users—made explicitly

here but implicit in so many other assistive technologies—have important perspectives as

well. In some ways, assistive technologies have often considered the allies and the co-users.

I found in public-facing interactions, however, that other participants—the bystanders, the

curious, the nearby—became essential parts of the design process and ultimately product
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development and testing as well. By bringing design out of the shadows—and in the case

of my work with Makapo quite literally into the bright sunshine of an ocean dock—assistive

technology researchers and designers can bring work from other contexts into the light as

well.
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Appendices

A Verbal Steering Command Transcripts

A.1 CoachS1 and PaddlerB2

[C1]: okay check, we’re gonna do it by voice command b/c the coop system just cooped out.

[P1]: okay

[C1]: okay so your going to push on your left foot first.

[C1]: ok go ahead, start paddling, push hard on that left.

[P1]: I am

[C1]: perfect, now you can straighten out.

[P1]: huh?

[C1]: take your foot off the left turn press alittle bit to the right. now keep on even cuz your

gonna straigh ahead. little back to your left. good. come al ittle ore left good. little bit

right. now you going straigh ahead on your own
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...boats collide...

[C1]: okay you want to press to your right side and paddle, hard right, paddle striaght, keep

pushing to yor right, hard right hard right keep going to your right. stay ont he right stay

ont hr right, stay on the right, stay on the right, stay on the right, okay even them out a

little bit straight ahead little bit to your left, k, litte right, good, k, little bit left, little right,

gonna be that way the whoel time, little left, i think b/c the ama, k little right, just a hair

to the left, press right, press right again, ok. now little bit left. little bit right. little left. k.

little right.

@9:57 ....25 seconds...

[C1]: little push right. 4 second. left. right. left. right. ok try not to tap to hard so

just littles bits at a time. k left, left. k, right. left. little right. small tap left...small tap

right...small tap right...small tap left....small tap right....small tap left.small tap right...small

tap left...small tap right, right, hold it right hold it right, good, keep going. small tap left,

small tap left, small tap left...small tap right...small tap left...this currents a pain in the

ass too....small tap right, small left, small left.............small left...small left..........small tap

right...k small left..i think that’s the other thing, we need right up the dialoge and go over

it with them so they no small tap, hold, so I guess this is good, ok small tap right.......small

tap left.......small tap right......small tap left..there you go..left a bit.small tap right..small

tap left...left, left...ok you are about 5 feet from shore, slow down...stop stop stop stop stop

stop stop STOP STOP STOP.

A.2 PaddlerB1 and CoachS3

[P1] tap right
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[P1] keep working it

[P1] tap left, that’s it

[P1] tap right, there you go, hold that line

[P1] [louder] tap right, and hold that line

[P1] doing great bud, keep working it. tap left, and hold it.

[P1] tap right, that’s it

[P1] tap left, that’s it

[P1] tap right, find center,

[P1] there you go, keep working it.

[P1] tap right, that’s it...find center...tap left Andrew, find center. Alright.

[P1] tap left

[P1] tap right...and tap left, you’re kind of slaloming back and forth, tap right. right there.

[P1] tap left, there you go, peftect, keep that line

[P1] alirght, tap right, alright right there, hold that line.

[P1] tap right

[P1] tap left, there you go

[P1] [louder] tap right, there you go, right there, hold that line

[P1] [louder] tap left...there you go...keep working it, getting near the bridge
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[P1] tap right, and hold it there, tap left, remember to find the center after you tap.

[P2] ok.

[P1] tap left, yep

[P1] work on that line, tap left, perfect.

[P1] tap right, that’s it.

[P1] tap left, there you go.

[P1] tap right, TAP RIGHT.

[P1] tap left, that was a little hot. there you go, find that center and hold that

[P1] tap left, there you go.

[P1] doing great buddy, coming up to the bridge, and then it will just be the home stretch.

after the bridge we’ll let you take a break and then we’ll head home okay?

[P2] yep.

[P1] right on.

[P1] tap right. okay, find center, there you go. uh, tap left, find center...good.

[P1] tap right, there’s your center. tap left. [actually taps right again] woah, where you

going, there you go.

[P1] tap left. Find your center. There you go, right there.

[P1] tap left, that’s it.

[P1] tap right
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[P1] alright tap left, right there, hold that line, keep it center.

[P1] tap right, there you go, hold that line.

B Qualtitative Analysis Report: Themes and Codes

B.1 safety and awareness

Uncategorized

[1.76.5] learning to trust novel [7.19.1] risks of shared activities [10.82.7] avoiding risks [11.39.2]

risks of not properly communicating context and situation [20.28.2] learning brings risks [25.42.2]

situation awareness of controller [26.77.5] water conditions can create unsafe situations [39.73.4]

limiting responsibility to increase focus on shared control [41.77.5] situation awareness [43.77.5]

take control when necessary [49.76.5] building trust with steerperson [50.23.1] conflicting goals

adds stress [53.43.2] situation awareness between non-controlled paddlers and steerperson [55.78.5]

safety [56.9.1] safety through shared knowledge and experience [71.77.5] concern over personal safety

[73.37.2] anxiety and stress vary across individuals [79.43.2] communicating situational changes

[83.78.5] naturally occuring obstacles affect safety [84.78.5] natural obstacles [85.45.2] steerperson

and boat coordination [86.75.5] removing responsibility reduces stress [90.43.2] situation awareness

between all paddlers and other watercraft [91.46.2] loss of situational control increases stress [94.42.2]

need for coordination between all parties [101.79.5] mitigating challenges to improve safety increases

dependency on others [107.73.4] uncertainty about steering more than one person [108.79.5] artificial

obstacles increase complexity [110.75.5] paddling can be stressful [119.82.7] staying safe. [126.77.5]

situation awareness [129.45.2] maintaining situation awareness across multiple roles [139.76.5] takes

time to build trust in steerperson [140.37.2] stressors affect individuals by familiarity and experience

[144.78.5] compensating for lack of confidence in unsafe conditions [147.77.5] awareness increases
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safety [148.40.2] communication effects on stress [154.77.5] hidden obstacles affect safety [155.43.2]

fluid situtation leads to stressfulness [162.46.2] situation awareness [171.33.2] orientation and con-

fidence varies by paddler [173.78.5] situation awareness [174.38.2] reduce situational complextity

through pre-planning [178.13.1] safety concerns in shared control [179.13.1] challenges of sharing

control [184.79.5] sacrificing desired behavior for safety and reduce complexity [187.75.4] pushing

paddlers keeps them safe [188.73.4] reasoning coaches require focus [195.77.5] trust is more im-

portant than safety [207.81.6] recognizing risks [220.28.2] safety [224.46.2] safety measures often

require additional support [240.79.5] shared control creates challenges [245.77.5] water conditions

change risks and safety [250.23.1] complex device interaction increases error rate [251.46.2] changing

conditions affect safety

B.2 building common language from shared analogies

Uncategorized

[2.69.4] poor spatial awareness affects paddling performance [3.70.4] cognitive ability affects tech-

nique and coaching strategy [4.28.2] language is built through time and repetition [8.69.4] finding

suitable metaphors [29.34.2] metaphors drawn form common knowledge [57.35.2] use of visual lan-

guage is unclear [69.37.2] shared experiences [80.36.2] applying metaphors from shared experiences

[117.34.2] using familiar metaphors drawn from shared experiences [118.70.4] procedures that build

muscle memory [120.36.2] ambiguous coaching language [131.35.2] ambiguous coaching language

[153.84.8] adhoc metaphor use [206.70.4] practice and repetition [209.69.4] need to identify useful

metaphors [211.69.4] metaphor success varies across paddlers [215.83.7] communication breakdown

from undefined metaphors [222.70.4] muscle memory through repetition in place of visual mirroring

[225.34.2] finding the right metaphors [229.70.4] metaphor success draws on personal experience
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B.3 challenges of community coordination

Uncategorized

[5.15.1] communication challenges [6.10.1] patience [21.28.2] time constraint and opportunity limits

engagement [27.72.4] weather constrains coaching and practice strategy [197.10.1] coordination

B.4 accommodating different sensory abilities

causes of audibility issues

[9.42.2] complex verbal statements [13.38.2] wind makes verbal commands inaudible [96.42.2] boat

positioning affects audibility [116.42.2] variations in audibility [156.37.2] natural conditions affect

audibility [175.42.2] ambient sounds affect audibility [177.25.1] proximity for verbal commands

sensory feedback for safety

[38.35.2] visual versus tangible outcome variation [45.11.1] appropriating new sounds [112.77.5]

artificial [221.78.5] natural obstacles [230.42.2] paddler limitations to accommodate inaudibility

resolving audibility issues

[30.38.2] simplyfying verbal commands for audibility [46.43.2] simple verbal communication ease au-

dibility [89.42.2] acknowledging impediments to verbal commands [103.44.2] simplifying commands

for audibility [105.34.2] accommodating variation in audibility [109.42.2] two way radio improves

audibility [142.42.2] raising voice to workaround [158.42.2] proximity improves audibility [182.35.2]

simplifying verbal instruction to improve audibility [227.38.2] simplifying verbal commands for au-

dibility [249.42.2] acknowleding audibility issues by simplifying verbal statements
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problems with verbal and auditory dependence

[16.23.1] unclear communication [87.66.3] issuing verbal commands gets tiring [97.46.2] acknowl-

edging audio overload [143.39.2] increased risk due to inaudibility of verbal commands [172.46.2]

auditory overload for paddler [185.42.2] inconsistent audibility. [204.75.5] absence of verbal com-

mands improves focus [208.75.5] annoyed by verbal commands [214.42.2] difficulty hearing [236.25.1]

technical workarounds to audibility issues

verbal communication is necessary

[48.37.2] providing context to environmental sounds [115.44.2] communicating situational changes

[124.77.5] desire for more information and situation awareness [196.66.3] verbal cadence replaces

visual synchronization cues [226.36.2] verbally communicating auditory context [235.77.5] desire for

context

sonification provides contextual clues

[12.11.1] reappropriating the absence of visual cues with sounds [146.67.3] tradeoffs between audible

artifacts

supporting range of sensory perception

[42.32.2] paddlers use tactile cues to orient in the canoe [152.69.4] reliance on proprioception

[198.46.2] visual cues remain important for low vision paddlers [217.77.5] tangible communication

Uncategorized

[95.43.2] context
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B.5 navigating expectations of mixed-ability communities

Uncategorized

[14.8.1] thankfulness [34.12.1] excitement over partnership [59.5.1] underestimating community en-

thusiasm [61.8.1] gratitude for support [66.10.1] understanding [70.29.2] accommodating disability

through exception [76.4.1] exhibiting feelings of gratitude [77.6.1] relaxed state of coordination and

communication [81.10.1] timeliness [93.45.2] unmet expectations [104.45.2] frustration [127.10.1]

gratitude [133.79.5] accommodating shortcomings of shared technology [145.73.4] financial limita-

tions [159.12.1] miscommunications [161.40.2] complexity of technology affects norms [166.32.2] ten-

sion between different ability groups [181.15.1] gratefullness [183.13.1] gratitude [192.10.1] gratitude

[194.30.2] inspiration porn [202.27.1] building awareness [212.12.1] gratitude [219.73.4] constrain

paddling opportunity [243.17.1] financial challenges

B.6 personal growth and learning

Uncategorized

[15.73.4] solo paddling forces effort [17.73.4] unable to cheat [31.81.6] growth through experience

[33.36.2] reinforcing improvements from coaching [36.80.6] generating new opportunities for activity

[58.33.2] gaining confidence quickly [62.81.6] learning [63.74.4] more types of activities increase

social opportunties [64.74.4] solo paddling builds endurance [106.79.5] shared experience takes time

to learn [113.76.5] benefits across multiple skill levels [122.23.1] shared control experience [141.70.4]

verbal instruction [151.76.5] new possibilities bring new experiences [200.28.2] creating opportunities

for inclusiveness [201.80.5] changed experiences from adding technology [244.74.4] rigorous activity

pushes paddlers to grow [246.75.5] artificial barriers stifle self-improvement
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B.7 shared control changes structure of activity

Uncategorized

[18.81.6] participating in a ’real’ activity [23.45.2] complexity of shared control [24.46.2] coach-

paddler bonding [35.72.4] time constraints influence coaching strategy [37.66.3] tangible expands

ways to coach effectively [47.70.4] physical ability affects paddling technique and coaching strategy

[98.75.5] assistive technology to break through barriers [99.28.2] creating new opportunities for

activity [210.78.5] normalizing shared experiences [228.79.5] requires familiarity

B.8 supporting independence and agency

Uncategorized

[19.81.6] taking pride in new found agency [22.35.2] desire to be independent [28.75.5] personal

responsibility for success [40.74.4] freedeom to operate outside of official team activities [44.78.5]

desire for self reliance [51.77.5] some dependence is necessary [60.82.7] Feeling more secure in multi-

person canoe [67.24.1] unsatisfied in team experience [68.73.4] individual vs team coaching [72.11.1]

self-disclosure of disability [75.78.5] maintaining independence and responsibility [82.81.6] desire for

independence [88.81.6] desire for independence [92.74.4] solo paddling adds freedom [100.84.8] de-

pendency on multiple people [102.82.7] tradeoffs between independence versus teamwork [111.24.1]

desire for personalized instruction [114.82.6] agency [128.72.4] time constraints reduce opportunity

for individual training. [136.81.6] freedom [137.81.6] independent paddling brings new experiences

[150.28.2] support family needs [160.82.6] and controlling ones own personal goals [168.82.7] inde-

pendence versus teamwork [170.81.6] taking control [180.45.2] balancing disability and respecting

individual agency [191.74.4] solo paddling caters to individual strengths [199.79.5] combining roles

to reduce dependency on others [203.71.4] coop perceived to hinder team blending [205.81.6] ner-

vous [213.81.6] exhibiting independence [216.81.6] control of ones schedule [223.40.2] expectations.
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[232.11.1] pride in achievements [234.28.2] shared control creates opportuntities and independence

[237.82.6] independence [238.81.6] taking pride in new found agency [241.75.5] satisfaction of pad-

dling solo [242.80.6] enthusiasm [248.81.6] avoid burdening others [252.45.2] multiple roles and re-

sponsibilities

B.9 cooperative design with community

Uncategorized

[32.40.2] supporting technical issues through flexible design [52.6.1] diy approach to problem solving

[65.7.1] finding off-the-shelf solutions to problems [74.25.1] technical mistakes on the water are costly

[78.13.1] support [123.5.1] shared knowledge and experiences from strangers [125.5.1] managing

expectations of the community [130.5.1] willingness of community to help solve a problem together

[132.7.1] comfortable with community [134.5.1] unsolicited advice [138.13.1] community engagement

[149.13.1] design challenges [157.7.1] letting go of perfection [163.13.1] cooperative designing [165.7.1]

tradeoff between speed and strength during iterative prototyping [176.83.8] recovering from error

[189.23.1] poor user interaction design [190.13.1] design challenges [193.76.5] unproven assistive

technology

B.10 mixed ability communities

Uncategorized

[121.30.2] public engagement raises awareness [167.73.4] access to equipment [169.78.5] support-

ing independence and responsibility encourages engagement [186.27.1] public activity transforms

perspectives [231.32.2] free use equates to less important [247.6.1] community has diy mindset
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B.11 coordination and communication on the water

New Category

Uncategorized

[135.23.1] unclear communication [164.79.5] become familiar [239.23.1] mixed goals

C CAD Renderings for CoOP

C.1 CoOP Version 1
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C.2 CoOP Version 2

C.3 CoOP Version 3
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